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Business Notices.

PUBLISHED AT 82! EXCHANGE STBEET. BY

N.

FOSTER.

A.

The Portland Daily Press is published at
pur year

m

advance.

The Maine; State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 pur aunum, in advance;
$2.25, il paid within six months; and $2.50, if payment he delayed beyond six months.

Advertising.
length oi column,

Kates of
One inch

space, in

oi

“square.”

have this day iormed
the Arm name of

WE

constitute

Boot & Shoe
Aiid'have taken
Messrs. A* & S.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
-Ail Communications intended for the paper
should he directed to the ¥ Editor op the Press,”
and those of a business character to the
Pub-

Business!

A. E. CHASE.

JOSEPH

WKSCOTT

E3F* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

j^jdote

on

7

i

■'

!'

cor.

os.,

PERKINS,

CO,

«fc

Wholesale and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’* Whari, foot of High Street.
Dec 21,1866—dtf

PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,

THE
selves under the firm

in

name

of

ivi mitju.’LKI
for the transaction ol a general
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus. ,!
DRIED APPLES, Stc.

Portland,

Me.

KMtai4*

At 00

Street, Port laud.

msmu*K

Portland. Jan.l, 1866.—3m

Dissolution of

FEENX,

tyjntMid/

StWe#*,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STU000 AND MASTIO W0£££RS,

PORTLAND, MX.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty a,UetnJe<i to. Oydera bom out et town.solicited.
May 22—dtt

FICKETI,

Phetogrnphlc Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

Minufaoturer of Hirror * Floture Frame*.
Mo. ‘18 MARKET
JmneUtf

SQUARE,

Poxtxaxd, Kx.

Deerinff, Milliken

&

Successors to G. L. Stor'er If Co.,

The undersigned have this day formed
ship Under the firm ana Btyle of

And Gents’

FREEMAN &

at

CHASE, CRAM

ft

(

1!

tetv I <

Portland,

Paintef;
.v

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Solicitor of Patent*,

PORTLAND,,

Dissolution of

THE copartnership
style of
firm and

S.

Pumps

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

settled by cither party at
the old stand, No. 5 Commercial wharf.

BEAIaE,

B.MORSE.
feld&wlmG

Feb. 1, 1866.

The undersigned have this day formed
ship under under the style and firm of

Closets,

description of Water Pixfnre* ior Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&<**i arranged ana set up in the best manner, and ail
orders in town or country
faithfully executed. All
kinds

EVEEF

of J OB BING promptly

attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descrintionK.
apr9dtt

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00,.
and

Goods

Arcade
DAVIS,

Jobbers of

and

18

Free

l.p.'hasIeZl,’
chapman.

Woolensf

APOTHECARIES,

PEERING BLOCK,
Cor. Congress and Preble Sts, Portland, Me.
S. E. Behsok, Jr.,
Edward Merrill.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals. i"lu5d Extracts, Toilet Articles, PcrtUmery and Fancy Uoods.
Physician*’ Proscriptions carefully prepared, either
by day of night.

POKTLAKB, Jan. 16th, 1866.
my Apothecary buslgpss, I take

Having sold out
this opportunity to express my thanks to my Mend*
for the patronage and confidence which has been so
liberally exrended to me, and at the same time to recommend to them my successors, Messrs. Benson &
Merrill, and to ask in their behalf a continuance ot
the same.
E. Dana, Jr.
dtl
Portland, Jan. IT, 1866.

KING & DEXTER*

Vo. 8 Clapp's Block,

of and

Dealer* In all kind*

Hardware and

•<

Window-Glass,

13d Middle (tndlia Federal sit.
2, ’66 —d6in

NOTES

&

SON,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

FURNACES, RANGES,

JOHN CTTRTIS,

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stores,
WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

Corner of Middle and Franklin Streets,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, Ip quantities to suit.
in

Jam 12—dim*

HILTON

Portland for the Celebrated

Furnaces and

83F* Orders from the Country reap*
ed. Job Work done to order.

r-tovee,

tally solicit-

Office 11T Middle
Street,
BRADBURY, I
m. sweat.
PORTLANDf ME,
)
___

Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of
will attend to any Wines, entrn.ted
the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims
9
any of the Departments.
<lc20tf

JOHN F.

ANDERSON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temple Street

CO.,

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

PRODUCE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

Cor. of Milk and Lime Sts.,
8. *. HILTON,
)
J. ». peiuuns,
POUTLAND,* ME.
0. I. F. HILTON,
j
g5T“Produce Sold on Commission.
iebl d3m
Am

|

t-

4U

■

■

-_

-_

Dissolution.

Mr.

January, and
to him, before

&

DEALERS IN

aug9dtl

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

Clothing,

copartnership heretofore existing between
rpH32
A the subscribers, under the firm name of

N. A. FOSTER &

CO.,

this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business will hereafter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER
who will pay all demands against the late firm, and
to wi^oiii all indebted will make
payment.
Is

N. A.

Portland,

Jan. t, 1S6C.

FOSTER,

J. T. GILMAN.
fe7dtt

among which

told by

us

!

per

ton.

CHESTNUT COAL, at

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bnunhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satfe&ctory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost qf building, on
the house. From parties who build imcompletion qf
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. Ms, at the office of the subscribers, where plaits
may be seen, and fill particulars obtained.

TRR, and WX8TRRN PRODUCE generally.
Partkmlar attention given to shipping by quiekest
tud ohoapMt route*. 2Yo. 1B» South Water St.,

J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Chicago, Illinois.

Portland, May 3, 1865.may4tf

Proposals for Fresh Beef.

Reference.—Messrs. B. Q. Bowdloar A Co; MayaSons; H. A W. Chiokering; C.H. Cummings
A Co; Chas. H, Stone; Hallott, Davis A Co; Boston.
.1. N. Bacon, Esq, President Newton National Bank,
Hswton.MawTc. B. Coffin,Esq, N T.City. fshaBdiy
‘:

>

J

less of prices, to make

*hDee?SW^e-

OFFICE OF THE A. C. S

1
U. 9. A.,
Portland, Maine, Feb’y Id, 1866. J
Proposals will be recoivcd at this office
until Wednesday, Feb. 28th, 1866, at 12 M., Air
the supply of Fresh Beef to all the troops in the vicinity of Portland, Maine, for one year (or such less
time as the Commissary General shall direct.) The
I

SEALED

COST.
■

Pavho* Block.

of Toys mut- be sold regardfor a, miilipcry stock

Beef te be of the best

room

Dentist,
Clapp’* Block, Congress St,
I

quarters, with

an

cient bond as surties for the faithful performance of
the contract.
The A. C. S. reserves ths right to reject any ’or all
bids not deemed advantageous to the Government.
Proposals’' must be endorsed ’’Proposals for lurFresh Beef, Box 1822, Portland Post Office.”
The
will be opened at the time specified, at
my office, No. 292| Morton Block, Congress Street.—
Bidders are invited to he present.
HENRY INMAN,
F b

an<*

64^iSd

Q’

M*> an<* A. C. S., U. &. A.

White Oak Ship Timber.
Cy AA TONS best N. H. White dak suitable for
v/vASte«ns„Trauaoms, Risers, Hooks, and Put-

Also 100 tons Plank stocks, best quality, and
L. TAYLOE,
very long by
v
Jan 24—ati
61 Commercial St.
tocks*

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
for a full and thorough
, located on Middlo St.,
_x', H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
Cipal has had 21 years* experience.
1 do not pretend an extensiou of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that mr
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world ; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of Hie United Statet
of America; and also that our Courtikg Booms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accountt and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, t/c,
U. S.

College
This Is the only Commereial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, etc., is taught without copying, so that

TION,

as

in the

any

without obone can pass through
taining a thorough counting-room education.
to
the
Citizens
fy Mr. Brown would present
of Portland and vicinitv, his warm gratitude lor
their kindnett and liberal patronage the past fl Iteen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicit# other favort!
R. N. BROWN.
0 _
Portland, September
1«, 18*8.
sepl9dcod*wly
the

no

_

course

..

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’
For Sale.
°f *****

chasers
2QQ
AlAo the Homestead

in Iota 40 suit pur-

Farm, containing .bout 125
acres very superior UD-land, being the
property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wtf
_

ty Job work of every description neatly executed at the Press Office.

ISAAC EMERY,
Head of Long Wharf.
ja22dlm

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co„ are requested to call at the
the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and exof
office
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Refor
certificates of Stock.
ceipts
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
Dec 4. 1665.
dcStf

ALL

Farm lor Sale,
In Westbrook, near Allen’s Corner* about 3$ miles from this city.—

are about 25 acres ot land divided into tillage and pasture land.
wood and a House and
some
_Iv'ith
Barn thereon. Apply to CHARLES H. HILL, on
the premises.
Jan 12-1-<I4w*

There

For Sale.
Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

Two-story
rpHE
X
at a
Street,

great bargain.

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ.

KNIGHT,
octl8dtfAtlantic Wharf.

To Let.
and
CRINGLE
ftirnished

Salts oi Rooms fuminhod or unO
to let, with or without board, at TT
Free Street.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Feb 6—dlw*

Store to Let.
Brick Store

rpHE
A

Streets, at
Coolidge &

son

GOU LD’S

Classical and

A. & S. E.

For Sale.

on

nue.

is very handsomely laid out.
address Box 59fl P. 0.
Nov 4—dtf

Assisted by Mr. G. A. Robertson.
Mrs. C. S. Twstchcll, Teacher of Music.
A Normal Class will be formed for the instruction
of those who wish to qualify themselves for teaching.
Special attention will, also, be paid to those who are
fitting for College.
The Principal-will aecure hoard or rooms for all who
may desirt it.

THOS.

J.

Nov. 11—dtf

FRTK>

FOSTErT

Machinist,
SI UNION STREET, Up-Stairs.

Sawing Machine* of a#, mote# and ttyles repaired,
adjusteu and painted. Patent Office Models, Small
Patterns, &c., made to order. Tailors’ Shears
ground
Keys fitted. Die Sinking, &c., &c.
Jan 17—d4w*

GKO. 1a. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stoveaa, Freeman & Co.

ulj'rtJ

i<hif. ix©fc>l* flm

^

u.

r>

»•:;

To

«Out<a|

■«*••’

t

A large and convenient House, No. IS
H[ij[ Watervilie St, suitable ior two families. Terms
nULoi sale liberal.
Apply to W, No. 371 Middle St.
ja23dtf

stnte

streets.

J. & E. M. RAND,

to

133 Middle St.

Wants, Lost and Found.

of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired In
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
mg bought and sold.
sept20dtf

NOTICE.
The Committee of Investigation into
Frauds in Enlistments,

alleged

FIVE

General
~

Company

61 Wall St, tor. William, NEW PORK.
Jahvabt, 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.
Th* whole profits of the Company revert to the
and are divided Amro ally, npon the
terminated during the year; aadtorwhioh
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1863-4 and 6 were 40
per oont eaoh.
The Profits for N Years amount to the
•am oi
$10,691,080
OJurhioh here has been redeemed by7

AbMtrhd,
Premiums

The

Company
viz:—

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W H H Moore,

TRUST BUS

:

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bngert,
William E Dodge,

Henry Coil,
WmC Piokeragill,

Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsllard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Benj Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Bob B Minton, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederiok Channoey,
James Lew,

Levis Curtis,
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
A Warren Weston,

Koysl Phelps,
Uuab Barstow,
A P Piliot,
Dariel 8 Miller,
Joshna J Henry,
weerge G Hobson,
mavid Lane,
Me Bryce,

Chas H Marshall.
Jonn D. Jons, Prasident.
Charles Damns, Vice-President.
W. a. H. Moon, 3d Vioe-Pres't.

_

J. H. Chapman, Aoting Seoretary.

Applications received by

u

Fefa31edlm UmeodA w6w

for* St.
PORTLAND.

N. PERRY,

MIDDLE

N Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and usefal patented artiLadles or Gentlemen wishing tor a ran chance
make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON A A).,
130 Middle Street,
jNdy23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

A

A
cle.

Wanted.
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.

B., for English and Irish
est rates or freight.

STEEET,

STOCK OF

181

A

Also,

.29—dtf___
Stone-Cutters Wanted.
twelve

Immediately,
good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED

J1*'

JAMES ANDREWS,
Blildelbrd

Apply to
>oc

27—dtf

House Wanted.
A GOOD, convenient house in the vicinity of CumJA beriand or Oxford Streets. Bent not to exceed
$2x5. Enquire at this office.
d2w
Portland, Feb. 1,1865.

~3T.

Ij.

WEEKS,

1 NO. 72 and 74
IFOBE

STBEET,

OFFERS FOR SALE

Double

Extra

Flour !

In Bbls. and j Bbls;
•leRiHAH" FLOUR, IN HALF BBLS,

BUCKWHEAT,
MEAL, in Bbls, and nt Retail,
Rest Japan and Green Teas,
Cat, Granulated, Powdered, sad Coffee
Sugars,
with a general assortment of
VRIES and PROVISION’S.
OAT

gether

delivered in any part of the City.
teeiwed—60 Tabs Nice Batter,
w

!

Hew

263
HHD8.
26

Regard

to

Oort!

NICE

LOT

OF1

BK SOBP

Read Dr. Hughes’ adverti moment, in another
column. In his specialty Dr. H ughee >s
unequalled
A any physician in this
country.
Jan 1—wly

Crop Molasses.

TIERCES,

)

| CLAYED,

9 BARBELS,)
26 HHD8. MUSCOVADO,
Now discharging from Barque “Sarah B. Hale,” and
lor sale by
PHINNEY & JACKSON,
Wharf.
Feb. 5

diw__Brown’s

FURS, Millinery

SLEIGH & CARRIAGE ROBES
Jan 27

at high-

To load lumber at same place for Galvesand Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

A

Until the first of March.

ALSO,

Ports,

Fhlladelphia

WILL SELL HIS

Without any

...I

Wanted.

i

181

—.

,.

s

HUNGER, 166

E.

Wanted.

ONE

has Aitttt, over Eleven Million

*11,133,600

Agent

of the most popular and successlhl Life Insurance Companies in the U. S., intending to establish its business more thoroughly in the State of
Maine, would make liberal arrangements with a suitable party. Address H. G. WILSON, 17 State St.,
Boeton, Mass., with such references as will Justify
confidential communications.
! Feb 6—dlw

11,668,780

Cidted States and State of New-York
Stock, City,Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974,700
Xanns secured by Stooks and otherwise,
3,187,960
Premium Notes end Bills Beoeivable,
AmI Estate, Bond and Mortgagee, and
other securities,
[8. HO,680
IJttited States Gold Coin,
641,890
CitlhinBank,
388,430

AGENTS.

—

_

ATLANTIC

DoUart,

Each !

Pay Every Eventno. Address,
We He CROCKER, P. O.,
Or Preble House, Portland.
fe6dlw

Chairmen.

Cn»h,

Day

per

WILL BE PAID FOR

AT 7 O'CLOCK.

Mutual Insurance

Wanted /

Dollars

Five

Tuesday and Thursday Evening's,

}

Terms —$8,00 per year iu advance.

fteadina Matter

BARE

CHANCEl

Stock
FOR

and

Fixtures,

SALE.

HERSAM & CO., wishing to Close up busl
at a great bargain their choice assort ed
sto$k of Millinery Goods, and Store fixtures, with
Store Bent reasonable, at their well-known and long
established stand,
Career of Maiu and Lisbon Streets.
Ltwlston, Feb. 1,18 66.
»c3eod*w2w

SH.

Bags Flour

1.0
7
ale
$y«

by

on

all Four Faxes*

The Educational Teat.
If suffrage were made universal at the
South, with the single condition that the votable to read intelligibly and
er should be
write legibly, it is not sure which class, black
or white, would most feel the exclusion.
A
gentleman who held an official position at
Natchez, Miss., for several months, and in
whose office all articles of export and import
had, to be registered, and for those removed
receipts given by the carrier, informed us that
a larger proportion of tho colored people could
write their names than of the “poor whites,”
and this in darkened Mississippi, where it has
been a legal offence- to teach the colored man
how to read the Word of God.
At the present time the educational movements in the South are confined almost exclusively to the freedmen; hundreds and thousands of schools have been set in operation
for their benefit, and their thirst for knowledge seems perfectly marvelous. How long
will it be, if this condition of things is kept
up, before the blacks will be able to speak, and
speak truthfully, of the ignorance and stultification of the common white population, ani^
to feel their superiority ant] have that superiority acknowledged by the heart and head of
the American public?
it must oe confessed that at the present
time in the South, there are many people of
markf—who make their mark every time caHed
upon to write their names,—and these are net
confined to plantations or to pantaloons even,
but are sometimes found in the garb.of ladies
of position and rank, who, with all their silks
and velvets, their pride and arrogance, their
haughty ways and imperious manners, are
sometimes compelled to make practical confession of their own personal Ignorance. And
these people talk of the “nigger,” of hie ignorance and unfitness for self-government!—
Here is an account of a Tennessee lady of
“mark

Gen. Sisk, of the Freedmen’s Bureau, in a
speech in Cincinnati the other day, told this
story:—“A few weeks ago there came into my
headquarters at Nashville, a Tennessee lady,
elegantly attired in silk and velvet, to talk
with me, as she said. I gave her a seat She
took it with ‘an air,’ and told me she wanted
to recover her property seized by the Government She abused it heartily, and read me a
lecture on Yankees and Abolitionists, and execrated them for killing her husband In battle, for he had only gone with the South to
fight for its rights. I gave her the circular to
read which contains the conditions of the
Government for claimants to comply with.—
She asked me to read it for her. I told her I
had no time; that she had better read for herself, and then fill op the ‘blanks’ provided to
prove the legitimacy of her claim. Then she
admitted that she could neither read nor
write.”
I own that while I pitied her, I felt a little
mischievous; so I pointed to that young Ohio
cloik, and told her he would write out the document for her. She was

horrified,

lungs’

vanced.
In

setting out bushes, herbs, plants <fco. of all
we prefer never to water the roots artificially; but to transplant when the earth is
moist as it always is in the spring, and leave
the rest to nature.
By pouring a stream of
water from a pot or bucket on to a
transplant,
the earth Is beaten down hard, In which shape
It dries, and the uew rootlets find it difficult to
sorts,

penetrate the soil about them and thus derive
the necessary nourishment.
In setting ont currant, gooseberry and other
fruit bushes or trees in a garden, let us advise
This
you not to set them on the line fence.
not only tempts the neighboring boys and cattle to reach or push through and steal, but the
grass from the line soon enters among the
roots of the bushes, and tuhs makes a nest
which sends out young broods of foul stuff into all the interior grounds.
Yon cannot exterminate the roots thus lodged in the bushes
without taking up the bushes and tearing them
in pieces, which is a severe injury thereto.—
Set them out clear in the open ground, where

yon can cultivate around them and keep them
free from grass and weeds as you do a hill
of beans, corn or potatoes.
Thaw.
as

Enterprising.
On

Senator Brown, of Missouri,
proposed a resolution which the Senate adopted, instructing the committee on post-offices
and post-roads “to inquire into the expediency of authorizing the Postofflce Department
“to construct and operate telegraph lines along
“the principal mail routes, or such of them as

well he managed by private enterprise.—
Many people even contend that the carrying
of letters and newspapers ought to be done by
private enterprise, ana not by a department of
the Government. But, for all that, Senator

as

Brown has got hold of an idea worth considthinks that the telegraph might be
made to do much of the work which the postoffice now performs, and his resolution seeks
Wa
information bearing upon that point.
have little doubt that some day the telegraph,
with a reduced tariff for brief messages, will
take the kind of business which Mr. Brown
would assign to it. Whether the Postoffice is
the best agency to bring about the change is a
debatable point, though it is undeniable that
there would be advantages as well as disadvantages in the connection of the telegraph
and the Postoffice under a Government department. The telegraph companies are at
present paying high dividends, and we do not
doubt that between important towns, at least,
brief messages could be profitably carried at
rates which would to some extent compete
with the Postoffic$ charges. In many cases, a
short message would answer all the purposes
of a letter, and if by paying doable or treble
postage the sender could have the advantage
in time which the telegraph affords, we are
sure that thousands of messages would be sent
where at present the mail is made to answer
the purpose.—[Toronto Globe.

ering. He

and asked

and Meal t

1-4, and 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Superior Yellow Meal lor Table Use, for

Dec 14—T8&T tl

CHASE

becoming

a recon-

BBOTHERS,
Head Long Whari.

•

About Garden*.

miniature farm; and good
larger scale. Every acre of ground, be it where it may, should
be carefully prepared for the seed, and faithfully cultivated and c.'vred for till the harvest.
A “little farm well tiltatd,” is more profitable
than a large one half cultivated.
By garden, in the present arjicle, we mean
the common kitchen garden—such as should
be attached to every house, if possible, for the
growth of culinary vegetables and vatious
kind* of fruit. In a few weeks spring will be
upon us, and some remarks upon our present
subject may not be unseasonable, or unacceptable to many readers of the Pres*.
And first, let us say something about fences.
The garden should be well enclosed. The
feuce should be high and firmly secured, so
that heavy winds will not prostrate or shatter
any of its parts. On the north line it should
be made tight—a close stone or brick wall, or
tight board fence. This makes a shelter against
the rude, cold winds that come out of the
north, and receives and radiates the rays of a
southern sun, thereby making the atmosphere
and soil warm for a considerable distance under the lee of it. Vegetables here may be produced a week or two earlier than elsewhere
in the garden. It is the place for grapes, melons, early cucumbers, tomatoes, salad, Ac.
The rest of the fence need uot be thus tight;
hut will do very well if. it consist of common
palings nailed three inches apart. This will
let the sun and air circulate freely on the
plants which would otherwise be shaded; and,
I what is of more consequence yet, it will keep
out cattle, hogs, pigs and even dogs and hens.
The fence of a garden should always be tight
enough for this purpose. Straying little pigs,
ranging dogs and cun, and visiting bens are
exceedingly injurious to a garden at any time>
and especially in the spring and early sinjuner
when the beds are newly made and the plants
We have had more
are yet small and feeble.
diiuage done by great dogB treading down
young plants,or digging holes in the ground, or
rolling and scratching upon the beds, Hum their
necks are worth. If the pickets are sharpened
at the top, h— will seldom get into a garden, as
they must alight alter they rise to enter, which
they cannot do on those sharp points. It is a
matter of great importance to have a garden
fence so tight as not only to exclude cattle,sheep
and hi>gs,but also the smaller animals and fowls.
It is in vain to think of having a good garden,
to say nothing of the virtue of patience, with
such creatures in it.
A garden ought never to be ploughed. Thi
is too coarse an operation for such foie work.
The plough will not always run deep or regular enough; it will not turn all the soil; the
earth will not be pulverized as it foils, and the
heavy footsteps of the horse or oxen will
make much of it hard for the whole season,
a
and quite unproductive. The best tool for
This should
fork.
manure
or
is
a
spade
garden
the earth
be thrust down its entire length,
over aa it
turned
and
the
above
ground
Uited
•
the clumps do not crumfalls and if any of
be struck effectually by the
should
ble, they
till they are thoroughly pulback of the spade
verized. Care should be taken at the same
out every stick, stone, or other foul
time to pick
stuff, and to mix and incorporate the manure
with the soil. This can be done by hand
work with the spade, when it cannot be done
f fey the plough. In spoiling,every root of grass
The garden is

farming

a

Recent FnbUoationr

is but gardening on a

weed should be extracted, thrown into a
basket and committed to the hog-yard. By

or

Tuesday.

“it may deem necessary, or to contract with
“such lines as may be already established, if
“that shall be deemed more advisable, for the
“use and control of such lines; and, la connection with the postal business, to establish
“offices at such points as may be determined
“upon, open at all hours to the public and the
“press, for safe and speedy transmission of dis“patches, under proper regulations and at fix“ed minimum rates; the committee to report
“by bifl or otherwise.” This resolution is
open to the objections which exist to the multiplications of the duties of Government. It
is an unsound principle to assign to the Government of any country any work which can

with sharpness and asperity, ‘can that nigger write ?’ ‘Yes, madam,’ I said, ‘and he will
With some
attend to the business for you.’
He arose,
reluctance, she went to his desk.
bowed, and gave her a seat, and made dut in a
time round hand the necessary statement, and
It was then offered for
then read it for her.
her signature, but when she drew offber glove,
and I saw a splendid diamond sparkle on her
finger as she made her tmark,’ I pitied her
frommy heart; the superiority, the real superiority, of the negro was seen in the simple
transaction.
The poor woman perhaps felt it then herself! for she wept, came to her senses, regretted her harsh remarks aboot the ‘nigger,’ and

A

Will meet in the

All persons who have knowledge of any facts connected with the subject matter oi the enquiry, are
hereby requested to communicate the same to the
chairman, or to appear brfore the Committee.

I860-

structed woman than when she came.”

POSITION in Mercantile life, by a young man
who can make himself useful in any department. Understands the general management of
business; has had several years experience in and
thoroughly understands book-keeping, and is capable of taking charge of any set of accounts; writes a
good hand, and can fnrnish the best of references.
Address “Mercantile," Box 126, Post Office, Portlund.
feb7—dlw*
Portland, Feb. 6,1866.

Agents

SENATE CHAMBER,

--

went away with ideas more

Wanted.

Clothing

■

such pains Steat
labor In subsequent weed hi gs
will be saved.
The soil of a
garden should not be stirred
when wet or
clammy, if a falls like putty, It
will dry in that
lumpy state, and remain like
sun-baked brick all summer.
Do not stir it
till it will crumble
finely by its own weight.
This lets in the air between ail the
particles;
the air vitalizes it, as it doss our own
and through the season the ground will be
lively and fertile. You cannot stir the earth
loo much, or pulverize it too finely. The
pulverization is worth as much as manure to the
toil.
Never apply new, long manure to the kiteliin'garden. You will thus prevent millions of
onl seeds that would otherwise spring up
and clog your cultivated plants and give you
{reat trouble. Apply only old and well-rotted
Green
manure, that has no food seeds in it.
manure is no food for the
young plants when
they want it to start upon; it does not become
sufficiently decomposed to afford support to
vegetation, till the season is considerably ad-

me

WM, BBOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

BETHEL, ME.

30th, 1866.

T1HE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
X MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address

Eaiill

Of all descriptions, by

SPRING TERM of this Institution will
THEcommence
Tuesday, Pebruary 27th, 1866, and

Jan

~i XAA TONS square Hackmatack Timber.
X
r\7 Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackinetack
Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

For Sale.
Ag^. Tile three-story Brick Dweillng-Houso and
Lot on the southerly corner of Spring and

Second-Hand Clothing,

WOODMAN,)

For particulars,

For Sale.

3al9dlm

GEO. W.

SPRING.

LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,
the main AveA
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and

ttpply

GEO. F. SHEPLEY.
Jan 22—d&w3w

Commercial and Franklin

For Sale.

English Academy, Great
Redaction in the Price of Fors

continue eleven weeks under the charge of
W. P. YOUNG, A. B.,

corner

present occupied by Messrs. JefferCo. Possession given Oct. 1st.

Sept 27—dtf

FOR—"

J. W.

Bethel,

Portland, Nov. 8,1863.—istf

AgMy

THIS I

nishing
tld*

PORTLAND, M£e
Sept 2G~oodtf

quality In

equal proportion of fore and Usd; necks, shanks and
kidney tallow to he excluded.
Each bid mutt be accompanied by a copy of this
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents of Portland,) to enter into a suffi-

Fred A. Prince,

House for Sale.
rTVHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
X Danforth and Tate Streets. It hie all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, <Ssc., apply to
BUEUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.

-ON-

Inducements

Vonurc$B St.,
Portland, Me.

july25dtf

VADO MOLASSES, now landing at CubWharf, tvom Schooner Emma U, Jrom
and for sale by

warranted to give

are

THE

OF'

Season.

A.T

Sale,

For Sale.

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity of
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,

W. 8TKE8,
PURCHASER FOB EASTERN ACCOUNT,

No. 11

JOHN’S

10113

Great

Jf.

■..

Matanzas,

fox*

Oct 21-dtl

are

60 Commercial Street*
Jan 12—dtf
Head Maine Wharf.

Jan 16—dtf

MS

House

LOOK

200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and sort Wood, on hand and for sale by

good security,

PAID FOR

——BY—

and

are

Highest Cash Prices

Second-Hand

JU1-

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

THIS

MAINE,

.

begs leave to

ALSO,
460 tons John’s Store and Egg Coal.
600 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Store Coal,
300 tons Locust Mountain Store and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Store Coal.
W eli picked and screened; delivered to any part of
the city at the lowest price for Cash.
,,y ,ALSO,

Advances Made.

_

Jan 20—d3m

Crop Molasses

with all the modern Improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
We have made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano

4-OU 913,00

E» KERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

rtiNo. 37*Middled.
rpOYSatCost,
X The balance of stock

New

Jan 20, 1866.

■4

Hoofing

Institution offers to young men and ladles
unoquaiediacilities for obtaining a thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for full course, comprising both theory and practice, good n forty-five Colleges, constituting the ‘‘International Chain,'* time unlimited.
For further information pleaso call at the CpUwe,
or send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address,
BRYANT, STRATTON ft GRAY,
Jan 17—d&wti
Portland, Me.

No. 35 EzohanKe Street,

PORTLAND

Congrats Street.

JfORTES.

COAL, COAL, COAL

dcl4tf

A

10 to 30

$1000 to $5000.
MOSES COULD, 74 Middle St.

and

FIRST

OAA HHDS. PRIME NEW CROP MUSCO-

and tuning done by experienced
*
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wti
il..’.-—u—_i_L-;-*::

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

AT

THE

Steinway & Sons, of New York.

1

BUSINESS COLLEGE

BELL’S

The undersigned
nonnee that
are

All instruments
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let.

—AND—

P. O. Box m.

year.

Piano Fortes,

Fortes,

FLOUK, GRAIN, BIRDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, IBUT-

BENSON & MERRILL,

1st—To choose a Chairman and Secretary.
2d—To hear the Report of the Directors and Treasurer ol said Company and act thereon.
3d—To choose a Board of Directors for the ensuing
4th—To transact such other business as may properly be acted on.
J. S. CUSHING, Secretary.
a
Jan 30—dtd

Street.

they
manufacturing
uJceep constantly on hand

COMPOSITION.

MB

Successors to Chase, Littlefield &
Co.,

ItnSSQnn

FIRE ASH) WATER-PROOF FELT

PORTLAND

nOV9’6Sdtf

bdT-4 LJ

WARREN'S IMPROVED

undersigned

j

For the

CHURCHILL, BBOWNS & MANfON.

For the purpose df continuing the Lime, Cement and
Plaster business heretofore conducted byS. N. Beall
& Co, at their old stand.
8. N. BEALE,
C. A. B. MORSE.
Feb. 1, 1886.
fcld*wlm6

Street,!

PORTLAND,

e.

copartner-

T

—

Jan26dtf

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders
of the Portland and Kennebec Railroad Company will be held at the Railroad Depot In Brunswick, on MONDAY, the 12th day of February next,
at ten o’clock A. M. lor the following
purposes, viz:—

THE

nolSti

SAMUEL BELL.

PIANO

BUSINESS !

Gravel

Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co.
Augusta, January 29,1866.

be sold at the* lowest
city,
price, at 3GSCongress Street, near Green St.
1

COBB,

12,1865.

T

Jan 22—dtf

one

Oct 24—dtl

Where he hopes that by strict attention ho may be
fhvored with the patronage of their former custom-

THE

Successors to Edmund Dana, Jr.,

Bowl*, Brsu A. Silver Plated Cock*.

cash

Ns* 12 WUlsw Street,

Portland,

Congress

SAMUEL

be

intends

At

reliable man.
We solicit tor him the confidence of this community, as well as their liberal patronage.
BARSTOW STOVE COMPANY.
A. C. Babstow, Prest.

found
of tbo best selected stocks
Of BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that’can be
CAN
found in this
which will

prepared to make LIBERAL ADVANCES on goods in transit, in store,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other

BEALE <£ MOUSE,

STREET,

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Importers

a

J

and the Eastern
cents per toot.
Also, 6 Houses from

_

ALT

pur diased thfl Retail Business of
Messrs. PBARS6N « SMITH, together with
to carry on the
Carts,
the£p.dty

N.

ity

PORTLAND. ME.

17hdAwtf

heretofor existing ^
mader the

COPARTNERSHIP.

MAKER OP

or

Copartnership.

BEALE <£ CO.,
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The liabilof the late firm will be

MAINE.

PLUMB E B!

No. 363

MARR BROTHERS,
i9», 181 and 183 Middle Bt.
If*—«1iW

BAKING

Portland, Me., Jan 18, 1866.
Having sold the stock of Stoves, Furnaces, Ranges.
&c., in store No. 29 Market Square to Mr. D. B.
wing, we moRt cordially commend him to the good
people ot thiR city, as an experienced and excellent
mechanic, and also as a prompt, energetic, responsible and

Street,

T OWN

XJJP

He would also respectfully invite all others wishWholesale Flour and Grocery
ing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
snared to lill all orders for Bread with neatness and
Business,
NO. 8T COMMERCIAL STREET, !d’ dispatch.
Deo

(OPPOSITE THOMAS BLOCK,)
where they hope te receive a liberal share of the pubG. L. CHURCHILL,
lie patronage.
W.M.HUNT.
H. S. MELCHER.
dtf
Portland, Feb. 1,1866.

9G Exchange

Portland, Nov.tth, 1868.

;

would call the attention of persons who aro
particidar to have a period fitting Shirt to our
stock of fine white Shirt, which We are having manufactured to our own order, by Mr. Hathaway; they
are made in the mast perfect manner and from the
bort materials. We will warrant a fit to men ot all
tiMS, from the smallest to the very largest size.
Persons at a distance from the city can be supplied
and a good fit guaranteed, by Bending us the measure around the neck, and the
length ot arm; the
measure lo be taken from the center ot the back to
the knuckles. The prices are as low as
possible.
These goods aro really of the most reliable character, being manufhc hired specially tor us for our own
retail trade.

C.

18.1866^^

Goods.

CELEBRATED SHIRTS Boot. Shofr& Rubber Store,

W.

promptly

N early opposite Post Office.

XX

GENERAL COMMISSION

S. N.
C. A.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

l. d.

a

No.

ers.

Mo, 10S Middle Street,

BIOK

1—dtf_

jj--—--

Portland, Maine.
Work executed in every pari of the State.
juncldtt

Magee

.Ja16d2m

1866.

For ihe transaction of

Mx.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Agents

Feb

1
b.sj£Sfelrf
J. C. SMALL.

>

STURTEVANT^

Fresco and Banner

Sole

;

JWft

undersigned have this day formed a copartrpRE
X nership under the style of
Churchill, Hunt & Melcher,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

And

Jan.l^

»

CO.

Copartnership Notice,

Wldgery’g Wharf,
POXILAXD,
OCflSdtl

N.

P

«©

PORTLAND,

Commission Merchants,

A.

GBO. L. KIMBALL.
ja*2d*w

JOSE

E.

C.

GENERAL

Aug 25—dtf

KIMBALL,

1 ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockery and Glass Ware business, under the firm name
df

Agent* fbr EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

Oct

-AT REDUCED PRICES,
During the present month, in order to save time,
trouble and expense in moving. We invite the attention of ohr iriends and the public to the above.

GEO. T. BUBBOTTGHS & 00-

Furnishing’

vSE

executed.
EP A full assortment of the Wares of the above
named company always on hand.
D. B. WING.
Portland, Jan.

Particular attention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

Block,

WrK

rpHE subserfbers havo this day formed a copartner-

anil Dealers in

6H ndd eo Middle at.,
Sept 7—dtf

copartner-

Copartnership, i

Furnishing Goods I

Maniifnrtn»—t*

a

*
J“^iUaCoTonG"CC°D<iUCtWl
SAM’L FREEMAN,

Co.,

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Importer*

At^ourpreaentstore, Ns,4 Five Street

Gents’

war-

awd

HAVING

which will be manufactured Into Garments which
cannot be surpassed far style and make In the city.
Also aFine asssortment of

Furniture !

the very best quality, and

purchased of Bars tow Stove Company
the stoek of Stoves, Furnaces, and Furnishing
tioods in Btore No. 29 Market
Square, and having
secured the services of Mr. C. C.
Tolman, so long
known to the patrons of the
I respectfully soStore,
licit a continuance ot their
All orders tor
Tin and Sheet Iron Work patronage. and thitbiully

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Z,~

HATHAWAYS

For the purpose of continuing Hie Wool-Pulling and

Portland, Jan. 32,1866.

Dry Goods, Woolens,

P.

CO.,

HA Z

For Sale or to Lease!

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
ONHammond,
winthrop, Walnut, North, Montre-

A

NOTICE.

CLOTHING

lots,

In Cape Elisabeth.
VERY de^rable residence In Cap© Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house la
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at

s' R0UNDS 4 S0H-

of

From the first day of.March next, we aro prepared
to Bell our large, well selected and entirely new stock
of

-.-»•«----—

—

JOBBERS OP

Dry

tc

|

>

In

Force

r r

MAGNIFICENT

hA-WCASEER

Copartnership.

IS.

Dealer

FREEMAN

1'AliKKll.

CLASS

house

lowest price and deliver it to any part ot the city at
short notice.
8Sr“Give us a call and try us.

NEW STORE!

FIRST

a

oi

hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventisubstantially furnished. Attached to the
Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Sa&c.
In connection with the house is a large
loons,
and convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock.
To
one
desirous of entering the hotel business will
any
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a
small capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
Jan 30—dtf

Heal Estate

LOBERY,

togive satisfaction.
Also, GOO cords oi best quality of HARD
SOFT WOOD, whlch^Twill sen it the

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BERRY, where may he found all the LATEST STYLES

at Reduced Prices!

Jj-AJg^^LEASED

STORE,

are

ranted

Notice,

Short

opened
HASSTORE,
at

<t1

THE

MOU^TAIM

« «-

The daily issue
of the Press is larger than the eomWd circulation of all the other dailies in the tity.

one

Promenade, at prices from

Si"7,11"

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals

W. F. CHISAM,
Merchant Tailor1,

RETAIL,

<i

Selling

under the’

a

Is this day dissolved by mul ual consent. The afiairs
of the late firm will be settled by either party, at the
old stand on Grove St.
NATH’L STEVENS,
SAM’L FREEMAN,
GEO. L. KIMBALL.
Portland, Jan 33.1866,

Oak Street, between, Congress apd Free
Sts.,

d3m

COSSETS,

tlnderflannels,

WHOLESAIiR AND

Copartnership.

rpHE copartnership heretofore existing

PLASTERERS,

J.

Ladies’ & Children's

U_:_-L.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day associated them-

200 TONS

Hotel busi-

al, Melbourne. Que;toc* Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic, Mmjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,

EOG AND STOVE SIZE.

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Caaea,

NEW

GLOVES,

-HOOF SUETS AND

JACKSON

300 TOMS LOCZTST

N. B.—Special attention paid to doming Bed and
Mattress licks.
Nov 4—dtf
■_iu-

L. B. FOLLETTE,
ANH

St,

+

Saturday Morning, February 10,

lated and
house are

for sale by the undersigned

BROKEN and EGO

GHETO'PS? IjITSTEISF’
Manner,

And

HOSIERY

Coal.

275 Tons HazeA+on Lehigh,

T INEN of aB kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
JU without injury to the finest fabrics.

At

zr r.r-I-

old

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds oi

V;.

[ness,

has

\v7>&rf & Commercial

Cor. Franilin

Got up la the Best Possible

Copartnership Notice.
under the

at their VV /****»
JUST

health) to relinquish

country,

dtf

Coal,

REIVED and

count ot ill

offers for sale the lea to and a portion
the fixtures ot said house.
Thu Hotel ranks among the first in the
and commands a large proportion ol the travel.
It

BHEW8TER,

Coal,

Hanover St.

C.

4

no£8dGin

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

BOSS &

Ht 331
P Congress

86

2To.

B.

Brewster would be happy to meet his

Shawl*!

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

iuiuuie.

rpHE Copartnership hereto ore existing

Mr,

12B Middle Street.
Jan 13—<Jtf

it WATSON,

Nov 29—dtt

'-■■■-

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Seiner; Gerrish m Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

Ko. 3 Lime Street,

!

Skatus^

oo union

Nobfolk. Vl.

dealers

oh

---.

I The undersigned being compelled (on ac-

;

]

faiends and the public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1865.

WUl he SOLD CHEAP A3 THE CHEAPEST
ot>
i
l i.fU-L
Please give them a call.

SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in oomOTder
Scissors, Knives,

TlkEV

8.

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
Cloak* and

PORTLAND.

—--

J

the Public by.

to

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Together with a full line of

every

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

and wholesale

Notice!

We, the undersigned, having formed
prepared to repair
description of FAIRBANKS

ja

M_most elegant style,
And is New Opened

BLANKETS,
Flannels, and Heavy Cloths,

Academy,'

$pjri«g Teem will C.nuttence
fitnur 26th.

a copartnership, are

Commission &F©rwarding Merchant

thoroughly refitted, and furnished In the

Goods!

Winter Dress

formed especiCollege—syste-

DAILY PRESS,

This excellently located Hotel has been

!

To close their stock of

Classics.
Classes In Chemistry and Philosophy will be formed
with weekly Lectures.
Address
E. S. HOYT, A. M.,
or
JAS. BATES. See’y.
Jwd&w
February Oth, ,1866.

P? wiicOTT?

general

has been
fitting lor

Let.

House.

Augusta

the usual classes In Mathematics and

GEO.
Head Isl.s \V barf, Camaercisl St.
Portland, Jan’y 1st, 1888.
jaI2dlm*

Copartnership

-OF THE-

and Room, cap be bad in “Russell Hall.”
BOARD
Book-Keeping in all its grades will be taught,
besides
the

A NON,

of a GeneoB Commission and
Ship Brokerage business In this city.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

Great Bargains

YARMOUTH, MAINE.

For the transaction

Business Cards*

Department

--■—

The

BSEr*' JOB FEINTING, oi every description, executed with dispatch; and all business
pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on
appnea*
lion as alswe.

Read & Co. Portland Me.

---

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

com-

A. B., PRINCIPAL.

North Yarmouth

feld2w

Copartnership.

lishers.”

<<

Street,

J. C. STEVENS,
M. E. HASKELL,

..

EASTMAN BROTHERS

International Hotel,

For Sale and to

ARE OFFERING

ally adapted to Students
*
matic and thorough.
Music and Drawing by competent touchers.
Also
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms.
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves.
or
in
letter
should
he
made
by
person
Application
to tne Principal, or to
D. B. SEW ALL, Secretary.
Jan 26—d4w

the store recently occupied by
SUI RTLKFF,

PorttOfia,'February 1st, 1668.

D. BARROWS,

A Classical

(Over Messrs. Woodman, True & Co.’s.)

..

Miscellaneous.

And continue eleven weeks.

Nos. 54 and 56 Middle

—--.■

Miscellaneous.

Wednesday, February 21st, 1866,

a

WHOLESALE

$1.50.

Clark

mUE SPRING TERM of this Institution wUl
X mence on

CHASE,

For the purpose of transacting

Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 ner*quare
week; three insertions or less, $1.56.
“Special Kotices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

Consignments solicited.

Fryeburg Academy!

copartnership! under

a

HASKELL &

STEVENS,

per

_

Notice.

Copartnership

•

Miscellaneous.

CHARLES

$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents
per
week alter; three insertions, or
less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.

1

„,w
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per annum, in advance.
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Woi VOAWJ AMADZC8 MOZABT.

Irom the Collection ei
Tm80J7MEf^ 1.1'»nslated,
Portrait
'dy Wallace. With

V.nrtwiZvVi IV,
£d *££&!* tVo .-*•16

a

y«k!
“»•
Hurd and Houghton.
Wo confess that on first taking i?® *k®s* *®l®mea
*“ tham
we did so with no expectation ol fln“**n*
much which could have any special inter,.'** except
for the professional musician. It la ao seldu.'U *h*
case that a person pats any ol his real individuality
into his private correspondence, that collections of
the kind ore apt to be a little dreary. But if this bo
a general rule, Mozart most be sot down as an exception tu it. His letters are a transcript ot himaelb—
The ardent and sensitive temperament, the keen and
vivid intellect, the quick, impetuous heart, the childlike gaiety of spirit, the etherial delicacy of fancy
which reveal themselves in the musical compositions
of the great wtaettro are all to s degree discernible in
Ms correspondence. He was a man who llred/os#,—
we «ee the word in no invidious sense,—who crowded
Into the brief space of flve-and-thlrty years the observations, the achievements and the emotions of two
From every new incident
or three ordinary [llveB.
and experience he received the moat vivid lmpreg.
dons, and his power of convoying these in his letter
AU his triumphs, his disapis peculiarly happy.
pointments, his adventures of travel, his observations
upon men and manners, upon the remarkable personages with whom ho waa brought in contact, upon
the progress of literature and art, upon all the varied
features of that wouderfhl age in which he lived and
of which he was a part, he recounts with the skill ot
of a child. To
an artist and the waive simplicity
read Us correspondence is like enjoying tho personal
companionship of a man of genius.
There are a few of these letters which it seems to
as might hare been advantageously left out; but as a
whale the collection is Judiciously made. Tho task of
tho editor and translator, necessarily a difficult on*
in a ease Vka this, has been performed with taste and
«mii, and tbs volumes are a valuable addition to that
class of literatus which Intimately connects Itself
with art.
For sale here by Bailey & Noyes.

<

SHAKEBPEABE'S MeetAI PnOTOOBAPHS. Thiels
the title ofapretty little volume, publlshedby Messrs.
Hurd s&d Houghton, New York, and designed for
serial and fireside amusement. By an ingenious arrangement of questions and 'answers, the mental
characteristics of a person are sketched in a succession of quotations from the works of the immortal
bard. Sometimes these will he found to bare a point
and appropriateness exceedingly amusing.
Bailey Sc Noyes hare the book for sale.
A Youth’s History of the Rebellion, from
the Battle of Murfreesboro* tothe Massacre at
Fort Pillow. By William M. Thayer, Author of
“The Pioneer Boy." One volume. Illustrated.—
Boston: Walker,Fuller and Company.
The substance of this “history" Is doubtless sufficoncerned. Tha
ciently accurate so for as events srs
record ot foots Iswithin the reach of any one, so wo
the youth who may read it will got
may suppose that
bo verified. Nor do wo
no statements which cannot
it is likely to find will have
tbli^ that any readers
much difficulty in comprehending It. It does not
Whether the writer believes la
lack simplicity.
“meat tor strong men” w» are unable to determine,
but his frith in the regimen of “milk for baboo,” la
apparent In every page of his book. That even babes
are likely to thrive much on a mental pabulum so extremely diluted, Is a point which may be questioned.
However, It Is fashionable In theso days to recognise
no difference between the childlike and the childish,
to put nothing Into children’s books which could by
any possibility tax or strain their youthful powers
The present volume being made up on this popular
and
plan will undoubtedly find both purchasers
—

readers.
For Bale by Short Sc Loring.
title of a very
A Nioht nr a Wohkhousb, Is the
Malt Oatette, publishstriking article from the Patt
Its
ed in this week’s number of Every .Saturday.
and
authorship Is attributed to Anthony Trollope;
In
Its appearance created a considerable sensation
of the
London on account of the revelations It makes
shocking treatment of the poor in the so-called Chari*
table establishments ot that city. Every Saturday
•Iso contains an elaborate review of Victor Hugo's
and the
new volume of poem*, taken from Le Tempt,
usual amount of well-solocted foreign miscellany.
Published by Tlcknor Sc Fields, Boston,

President Johnson and the Colored People
The following interesting extract is copied
from the report of the interview between
ident Johnson and the delegation of

Pres-

colled

Thy
people, headed by Frederick Douglass.
President said:

son’s confessed ability, and with the natural
kindness of heart whicli he unmistakably betrayed in the above familiar eoloquy, be also
betrayed some conthsion of ideas, and ignored
at'least two {acts of the most vital importance
in deciding the question presented to his mind.
to have ignored the fact that the

Sterns

The colored man went into this rebellion a
the rebellion ho Colored race constitute a part of the peop/e,
slave; by the operation of to
a Ireedman in
and the additional fact that the white people
came out a ireedman—equal
of the country. Then
of the South, by their treason, lost all their
any other portion
there is a great deal done for him. on this
who was forced rights, and are to-day allowed to remain unnon-slaveholder
The
point.
disturbed in the country they have insulted
into the rebellion, and was as loyal as those
that lived beyond the limits of tne Stale, and
and whose flag they have dishonored, only by
his property, and in a number of instances the
bis own clemency.
lives of such were sacrificed, ami he who has
"Briefly let us look at a few points in the
survived has come out of it with nothin" gained but a great deal lost. Now, upon a princi- above. Says the President:
ple of justice should they be placed in a condiThe colored man went into this rebellion a
tion different from what they were before?
slave. By the operation of the rebellion he
one
hand
the
one
On
has gained a great deal.
treedman in
came out a freedman—equal to a
On the other hand one lias lost a great
deal,
of the country. 1 hen there
and in a political pointed view scarcely stands any other portion for him on this point, ilie
deal done
where he did before. Now we are talking is a great
non-slavebolder who was forced into the reabout where we are going to begin. We have
bellion and was as loyal as those who lived
got at the hate that existed between the two
beyond’ the limits of the State, and his properraces.
The query
two races, situated

comes

up whether these

as they were belore, without preparation, without l ime ior passion and
excitement to be appeased, and without time
for the slightest improvement, whether the
one should he turned loose upon the other and
be thrown together at the ballot box with
this enmity and hate existing between them ?
The question comes up, if right there we don’t
I think I undercommence a war of races?
and especially is this the tease
stand this

thing;

when you force it upon a people without their
consent.
^,,
You have spoken about government. Where
is power derived from ? We say it is derived
from the people, bet us take it so, anti refer
to the District of Columbia by way of -illustration. Suppose, tor instance, here in this
political community, which to a certain extent must have government, must have law,
and, putting it now upon the broadest basis

of instances the lives of
ty, and in a number
such were sacrificed, and be who has survived
has come out of it with nothing gained, but a
great deal lost. Now upon the principle of
justice should they be placed in a condition
different lrom what they were before ?
If we understand the

logic of this,

the non-

slavebloder, who has been m tho rebellion and
lost, would be wronged and degraded by being
placed politically on an equality with the loyal
negro who has fought to save his country and
to subvert the rebellion of his white neighbor 1 Is the negro to receive his forced freedom as a reward for his own loyalty ? Is he
to be kept in subordination to the white man
because, by the fortunes of the white man’s
treason, the latter has lost while he has gained P The burglar fires and robs his poor
neighbor’s house, intending his ruin, but the
latter, by provident insurance, is perhaps benefittted by the violence, while the criminal
gets into the clutches of the law. Does justice
demand the balancing of such an account by
making the losing criminal the superior of the

you can put it, take into consideration the relation which the white has hitherto borne to
the oolored race—is it proper to force upon
this community, without their consent, the
elective franchise without regard to color,
making it universal ? No 1 Where do you begin? Government must have a controling
power—must have a lodgement. For instance,
suppose Congress should pass a law authorizing an election to be held, at which all over benefited victim of his violence and wrath?
21 years of age,without regard to color.should
True, the President says the non-slaveholdbe allowed to vote, and a majority should de- ers were
loyal and were forced into the rethat
election
tlie
such
elective franchise
cide at
But
bellion.
just before he said, “Avery small
be
wbat
not
would
should
universal,
yon do
about it? Wbo would settle it? Do you de- ^proportion of the white persons, compared
ny that first great principle of the right of “with the whole number of such, owned the
the people to govern themselves? Will you
“ootorod people of the Southand he takes
resort to an arbitaxy power and say a majoriof Tennessee in illustration,” and
shall
the
a
of
receive
state
of
people
ty
things the “fstate
they axe opposed to ?
says in that State “there were twenty-seven
that was said before the “non-slaveholders to one
Mr. Douglass
slaveholder, and yet
war.
slaveholders controlled the State.” What
The President—I am now talking about a “the
are we to think of the innocence and loyalty
principle—not wbat somebody else said.
Mr. Downing—Apply what yon have said, of twenty-seven men, full grown and developMr. President, to South Carolina, for ined, who would allow one man to force them to
stance.
commit the highest crime—a crime the only
the President—suppose you go to South
Carolina —suppose you go to Ohio —that penalty of which, prescribed by the supreme
dosn’t change the principle at all. The query law is death! If such be the quality, the
to which Thave referred still comes up. When
pluck, and the spirit of the Southern nongovernment is undergoing a fundamental
we think It will take a long time
slaveholders,
now
to
into
change, you propose
incorporate
it an element that did not exist before. I say
for even President Johnson to convince the
the query comes up in undertaking this thing—
world that their degradation, by beliiig put on
whether we have a right to make a change in
a political level with the loyal colored people,
regard to the elective franchise—in Ohio for
instance; whether we shall not let the people would be a greater burden than they could
in that State decide for themselves.
Each beir.
community is better prepared to determine the
One other point. The President said:
depository of its political power than anyDo you deny that first great principle of the
body else; and it is for the Legislature—for
the people of Ohio—to say who shall vote, and
right of the people to govern themselves ?
of
the
United
lor
the
not
States. I Will you resort to an arbitrary power and say
Congress
might go down here to the ballot-box to-mor- a majority of the people shall receive a state
row and vote directly for universal
suffrage; of things they are opposed to ?
hut if a great majority of the people said Tty,
Sven President Johnson would hardly abide
I should consider it would be tyrannical in me
the logic of his own test, when carried to an
to attempt to force such upon them without
It is a fundamental principle ip
their will.
extreme. Suppose the overwhelming majorimy creed that the people must be obeyed. £
of the people of Maine, in Constitutional
ty
there anything wrong in that ?
(Mr. Douglass (smiling.)—A great deal Convention, should provide lor disfranchising
every Democrat, or to render ineligible for the
Wrong, Mr. President, with all respect.
The President—It is the people of the States exercise of the
right of suffrage the child of
for
themselves
determine
that must
this thing.
man who voted for Geo. B. McClellan,
every
be
to
in
a
not
want
Work
1 do
that
engaged
will commence a war of races. I want to be- or the child of every foreigner, would Mr.
of
and
the
work
the
States
of Johnson think such a people deserving of anypreparation,
gin
the people in each community, if a man dething better than an arbitrary power, or that
means himself well, and shows evidence’ that
this new state of affairs will operate, he will be such a majority should not have forced upon
protected in all his rights and be given every- them a state of things to which they were oppossible advantage by that community. When posed ? When Mr. Douglass tried to make
they become reconciled socially and politically him
apply his rule to South Carolina, his reto certain things, then will this new order of
indicate that he lost sight of the
things work harmoniously; but forced upon marks plainly
the people before they are prepared for it, it fact that a majority of the people of that state
will be resisted and work iiilrarmoUiously. I are black,
showing that he ignores the vital
feel a conviction that driving this matter upon
feet
that
the
colored man of the South is now
the people—upon the community—will result
one of thepeople.
in the injury of both races and the rafn of one
God knows I have no desire but
or the other.
Says the President: “J should consider if
the good of the whole hitman race. I would “would be
tyrannical in me to attempt to force
so
that
all
advocate
were
could be
that it
you
done in the twinkling of an eye; but it is not “such |negro suffrage] upon them [the white
in the nature of things, and I do not assume “people of the South] without their will. It
or preteild to be wiser than Providence, or
“is a fundamental principle in my creed that
stronger than the laws of nature. Let us now “the
people must be obeyed.” But the Presiseek to discover the laws governing this thing.
There is a great law controling it; let us‘en- dent proposes to submit this question to a
deavor to find out what that law is, and con- fragment of the people; in some of the States
form our actions to it. All the details Will
to a minority, and to the very people guilty of
then properly adjust themselves and work out
God
knows that anything I treason, and allowed to exercise even the
well in the end.
srflallest civil and political right only' by an act
can do I will do in the mighty process by which
the great end is to be reached. Anything I of his own pardoning power I
Would it have
can do to elevate the races to soften and amebeen tyrannical in him, when he pardoned, to
liorate their condition I will do, and to be able
require that henceforth their political action
to do so is the sincere desire of my heart. I
should recognize the principles of eternal right
am glad to have met you, and thank you for
the compliment youhave paid me.
and justice ? No one will say the President
Mr. Douglass—I ha ve to return you' our denies the demands of such
right and such
thanks, Mr. President, lor so kindly granting
We did not come here ex- justice, for he frankly said to Mr. Douglass: “I
us this interview.
pecting to arg e this question with your Ex- WOULD IT WEBB 80 THAT ALL YOU ADVOcellency, but simply to state_ what were our CATE COULD BE DONE IN THE TWINKLING OP
views and wishes in the premises. If we were AN EYE.”
disposed to argue the question, and you would
We take leave oi this matter for the presgrant us permission, or course we would endeavor to controvert some of the positions you ent with a brief notice of a single additional
have assumed.
point Towards the close of the conference
rue rresiaeni—1 inougni you expected me
President Johnson hinted his desire that the
to indicate to some extent what my views
colored men should leave the South, leave the
were on the subjects touched upon in your
statement.
country, emigrate. “I think,” said he, “that
Mr. Douglass—If the President will allow “the colored
people can live and advance in
me I would like to say one or two words in
“civilization to better advantage elsewhere,
reply.
The President—All I have done is simply to “than crowded right down there in the south
indicate what my views are as I supposed you “—it would be better for them.”
expected nte to from your address.
The colored people of the South are hi their
Mr. Douglass.—My own impression is that
own native land, a land they have never disthe very thing that Your Excellency would
avoid iu the Southern States can only be avoid- graced, under a constitution against which
ed by the very measure that we propose; and
they have never rebelled, shielded by a flag
I would state to my brother delegates that bewhieh
they have gallantly fought to defend.—
I
the
President
cause
has taken strong
perceive
grounds in favor of a given policy, and dis- The bones of their ancestors are in the Southtrusting my own ability to remove any of ern's <11, though, may be, in unknown graves,
these impression which he has expressed, I
like thousands of our Northern braves who
thought we had better end this interview with fell the
late struggle with rebellion. In that
ip
the expression of thanks.
the
(Addressing
President.) But if Your Excellency will be southern country the colored people were the
pleased to hear, I would like to say a word or only class ofnativis, when the war closed, who
two in regard to that one matter of the enwere not obnoxious to the penalties of treason;
franchisement of the blacks as a means cf prethe only people who had been true to the Unventing the very thing which Your Excellency seems to apprehend—that is, a conflict of ion ; the only people who had revered, loved
races.
•.
and fought and bled for the flag; the only ones
The President.—I repeat, I merely wanted
who had succored Union soldiers escaping
indicate
to
my views in reply to your address,
and not to enter into any general controversy, from rebel prisons; the only ones who had given reliable-information to Union commanders;
as I could not well do so under the circumstances. Your statement was a very frank
the only ones who sang and danced for joy
one, and I thought it was due to you to meet
when Sherman made his grand march through
it in the same spirit.
Mr. Douglass.—Thank you, Sir.
Georgia; the only ones who were not taintThe President.—I think you will find, so far ed with treason and rebellion and tbe
as the South is concerned, that if
was
you will all
one3 to whom the Government
inculcate there the idea, in connection with only
the one you urge—that the colored people can was uncjer obligations for aid in putting down
live and advance in Civilization to better ad- the greatest rebellion known to history. Now
elsewhere than crowded right down it is such a
vantage
people,—loyal, truthfol, confiding,
there In the South—it would he better for
Prfesident Johnson propostrustworthy,—that
them.
Mr. Douglass—But the masters have the es should emigrate, leave their native land!—
laws, and we cannot get away from the plan, and for what; to make room for whom? To
tations.
make room for men but recently in armed re)
The President—Why not ? The Govern- bellion
to put down the Government which
with
furnishes
every
ment
facility.
you
Mr. Douglass—There aye six days in the the colored people helped to save I Men who
in the South now, to-day would have no civil
year that the negro is free
rights but for his
and his master then decides fi n- him where he
own pardoning act!
saved from
Criminals,
shall go—where he shall work—how much he
ignominious death only by his own clemency 1
shall work; in fact, he is divested of all political power. He is absolutely in the bands of “God save the Commonwealth” when it becomes necessary for
these men.
loyal men to leave their
The President—If the master now controls country for the benefit and
cohvenlence of
him or his action, would he not control him
traitors, even though every twenty-seven of
in his vote ?
»
all those traitors were forced to become traiMr. Douglass—Let the negro once understand that he has an organic right to vote, and tors by every twenty-eighth man! It seems to
he will raise up a party in the Southern States
us this Executive prescription for the cure of
among the poor who will rally with him.—
a national malady is equalled only by the case
There is this difference between the wealthy
slaveholder and and the poor man.
of the wen on the man’s neck, so tellingly reThe President—You touch right upon the lated
by Mr. Beecher.
point there. There is this conflict, and hence,
A wen commenced growing on a man’s
I suggest emigration. If he cannot get employment in the South he has it in his power neck. The surgeon to whom it was submitted
to go where lie can get it.
knew he could cut it out and have an end of
Iu parting, the President, said that they
It, but, trusting to the vigor of the system to
were both desirous of accomplishing the same
ends, but proposed to do so by following differ- outgrow and absorb it, he withheld the knife.
ent roads.
The wen grew, and kept growing, and at last
Mr. Douglass.—on turning to leave, remarkgave the head a cant sidewise by its formidaed to his fellow delegates: “The President
ble sizo. By and by the surgeon insisted that
sends us to the
people, ami we will have to go the wen was
as
and get the people right.”
truly a part of the human
The President.—Yes, sir; I haTe
great faith economy as the head Itself, equally entitled
hi the people. I believe they will do what Is
with it to blood and sustenance from the heart
right.
So things went on,
anil other vital organs.
Jt seems to us, with all of President John- the wen growing and the head
taking on more
—

and more side

is

to cut
geon came to the sage determination
off the head so (is to give the wen .more

I Hasn't President
similar error ?

room

It is an object of#rcat
of the neighborhood and
visitors. Another in Florence, flu that state,
tlirowsout a body of water estimated at seven-

thirty-ton batteau.
interest to the people

_

Oen. Garfleld

on

k

Reconstruction.

teen hundred cubic feet per minute.
's.
jy'A youth, Wl.o much desirpS to wear themalrimonial yoke, had not sufficient courage to
the question.” On informing his father

Gen. Garfield, now a member of the House
of Representatives tirom Ohio, was one of the

fighting Generals during the war. In a recent speech on the Freedmcn’s Bureau Bill, he
declared that “if a State can levy war and

“pop

difficulty tie labored under, the old gentleman repaod passionately, “Why, yeu great
booby, hew do you suppose I managed when I
got married ?” “Ob, yes,” says the bashful
lover, “you married mother,buj. I’ve gottomar"•
ry a strange girl.”
By A cylinder for one of the largest marine
engines iu the world was cast last Saturday at
of the

commit treason, it was done hot only by the
people hut by tht^State itself. He said “the
States had forfeited theirrights, but had not
relieved themselves of their obligations.”—
Maintaining these statements he asserted the
control of Congress over the whole subject of

the Etna Works In Hew York. It is 13 ft. 8 in.
in length, 9 ft. 2in. in diameter, and-weighs 36,000 pounds. The engines, of which this cylinder forms a part, are to he placed in two boats
now being constructed for a uew route to Bos-

graphically

reconstruction, and then

follows, his views of the
The phrases we italicize

gave, as
status of the South.
are

specially

notices

ble:
As to the lately rebellious States, we should
listen to what they have to say on the basis
that prima facie, the evidence is against them.
fke burden of proof should rest on them.-*He would not vote to bring them here unless
as before a grand inquest of the nation, or as
Let them come before the bur and
a court.
show that they are worthy to be brotight in.
When he knew them last they were firing bullets at him, and were thrusting bayonets into

via Bristol, R. I.
B;y The most remarkable costume at the recent “Tiger Ball” in Hew York was that of a
foreign lady for whom it was made expressly
to he worn on that occasion. The dress was of

ton

Soft brown plush, striped like a tiger-skin
with luminous yellow bands; it was made long
but clasps in the form of tiger’s paws fastened

fellow-citizens, starving prisoners in dun- it up short enough for dancing. The lady’s
hair, widen matched the tawny strips, liuug in
geons and burning our towns. They hated the
Union above all things, and were bound by uncombed waves to her waist, and her only
bloody oaths to see it die: and they must omainentAvas a collar of plain gold about the
come before us and give evidence, strong as
neck.,
Holy writ, that they are fit to be received into
By A exchange has the following hint to
the Union. If they had accepted the result of
our

way,

as

house wives : We have used a wire clothes
line for over five years. ’’IthaS not been housed

far as he know.

is just asgood as ever, It does not
clothes a bit. Tt is an old telegraph
wire about a quarter of an inch’ in diameter
and “galvanized,” (that is, coated with zinc).

all,, and
injure the

at

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

m- The Grand Division of the Sons of
Temperance in this State, will hold its next
quarterly session in Saco next April!
>

The wire was a present to us, sol do not know
what it costs, but can assure you it will pay for
(
everybody to get one.”
By A fact is to a principle what a handle is
to a blade—it gives it a character and a purpose,
and enables you to gTasp it more firmly and

=

York county, says the Biddeford Union,
is the second eounty in the State in regard to
valuation, and the third in population. Penobscot contains 10,000 more people, and Cumberland 18,000, but York county is worth $1,500,000 more than Penobscot.

|3f“Twe oil companies are now organized
city to work wells in Bothwell, Canada,
aDd a third unp in process of organization. By
a dispatch from Canada we learn that the first
one, the York Petroleum Co., has struck oil
forty-seven feet below the surface. These enterprises can hardly bo termed “oily-gammon,”
but the “itching palms” of those who wish to
purchase stocks in them, are numerous.—[Bid-

wield it with greater success.
An Irish car-driver,in his llstof journey

■expenses, charged “refreshments for horse, 2d.”
On inquiry, it turned out that the rogue meant

in this

whip-cord.
By A physician speaking

of the frail constitutious of the women of the present day remarked : “We ought to take great care of
our

vania., .1
—

superannuated

a

of the East Maine

Conference,

died

valescent.
—The following

Strong Place church, of Brooklyn, have given
Rev. C. B. Crane, of Hartford, a cordially
unanimous call to be their pastor. Rev. J. W.
Taggart goes from Newport R. I., his native

The in-

place,

where he has

temporarily resided, to
Wheeling, the capital of West Virginia. Mr.
T. becomes pastor pf the small Baptist church
•in that city.
—The receipts of the Maine Missionary Society (Congregational) for the month of January, says the Mirror, were $930.94.
—A vigorous and earnest writer in the Mirror
has

two column article against a seoond sermon on the Sabbath.
He says congregations
are becoming as particular about the quality as
the quantity of preaching, and this demand
cannot he met when tlie labor imposed is too

s.A...-L_-i-;-!-

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

a

He insists, also, that the second sermon
being too much

great.

is breaking down the ministers,
for health.
.of).

^•A New

York letter writer says Mr. Josiah Perharn has spld out all his .franchise and

—Prom

$260,000.
By The St. Paul Pioneer states that Gen.
Washburne, President of the Water Power

return

a

published

at

year, and more 4hsiu double the number there
were in 1841, when the total was 3,563.
—The Southern Presbyterian, published in

completed arrangements
with Boston, capitalists for the erection of a
Cotton Mill at Rock Island, 111.
All over the
West, manufactures are rapidly increasing.
By The Democrats construe the neglect to
fill the vacant New York Collectorship as a
favorable augury for their party. They say the
has just

Columbia,

C., says: “It is gratifying to see
the efforts making in every part of the country to revive the Colleges and schools which
had been more ot less completely destroyed
S.

during the war, and to establish others
—The publication of the Arkansas Christian
Advocate has been resumed. The editor selects
the following as his motto:—“For I am deter-

President will keep this vacancy open till he
settles in his own mind whether to break finally
with the Union party and throw himself into

mined not to know

opposition.'1

anything

among yon

save

New Orleans nose in

Jesus Christ and him crucified.”
—The Vicksburg (Miss.) Journal says: “The
condition of the churches in Houston, Texas,

By The Germans are opposed to having their

is* shame and a disgrace to any civilized community. There is not n respectable church

B'yThe people

of Louisiana are

What would become of
this temperature ?

a

shivering

degrees above zero.

building in the
—Jtev. A. L.

countrymen go Bouth under contracts with
planters, into what they consider a species of

entire

city.”

Stone delivered his farewell address to his Boston society and friends, in the
Music Hall, on Tuesday last. The house was
densely crowded, and Dr. Stone was made the

slavery.
indebted to Hon. W. W. Brookings of Yankton, Dhcotah, for a'pamphlet conWe are

taining

recipient of many earnest expressions of regret
at bis departnre. He was to sail from New
YTork to-day, for California.

Territory.
Woolwich, in

—Rev. G. I. Bara has ashed ana received a
dismission from the Congregational church at
Waterford, Vt. The Caledonian, referring to

official Information foremigrants, in a
report made by a committee of which he was
chairman to the House of Eepresentatives of
that

Mr.

Brookings

is

this state and

a

a

native of

graduate of
of Minnesota,

Bowdoin.
Dacotah lies west
and between that state and Montana.

is the old story of inadequate support, or, in plain language, he was
starred out, His nominal salary has been $500,
and his family Consists of five persons. There
is no excuse for starving ministers or teachers

especially now in a time of
general prosperity.”
—Rev. William Carruthera, of North Cambridge, peremptorily resigned his oharge, last
Sabbath, as the only way to settle existing diffiat any time, and

The latest news show
that oil has been discovered at Eastman’s
Springs, near Ottawa, and a company is operating at Mount Pleasant. The oil region seems
to be very extensive.
\ :'f_
Mr. Morrill’s Bill for the Government of

perfectly oleaginous.

culties.
—The Observer states that Prof. Shepard, of
Bangor Theological Seminary, is to spend a few

the District of Columbia, is a formidable document of 102 pages, containing 141 sections. Mr.

weeks at Andover, to assist Prof.
department of Homiletics.

Morrill had unanimous consent to introduce it,
and have it referred to the Committee on the

Chicago papers aifhounee that “Rev.
Collier, for two years pastor of
the Wabash Avenue Methodist Episcopal
Church in that city, and since May last pastor
of a church in Brunswick, N. J., has accepted
the pastorate of the Church of the Messiah,
First Universalist, on the corner of Wabash
Avenue and

charge

Will

L.

do well to call

DRESSER,

63T* A Physiological View •fMarriagel
—Containing nearly wo pages, and 130 line Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ol Health and Disease, with a Treatise on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ol
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubt* at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt ol' 26 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. A Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases
upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—S N d*w6m

9

on

99 Exchange Street,

Feb 7—BNd2w*

PORTLAND.

-'V.

--

tlF'Dr, Tibbetts* Physiological fl»ir Ro-

gcueralore This article is unequalled in intrinsic MERIT.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its origual color.
Will purify 1 he head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitchingly desirable.
Every bottle is warranted <w money refunded.
TEBRKTTS BROTHERS, Proprietors,-Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
jaB28N3m*

^

USE CHARLES’ LINIMENT.
tions strictly and

—Rev. E. J. Scott, a clergyman of high standing in the Methodist Episcopal Church, and
late editor of the' Christian Messenger, Vt.,

deposited

died

on

Wednesday

of last week, aged

sixty-

years.
—The death, at the age of 70, of the Rev.
Barton Bouehier, rector of Fonthill Bishop, in
Wilts, is announced. He was the son of the
Rev. Jonathan

son

Gen.

the

Bouehier, an adopted
Washington. The deceased was

The American consul at Liverpool states
that the cattle plague is rather on the increase
than otherwise. During the week ending Jan.
20th, nine thousand two hundred and fortythree cases were reported to the authorities;
thus far upward of seventy thousand cattle
have either died with the plague or been killed

His life has been characterized by a most unusual energy and self-denial in his efforts to do

good.
church edifice, intended
_A beautiful
for the use of the Church of the Messiah (Uninew

Universalist,) was dedicated in
Montpelier, Vt., on the 3d inst.

tarian

|

and

cure.

it. Sent by mall to any address for only 60 cts.
Address GEO. S. MELLEN, Lewiston, Malic.
Jan 30—sn d3w*wlt*

BURGESS, FOURS Si CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
tiec27dtfsN
Portland, Me.

T I 1ST

TJS"

LOOK !

25 Tin-Type* for 50 cents.
25 Gem Ambrelypea, 50 cents.
THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
No, 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.
jaUSNdtf
...

_...

...

tl

■
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The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects ol
Hasheesh are popularly known in the South oi Africa
Turkey, Egypt, Asia "Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we And it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions.” "In a standard treatise of Materia Medica more than six hundred years old, it is described aB one ot the most valuable of all known
medicines.”
THE HASHEESH CANDY I
Now imported and prepared'by thp Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of the article ever offered to the.public and Will
soon take the place of all other remedies tor

;

■

■-

POBTLAIHJ, Jan. 23d,

'Vi'""!.-

BffigySSMfrWL1 Wallace, aged

39

Feb 4, CApt John Dennis, aged 85 yra

In Auburn, Jan 26, of consumption, Miss Emm. F
Dunn, aged 18 years 3 months.
In .Rockland, Jan 4, Mrs Fannie Ppte, aged 74 yrs
2 months.

NAME

OF/OCKflT

STEAMERS.

FOR

FROM

Africa...

.Holton.Liverpool.Feb

City of Manchester New York.. Livexlool.Feb

1

Lungs and Throat,

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation, of the Lungs,

Whooping; Cough.

In these

complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all vges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as s curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
**# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol498d&wwtim
Square, Bangor, Me.

8
18
10

14
14

ITCH! ITCH I ITCH 1
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l
Ointment

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblain*,
and all Bruption» of the Skin. Price SO cents.: ,Eor
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will b« tor
warded by mail, free of postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25, 1805.—BN d&wlyr

The First National Bank
OP

PORTLAND.

INTEREST

ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will Issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 18,1865.- dtf 8 n
»■
-K.f
;
■■

Miniature Almanac ---February 10*
3.64 AM
Sun rises.......7.04 Moon-rise*.
Sunsets ............5.26 High water.G.30 AM

MARINE 3STEW8
Friday, February 0,

Steamship Hibernian, (Br) Dntton, New York.
Scb S S Smith, Smith, Eastport tor New York.
SAILED—Steamship St George, (trom Glasgow)

lor

New York.

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye Is
the best In the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, no stain, no trouble. A child can apply It.
Persons wishing to ovoid the publicity of having their

dyed In public,

can

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber con do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but Imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautlul black or brown, as preferred. Priee
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Dbhas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholeeal-

Agents.

mayl2»Heodtj

.A.
AJXD

,

-■

Clean Month.

A

BBEATH l

SWEET

Ec Abomatiqce is « fragrant Mouth and Tooth
Wash, composed of Aromatio Gums and Balsams.—
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath
a cooling and delicious taste to the mouth, hardens
the gums, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves
of the teeth, stops toothache, and arreBts decay of
the teeth. Sole manufacturers,

CASWELL, MACK & CO., New York.
Sold by
CBOSMAY U CO., 75 Middle St.
Jan 12—TT&Slm
Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer 1
The only Hair Restorer in
the merits claimed for it.

the world possessing all

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The

only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing

combined.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The money refunded, after a fair trial, ii it lhils to

Clock's Excelsior Haix

Restorer!

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the
tacttlty.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairfrom falling of), and restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Will not stain the llnest linen

or

the nicest bonnet.

•Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Stands above comparison with all other preparations.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
A

single trial convinces the

most

scepticalof its value.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer !
Once

use

it and

you will always use it.

rfjand si.t schooners.
two sahoopera at Biddef

& J Perkins are building
ford. At Waldoboro, there are about twenty vessels
going up, and at Thomaston eight.

A

Ship Living Age, McCluxe, frmn London Nov 17,
before reported mkurag, arrivedf at Ndw York 7th
Inst, having been 82 days on the passage.
DOMESTIC POETS.
GALVESTON—Ar 24th ult, barque Caro, Beals,
Crus:
Vera
brig Wm Henry, Bernard, New York.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 6th, ships Sardis, Cox, Mobile; fith, Lamroergiev, from Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—Ar prevto 8th Inst, barque George
S Hunt, Woodbury, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3d, brig Trindelen, Haskell,

Boston.

BXJCKSVILLE SC-Ar 20th, brig Manzoni, Carl-

sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
bottles lor 5.00. Gall for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and take no other.
Or. P. if. CLOCK, Proprietor,
Manchester, N. H.
II.
H.
HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
Dec 21—»Neod*w3m
Ib

or

I

six

Barber Shop for Sale

Cheap,

Rent
II applied for soon. Doing a good business.
low and the best stand in Portland.
The proprietor
being about to engage in another business.
Address, for three weoks,

leQeod3wsN

BARBER, Box S001 Portland, Me#
.•»&

nil

•'■•'

Turner, Charleston.
BALTIMORE—Below 7th, ship Freeman Clark,
from Cardiff.
Cld 7th, sch Jas Brophy. Packard, Wilmington.
Ar at Hampton Roads 7th, ship Grey Eagle, tram
RUo Janeiro for New York.
NEW YORK-Ar 7th, ship Living Age, McClure,

London20 days; barque Conquest. Howes, Messina.
Cld 8th, brig Anna D Torrey, Pressey, Charleston.
NEW LONDON—Ar Tth, schs Rachel Beals, Anderson, Calais lor New York: A Paine, Jones, from
Eastport for do; Delmont, Orr, Portland for Balti-

Idaho. Waite, New York tor Providence.
NEWPORT—4* 8th. brig Catharine Rogers, Yeaton, Calais for New York; schs Laguna, Dodge,and
Rainbow, Dodge, Portland lor New York.
Sailed, brig Lewis Clark, Bartlett, for New York;
schs Paragon, Reed, fin Providence for do; Delmont,
Orr, frn Portland for Baltimore; J C Roker, Goldthwait, Saco for do; Vendovl, Bray. Rockland for
New York; Julia E Gsmage, Montgomery, St John
NB for Philadelphia; Sarah Buck, Grover, BeTfost
tbr New York; Gertrude; Coalweli, Calais for do;
Lucy .Appleby, Eastport for do; Gun Bock, Boyd,
more;

New York for Providence.

In port 8th, brig Chariena, Means, wt* orders; schs
St Lnoar, Oxton, Providence for New York; Isis,
Harding, Fall River for do; Delaware, Bishop, from
Philadelphia for Providence; Brillian, Carter, New
York lor do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 7th, schs Campbell. Soule,
Baltimore for Boston; Q D King, MqGregor, New

BOS?ON^?r 8fh, brigs Torrent, Gould, from Port

au Prince via Boothbay; Lorana, Wilson, Galveston;
sells Delia Hindi, Welle, Calais-; Capital,

-i

Roberts,

Frankfort; Pilot, Spcarj Rockland.

ROCKLAND—Ai 4th, brig J wSrt.mtchJns, An
Stockton for Re.uedios; schs Corvo, Perry, Portland;
Geo W Glmball, Crockett, do.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Pott

Stanley Nov 8, ship Mary Ogden, Colley,
Yqrkfor
2flHMilt,

from New
SanFranpiMo,reng.
At Loudon
ships David Brown, Nichols,
lor Canterbury NZ,.ldr; Europa, Reed, ton Port
PhUiii, do ; and others.
,
Sid fin Queenstown 24th nit, ship Helen Clinton,
Sprague (Irom Callao) for Leith.
Ar at Cienfucgns iiMh ult. parqho Undine, Glover,
Boston; Alexandrine, Snow, CurMoa*
V.
Ar at Havana 31st Ult, barque Henry FUtaer, from
Stockton. 1
Sid 31st, barque C V Mmol, Rogers, for Remedlos;
brig Waccamaw, Niohols, Sagua; 2d mat, ship Regent, Hancock, New Orleans.
Sid ftn do 2a, barque Dency, Smith;-New Orleans;
■

brig Alfaratta, Bibber, (Itenihegos.
STd 31st, brig Frank E ABen, Merrill, Cardenas.
Ar at Cardenas 30th ult, sch Laurel, Parker, from

Frankfort.
Sid ftn Matanzas 30th, brigs GUes Loring, Soule,
and Gilmer Meredith, Graves, New York; 21st, H
Houston, French, do; Caroline Eddy, Smith, New
Orleans.

in port 2d tost, barque Mary C Fox,Ross, Ibr Portland ; St Jago, White, Ibr do; T Cushing, Rogers, tor
do; brigs Bride, (Brj BlanvWlt, tor Portland: Minnie
Miller, Anderson, tor do; H B Emery, Bradford, Ibr
do; Bio Grande, Lawrence, tor do; Protege. Reynolds, for New York: John Brightman, Gray, and
Small B Crosby, Oroeby, lor do; J O Nlchola, Means,
tor Philadelphia: J & H Crowley, Drisko, tot ao;
sch Kate Carlton, Bowdoin, for Boston.

[Additional per steamer Peruvian.]
Ar at Liverpool 22d, Alex Marshall, Marshall, from

New

Click's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

Has

York,

_

_

Cld 24th, St Louis, Ballard, Calcutta; Thos Fletcher, Pendleton, Havana; Ironsides, Weeks, MobUe.
Sid 24th, Persia, Clark, lor Cardiff and Shanghae.
Sid 22d, Wisconsin, Arcus, lor New York; Endymkm, Williams, Kir do.
Ent tor ldg 22d, Anna Klin ball, Humphrey, tor
MobUe.
At Deal 23d, Pocahontas, Graves, from Hamburg
tor Cardiff.
Sid 23d, Lizzie Moses, Austin, Irom London for
New York; Gen Butler, Chase, do for Melbourne;
Villa Franca, Anderson, do tor New York; Virginia,
Harry, from London for Boston.
In tho Downs 23d, St Albans. Pike, from Sunderland for Point de Galle.
Off Falmouth 21th, Humboldt, Boysen, from Hamburg tor New York, (called for provisions.)
Sid ftn Newport 24th, Elizabeth Cushing, Brown,
tor GaUe.

FROST,

M.

opened this day the best
'V*

assortment of

Light

v

»

AMERICAN PRINTS
in the city, and will sell them from 20 to 25 cts pr. yd*

M.^FkoeT.

3P.

Will offer groat Bargains In Una Brown yard wide

COTTON, at 25 cents per yard,
IP- rUL FROST,
Has 100 CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and SAOQUSS,
Prices from $10 to
which lie will sell at Bargains.
---

P. M. FROST has the best bargain In liRJST
TWILLED FLANNEL, all wool, only 31J eta. per

yard.

HOUSE KEEPING

GOODS!

DRY

_

Marrett,

Edwin A.

Temple St.,

Codman Block,
OFFERS FOR

BALK

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Fine 4-4,9-8, and 6-4 Bleaohid Oottotis.

6-4,8-4,9-4 and 10-4 Bleached Showings,
«_

Sheetings.
Engliih Quits.

White

[£ut Mukel.

|

10-4 Linen

1

twenty vessels are being built in the District
of Portland and Falmouth at the present time, the
tonnage of which win reach nearly 10,000. Ten ot
these are going ltp at Yarmouth, and several dfliers
will be commenced at Westbrook and Freeport in
Over

lull stock

a

DRY GOODS!

W FOBTliND.

son, Newport Rt.
Cld 22d, acbs Wm Butman, Smart, tor Searsport;
25th, I isfoaL Tapley, Jones, Porto Rico.
WILMINGTON—Ar 3d,' brig Birchard & Torrey,

hair

returned from market with

purchased at the LOW PRICES, and will sell at the
very LOWEST PRICES possible. It would be advisable for all who think of buying any .Dry Goods
soon, to call and look through his stock, Ibr ho can
show yob bargains.

....

ARRIVED.

Wheaton’s

jjas Just

10
10

Eagle..... New York. .Havana.......Feb 14
Tonawanda.Boston.... .Havana.Feb 15
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.... ,,Feb 17
Damascus.Portland..,. Liverpool.Feb 17
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Feb 17
City of Washington New York. .Liverpool..... Feb 17
Santiago de Cuba. .New York..Calilornia.Feb 20
New York. New York. .Aspinwail.Feb 21
City of Cork.New York. .Liverpool..Feb 21
Australasian.New: York. .Liverpool.Feb21
South America_New York. .Rio Janeiro... .Feb 22
Bremen..New York.. Brejnen.Feb 24
Corsica...,.New Yotk.. Havana—.... Feb 26
Feb 28
Canada.Boston.Liverpool

: PORT

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fair and Levee—CiU Hall—Feb. 15Ui.
M. L: Lectures -Weane^lay

Evening—OHy HalJ.

SPECIAL

Let—Furniture Sales Rooms.
Colgate’* Aromatic Vegetable Soap.

Doylies.

and

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

NEW

United States Mall Line—Thos. Aseucio be Co.
New Goods—P. M. Frost.
St earn

Dredge—Chas.

F. Montlne.

Dissolution—M. G. Hayden be Co.
Dry Goods—Edwin A. Marrett.
Found—Wallet.
Wanted—Medical Student.
Not a Hotel—27 Widow Si.
For Eastport and Macbias—Emma Wadsworth.
Dissolution—Word & Lewis.
REIiIOIOUS NOTICES.

Religious notice*

of twenty-live

words or less, free ;

this amount will be charged ten cent* a
jul excess olwords
o^tat
constituting a line. This rule hereafter will

Hue,

be rigidly adhered to.—(PUB. PRESS.

Tn* Washingtonian
Society will hold

Sunday evening

at

Sons

oi

street, at 7 o'clock.

{■'Onjjress

a

meeting

Temperance Hall,
The

public

are

3W
in-

CONOHESS llAU..
Free conference lot A. M.
Children's Progressive Lyceum al 1 o’clock P. M. to—

morrow.

High Street Church.—Rot, D. T. Packard, of
Wait Somerville, will preach at till, church lo-iuotrow.

Second Parish Chubch.—A Union Prayer Mooting will he held lu the Vestry ou each of I he last tour
evenings ot the ensuing week. All Interested arc ai-

iectkmately invited.
Fibht Parish Church.—Dr. Stebblus will preach
to-morrow. A contribution will lie taken up in tho
luoruiug lor the Maine U uitariau Association.
Niw Jerusalem Church.—Preaching to-morrow morning, by Rev. Wm. B. Hayden, from Dent.
31, 31. Vesper Lecture in the evening at 7 o’clock,
on the
Atonement or Sacrifice ol Christ.”
St. Luke's Church.—Divine service and a sermon may be expected on
Sunday evening, at seven
o'clock.
Key. Dr. Suaileh, of this city, will preach at tho
Congregational Meeting House In Saeearappa, toforenoon and afternoon.

First

UNrj*B#*i,laT Church, Congress Square.

Rev. Mr. Belles, to-morrow evening, will give the
second Lecture of his Sabbath evening course.—
Subject, “T^e Times uf the Papacy."
Sunday Evening Tempeuanue Lecture.—
The next Sunday Evening Temperance Lecture befure the Uood Templars, will be delivered by Kev.
Mr. Martin, at Congress Street Methodist Chart*, tonrortow (Sunday) evening, at 7 o’clock.
The public
aro

invitod.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—United States v Samuel L. Webber, of Augusta. Indictment for smuggling
liquors at the Forks Plantation. The jury returned a verdict of guilty. Continued for sentence. The prisoner recognized in $200.
G.
F. Talbot, U. 8. District Attorney, for government. M. M. Butler for defendant.
United States v John Gordon and Jeremiah Dnrgln.
Indictment for aiding and abetting the defendant in the above mentioned
case.
A nol pro* was entered, and the prisonwere

discharged.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
JANUARY

TERM—TAPLEY, J.,

PRESIDING.

Friday.—The cases assigned for trial were
disposed of by continuance. No case being
ready for trial, the Court adjourned until 61-2
o’clock Saturday morning.
MUNICIPAL COURT. PER. 9. *Y»

Martin Corrsn, on a search and seizure process, paid $22.20, fine and Costs.
1
Pure Water for the City.
At the Mayor’s rooms yesterday afternoon
there was a gathering of some of our prominent citizens, to examine a projeet for bringing water to the city, from Clark’s dam, at
Long Creek, Cape Elizabeth, to Bramhall s
Hill in this city.
Mr. W. T. Bonnell, Civil Engineer, who had
examined the plan and made a survey, stated
that the reservoir at the dam, with some enlargements, would contain about one hundred
and filly millions gallons of water—sufficient
to supply the city for a period of three months,
without any rains, or other additions to the
supply. The distance from that point to the
foot of Bramll ait's HtB is two miles, nnd the
Engineer said he would be glad oft the job to
bring the water that distance tor $100,000. A
reservoir would have to be erected on the summit of the hill for receiving the water, thmi
which the distributing pipes would be laid
through the city. At the foot of the bill it
will be necessary to have two steam engines to
force the water into the distributing reservoir.
At a rough estimate it was calculated that the
whole expense, exclusive of laying the distributing pipes, would not exceed $150,000.
This project is contemplated by a company

of our citizens, and they propose to give the
city the whole of it, or a controlling portion of
it, nr to do it themselves under the direction
ot the city. *The feasibility of the plan, the
cheapness, and the certainty of a sure supply

Table Linens.

Napkins

NOTICE COLUMN.

To

ers

Deering Block,
Congress Street,

and Dark

DATE.

Vera Crus... *-.... .New York.. Vera Crus.Feb
Feb
Hibernian... X XC *T dtttana.
Atlantic.New York. .Aspinwail.Feb
Etna.New York..Liverpool.... Feb
New York... .Now York. .Bremen..Feb

LEAVE

M."fROSJ,

P.

AdrerliMenient* To-l>ar

New

FEBRUARY

GOODS !

NEW

P.
DEPARTURE

the

on

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO Sl CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF
Portland, Me.
Feb 10—dtd

No, 4

In this city, Feb 9, Maggie, youngest child af Henry \V and Ellen h tyemtar, aged 2 years a month*.
In this city, of consumption, Itobert, sou of Hubert
add Catharine Hudson, aged 26 years 7 months.

Has been found by experience tabe the

and

WILL

DIED.

BALSAM!

BEST REMEDY

®' COMPANY

VICINITl.

tF" Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommoilate us, by sending in their adrertutinuits
at an early hour in the day.

morrow

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

On Thursday, the 22d ot February.
An experienced Surgeon Is attached to each Steamship.
AH letters must pass through the Pott Office,
fy Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freigh t or passage apply to

MARRIED.

years.
In Litchfield,
8 months.

PORTLAND AND

E. L. TINKELVA CO H..7^.Commander.

Liberty,

!

Trip,

1866.

Saturday Morning, February 10,

•the South America,

nah S Fernald.
In
Jan* 7, John W Clough, ol Montville,
and Loela A Worthing, of Palermo.
In Waldo, Jan 1, Jacob D Ray, of Knox, and Miss
Melissa W Boan, of W.

186*.

buaoand Bahia, Every

regularly,

."I"'!!.

,"|i

Ternam-

Thomas, Tara,

8t.

23d ot each month, at 3 7. M., from ?ier 43 North
Hirer,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Lewiston, Feb 6, Josiah B Foote, of Warren,
and Mrs Frances M Wallace, of L.
In Gardiner, Feb 6, Thomas A Braun and Maty J
Atkins.
At Cranberry Isles, Jan 9, Goo S Jarvis and Han-

have used JOHNSON’S REPBODUCTOR for
ton weeks and have strictly followed the directions
contained in his circular, and I now have a fine
growth of hair where I was entirely bald.
I have no hesitation In recommending It to any
one who may have occasion to use it.
J. M. MULLALY.
Jan 30—ssdtf

For the various diseases of the
such as

for Matanzas.

t>, lat 21S, Ion 28 W, ship Western Belle, from
Liverpool for Bombay.
Dec 9, lat 24 58 S, Ion 24} W, ship V anguard, Scott,
from London for Shanghae.
Dec

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

,

I

COUGH

Liverpool

-FOB-

In

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseuses of the Nervous System.
For sale by a|l Druggists. Sent by mail with, tall
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with IS cents for; postage}
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Pee.feflWft ’■ fwdjfutii iini'-l Vli. ■>;>
■

ler, from Liverpool for Calcutta.
pot 12, lat 33 8, Ion 87 W, ship Ringdove, from

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cur. Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers And them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. 1>., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portlandeod&weow 3m
January 31,1863.

■

GOLDS,

■■

Sept

SPOKEN.
7, lat 22 N, Ion 26 W, ship John O Baker, Mil-

United States Mail Line

...I'.-l.T,

COUGHS,

-,

Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 28, Signal, Snow, NYork;
29th, Isabel, Tibbetts, Portland, iSept 10).
Sid Nov 25* Anuio McKenzie, Stevetuon, Portland.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 10, Susan A BlaisdeH, Sawyer, Cardiff'; Pleiades, Wells, Philadelphia; 13th,
Claiita, Race, New York (Sept 27); Pacific, McKenzie, Portland (Oct 17); Eugenic, letcher, do, Sept 24
Sid Dec 7, MoGflvcry,'NicholS, CaHao.
Ar at Bahia 21st, Ironsides, Tapley, Philadelphia.
Ar at Pernambuco Dec 24, Traveller, RuadaU, lrn
*
Now York, j

New Advertisements.

Bostei Stock Ust.
Sales at the Broker. Board, Feb 9.
American Gold..
.?*..1481
United States Coupons,
140}
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 103
do
1864. 1021
do
IMS.. 102
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.- 88
do
small... 88
2d series.. .7^.... 88
do
3d series. 89
de
1)4
United States Ten-forties....
08
United Stales Debt Certificates, Jan....,t..
81
Bonds.
Vermont Centra First Mortgage
23.
Vermont Cental 2d Mortgage Bonds..
Portland, Sued and Portsmouth Railroad.... 95j

One of the Oldest Remedies
Kuewa te> Medical Science.

from Suliua.
Sid 15th, Union, Anderson, New Orleans.
Sid ftu Alicata Cd ult, Bessie
Simpson, Snow, lor
New York.
Ar at Genoa 17th ult, T J Southard.
Maxwell, from
New York.
Ar at Marseilles 20th ult, Mary Edson. How at. lm
'Boston.
Sid fin Cadiz 17th ult, Young Rover. Small, lor
Messina.
Ar in Havre Roads 23d ult, Adelaide Norris, Reed,
from New Orleans.
Cld 20thrflelen Sands, Otis, New York; Scotland,
Damon, B6ston; R C Wintlirop, Stewart, New Orleans ; Hope, Hancock, Cardiff.

Com Cough., Colds, and Influenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness

EES!

LOOK ! !

-AT

Ar at Bombay Dec
27, Jewess, Stevens, Zanzibar.
Ar in the Dardanelles 17th
ult, Golden Rule,Leach,

SKINNER'S PULMONALES
n

of
au-

thor of several religious works.
—The death of Pastor Harms is reported
from Germany. His name is a very sacred
name among the good people of that country.

only.

warrants

Follow the three

Fot sale, "Wholesale ami Retail, by

two

how to take care of themselves.
t yThe Governor of Georgia has vetoed the
bill making valid all contract® betweep the
whites and the freedmen; and the Senate of
the same state has passed a bill allowing persons to testify in tlieir own behalf in criminal

we

NORSEMEN, ATTENTION.
just published, a book containing the

\lgaV experience of a lifetime in the treatment ol
Diseases ol Horses, by the distinguished Veterinary
Sufgeon, Dr. TRTDBALL, giving directions for the
successful treatment of ah the diseases this most valuable animal is heir to, together with numerous
tricks practiced by jockeys, and bow to tell the age
of horses.
Every man owning a horse should have

Chilblains Can Be Cured!

give perfect satislhctidn.

year of his life, and the sixteenth of
his connection with the Protestant Episcopal
Mission at Cape Palmas and ports adjacent.

with the Washington.office is $15,000.” This is
pretty well for a class of people that don't know

taking

April.”
Bishop Payne of

ty-sixth

at

it.

Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
marl3sNeodly
liberal rates.

Speculation in Canada!

The Oil

assumes

ca) d/essenyer intelligence of the sudden death
at Cape Palmas, on Saturday, Nov. 25, of the
Rev. Cadwalladcr Colden Hoffman, in the for-

all the branches up to the present
time amount to $250,000 of which sum $50,000
has been returned to the freedmen for the pur-

after

He

the African Mission. communicatee to the Cavalla (West Afri-

Norfolk and BicV
mond, Virginia; Newborn, Wilmington, and
Beaufort, North Carolina; Charleston, South
Carolina; Savannah, Georgia; Mobile and
Huntsville, Alabama; Vicksburg, Mississippi;
Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee; and Washington, District of Columbia. The total de

oases

Hubbard Court.

the 1st of

—Rt. Rev.

have been established in

The amount

on

Reports

Charge.

—The

chartered by an act of Congress in 1863 for the
benefit of the freedmen and their descendants,
are opening new branch banka in different
portions of the South. The headquarters of the
corporation is in New YoMtcity. Branch banks

chase of homesteads.

following choice brands ol Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Bertsiiy’s Best,
Eao lf,
Cabinet,
MCCLELAN.
CHAJTPI03T,
sent daily or weekly without
Market
The

LANDS!

OIL

Sid fin Milford 23d, Etowah, Smith, from Liverpool
far Portland.
Sid tin Ardroaatn 2«*th, Fauny Fern, Butkr, for
Boston.
Slil fin Greenock 24th, Cumberland. Parker, lor
^
New York,
Ar at Ttoon 24th, Lucy A Nichola, Ford, from
Greenock.
Sid fiu Queenstown 251b, Southern Clilet, Higgins,
1 auuIou. 7
—

MILWACKIE., WISCONSIN.
Buy foe pastern account GraiA, Flour, Bkkf
etc.
B»BK, LAJiu, llAM8,-»L"i'TEB, Reels,
tfc.

All persons who think of going into

Phelps in his

Robert Laird

Wo arc in-

jyThe Biclimond Time* says “the National Freedmen’s Savings and Trust Company,

posits

CANADA

says:—“It

the dismissal,

It is

destined to be a rich stately Canada is likely to become the country
flowing with oil. It is almost literally getting
oil on the brain. The Toronto Globe, one of the
most staid and philosophic journals extant, is

District of Coluipbia %nd
^prjnted.
debted to hife for a copy.

and

the Kanery.

for

MERCHANTS,

89 aad 71 Baal Water St.,

L,a<t$ea
lit) perfume Is.exquisite, and its
*
wash tug properties unrivalled. For sale by'all DrugfclO’OOsNdly
gists.
of

use

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hoars.

Rome it appears that at the end of 1864 there were in the
Catholic world 7,728 members of the Jesuit order, being an increase of 123 on the previous

interest in the Northern Pacific Railroad to a
company of Boston people, for the snug sum of

with the thermometer at 17

and especially designed for the

WARREN’S

items relating to Baptist
churches and ministers are from Zion’s Advocate: Rev. A. H. Stowell, late of Boston,Mass.,
is pastor of the church at El Paso, 111. Rev.
Wm. Roney has become pastor of the church
at Pulton, 111. Rev. I. Sawyer has resigned
the pastoral care of the church of Lawrence,
Kansas, to take effect the first of March. The

consideration by anybody.

the arms of the

Cyrus Phenix,

recently at Pittston, Me.
—Rev. James W. Hathaway, pastor of the
church at Kendall’s Mills, who has been suffering for several months with disease,is now con-

Loss $4500. Insured $1700.
By At the oar shop of the P. & K. R. E., in
this city, there is building a car aboutfelf way

Company,

;

Rev.

preacher

(gyThe Whig says the saw-mill aactearding
mach nery owned by S, C. Ippley, Esq., of
Frankfort, was destroyed by fire on Sunday
evening last. Fire took probably from sparks.

about the sale of the property of the Kennebec Company ip that oity, and says the story is
wholly without foundation, no proposition of
purchase having been made, and no one under

PRODUCE COMMISSION

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA,

larged 79 chapels.
—Dr. Huntington estimates that two-thirds
of the Episcopal ministers of this country formerly belonged to other denominations.
—Rev. John B. Hotfoot, D. D., late president
of Trinity College, was consecrated, at Pittsburg, last w(eek, Bishop of Western Pennsyi-

Battle Axe." The former is a well established
permanent paper, edited by Z. Pope Vose, at
50 cents a year, monthly in quarto form; the
latter is a sort of Temperance Campaign paper
issued by the S. of T. in that City.

freight train.—[Augusta Journal.
gy The Augusta Journal denies the report

*■

—<flfe Evangelical Dissenters of Londorn
since 1851, have spent £727,000 in chapel building. Of this sum the Independents have raised £307,263, with which they have built or en-

wards of $1000. No insurance.
Biy The only Temperance papers now published in the State, come to us from Rockland—
Trie
the Youth’s "Temperance Visitor" and

Jewett

*

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

gressing.
B3T”A letter from Bothwell, C, W., published
in the Lewiston Journal, says one quarter ot
the McKay farm purchased a few weeks since
by parties in Waterville, Biddeford and Lewiston, has just been sold at an advauoenf-250 per
cent in gold!
(£Jf“The Whig learns that the dwelli ng house
and shop of Charles Baker, in Orrington, was
destroyed by fire on Tuesday last. Loss up-

terior is
larger of
which is to be fitted up comfortably for passen
This
gers, and the smaller fijr freight hands.
oar is to be used as a saloon car on the John

shall get any

never

»-

immigration into a certain district of South Carolina lias advanced the price of cotton lands
from 840 to $60 per acre.

Jar The Democrat says the contemplated
National Bank at Norway is hopefully pro-

passenger and a saloon car.
divided into two parts, the

kJ

By The probability of extensive Swedish

|£i?“The Farmington Chronicle reports an interesting Temperance movement at the De^ot
village in that town.
E3?"The Bangor Whig is informed that not
less than four hundred widows in that city are
applicants for aid from the BangbpFuel Society.

a

grandmothers, for we

more.”

deford Union.

between

UCE BROTHERS,

Vegetab'e Soap.

Aromatic

Colgate's

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oil* in eombinalionwith Glycerine,

a

the war, so did Buckner at Fort Bonnelson
and Pemberton at Vicksburg, and fit no after

Cape de V enls.

one

a

Johnson fallen into a

Sid fin Cardiff 21st, Annie Kimball, Williams, for

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

the largest spring in the world
in the centre of Huntsville, Ala., from
which a stream of water flowssuflicient to float

ly-Rrobably

tlie sur-

till at last

inclination,

| Pillot Linens.

"hfnrJMj

io

uoDulossH

of water sufficient for all domestic and other

purposes, was apparent to all who examined
the plans and heard the statements of Mr.
Bonnell.
«;
,.
,
Application is to he made immediately to
Flannels, Ticking, &o., Ac.
FeblO—d2wis
*! /.!
I the Legislature for a charter, and it is' to be
hoped that the work will commence at the
Dissolutionof Copartnership opening of the warm season, and that before
copartnership heretofore existing between the long, our citizens will not be obliged to grumble at the scartity of pure water.
undersigned, under the fit A name of
M- CG HAYDEN ft OOJ,
M. G.
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Smash Up.—-Yesterday afternoon Tony
HAYDEN Is authorized to collect all debts due to
Pastor’s Band while playing near the Post Ofsaid Arm and will pay all claims
fice) started the horse of Mr. X. M.wVoodJha:;,
A.’ L. ELWELL.’
which was attached to a sleigh and standing
Gorham, Feb. 8, 1866.
-:-I
near.
The horse dashed ftiriously down ExNotice.
change street, and in front of W. H. Wood’s
The subscriber would inform his friends and the
public that he will continue the Boot and Shoe Man- office, came in contact with the pung and
ufacture, and the sale of Dry Goods and Groceries,
sleigh of Mr. Joseph L. Weeks, smashing the
heretofore conducted by M. G. HA YDKN & CO., at
latter in pieces. Continuing his speed, the
the old stand in Gorham.
Thankful for past favors so liberally bestowed, he
horse next brought up against one of the side
still hopesto medt your
signs of Twombly’s Eating House. A gentletelOdtl
Gorham, Feb 8, ISM.
on the other side of the
man was

Scotch Hnckabuck, for Towels.
Scotch Diaper.

TIE

jagidnsU^e^igme.
—

Dissolution !
rnHE copartnership heretofore existing between
X the subscribers under the firm name ol‘

ward &

LEWIS,

All perIs this day dissolved by mutual consent
sons Indebted to the late firm will make payment to
SAMUEL LEWIS, and all bills against the firm
will be presented to him lor payment.
SAMUEL WARD,
SAMUEL LEWIS.
felOdSt*
Portland, Feb #, 1866.

standing
sign, in order to clear himself thorn the running team, but, to hl9 great surprise, he found
himself suddenly chucked through one of the
large panes of glass in the window. Fortunately, he was not injured, and the running
horse was soon after stopped, after having made
a wreck of the sleigh to which he was attach-

ed.
To the Editor of the Prett:

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 87 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board for fomilios and

Eastern Railroad.
Many observing
travellers wouder at the recent unparalleled
prosperity of the Eastern Railroad, at the improvement in the track, the depots, and ail
the usual means of accommodating and pleasing the public, and in none So much aS in pas-

gentlemen.

senger cars of

Idr* Remember the place, oppoeite Wood’s Hotel,
felftdtf
corner of Middle and Willow Sts.

fort.

Not

Hotel.

a

To Let.
The 2d and 3d Stories from No. 83 to 89 Federal St,
containing about 8000 square feet of floor room. Well

adapted

and in

a

superior

location for

Pmllare Sale* Room*.
*
Apply at the office of the
\
CAHOON MFO. CO., in same Building.
Feb 10—svdlw
,,

UHEDGE,

HFEAM

o

dredge machine, constitution,
which has been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, and thedidditlan of New Boiler*, <$c., if now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready aa soon as the Ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the
coming season, and the
undersigned desires a shhte of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTINE.
Portland, Feb. 18.—dim*

The

For

Eastport and Pembroke

1/1,

Am in

The

Sch.

EMMA WADSWORTH,
will load lor above ports

Horsey Master,
with dispatch.

« TOBEY,
***«&*&*
Mmboard at Grand Trunk Wharf.
to the Master
F“

Or
Feb 10-dlt*

on

_)

Found
Brown’s Wharf,

Wallet containing

8th,
of money and papers which the
FEB.
have by calling at KING ft DEXTER’S, 175
on

a

a sum

owner

—

unsurpassed beauty

and com-

The stock of this i;Q*d has advanced
rapidly, and is still going ahead. Why is this'!
Can you inform the public ? Is not this result attributable to the sagacity, experience
and thoiough knowledge of the Directors, as
seen, among other tilings, in the choice of a
Superintendent, whose presence is a certificate
of efficiency, accurate knowledge of all his duties, true politeness, consciousness of responsibility, and a noble public spirit, or is there
Were I acquaintsome occult reason for it ?
ed with a single Director of the
name) I would not trouble you.

road,

even

ty

Travel ler.
Swedenborgian

dropped
for

Entertainment. —We

in to see what Schurna ker was

doing

Entertaiiuent next
Tuesday evening, and although we knew the
managers of this affair never do things by
halves, we were not prepared for the splendid
the

Swedenborgian

arrangements they are making.
We assure our readers that nothing has ever been produced in City Flail to excel it.—
The new scenery alone will be worth the price
of admission, and will add greatly tp the production of the elegant pantomime of Cindei*
Wo predict the greatest crowd of the
ella.
See the advertisement.
season.

can

Middle St, proving property and paying charges.
Feb 10—dlw*

Wanted.
MEDICAL

A standing,

11c

8T0DE1PP,

can

hear ot

a

of

one

or

two years*
In a Pub*

good altuatlon

Hospital, by addressing Bt>x 777 Petersburg,

Pay »24 per month and rations,
Feb 10-d3t*

Va.

The Portland Frceenitn’s Aid Asrociatii.il

acknowledge the receipt of twenty-five dollars
from Jabez C. Woodman, Esq.
Feb. 0,1866.
J. T. MoCobb, Treasurer
Everybody Is using TcdJ’s Hungarian
Bilrn.

(' tsiMKiiciAL Law—The suit Isaac
Isaac Emery and other owners of

Dyer
brig C.
Supreme

vs.

Kelley, tried on Thursday in the
Court, involved some questions of commercial

E.

law of interest to the Mercantile

ging

were

also

sacriticed for the

voluntarily

Saturday

owners

|

the short term.—Tabled.
Mr. Davis offered a resolution for the
appointment of a committee to investigate the
eliarges against government cotton ageuts,
which was discussed by Messrs* Davis, Sher-

man,-^ Fessenden and McDougal,
morning hour expired.

The Court also held that inasmuch as the

plaintiff’s consignees at Cardenas received the
cargo actually carried to Cardenas, and paid
the freight—if they paid it voluntarily no part
of it could be recovered back—but if not paid
voluntarily, and only because they could not
get the balance of cargo without paying the
whole freight, then in such case the plaintiff’
could recover back the freight paid upon the
deck load which was not safely carried and

The resolution to amend the Constitution

Mr. Johnson spoke against it.
At the conclusion of Mr. JohnsonMremarks
the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.

The House concurred in the Senate’s
amendments to the Freedmen’s Bureau bill.
The House then proceeded to act on the
amendments to the Navy Appropriation bill,
and concurred in the report of the Committee
of the Whole by 73 against 66,
striking out
the
appropriation of $290,000 for machine
in
the
main
at
the
shops
building
Brooklyn

Navy Yard; also $191,000 for machine shops,
<fec., and some other items were stricken out
The item of one hundred thousand dollars
for the island adjoining the Portsmouth
Navy

was retained.
All the items for the Boston Navy Yar4
were retained except twenty-thousand dollars
for the purchase of the right of drainage
through the yard now held by the City of

Yard,

Charlestown; $167,881 for the office buildings,
and $135,000 for the purchase of Oaxman &
Eldridge’s wharf; $20,000 each for the protection of public property at Norfolk and Pensacola yards were retained, all others for those
yards being expunged.
An additional section was added making
an appropriation as bounties for the destruction of the enemy’s vessels during Hie rebellion, applicable to all cases.
Also a new section that no part of the
amount appropriated shall be paid in violation
of the act prescribing the oath of office. The
bill then passed.
;
The Bankrupt bill was then taken up, and;

the various sections discussed.
A bill was introduced giving three months
pay to officers honorably discharged since the

Cold Comfort

Democrats.—
to the
Boston Journal that President Johnson told a
leading Union man Thursday, that his remarks Wednesday must not be construed into
a desire to
ally himself with the Democrats, as
he has no idea of taking such a step.
International Telegraph.
The act
incorporating the International Telegraph
Company, passed the Senate Thursday, by a
large vote. Hon. Geo. W. Woodman, of this
city, made an able argument hi favor of the
bill, in a speech which occupied nearly an
horn' and a halt in delivery. It is reported in
full in the Kennebec Journal.
—

Reeuction op Telegraph Tolls.—We
mentioned yesterday that the United States
Line had reduced the telegraphic tolls between
New York and Boston to 30 cents for ten
words. The American Line has reduced their
tolls to the same rate.

What becomes of the argument made use
of at Augnsta, that au increase of lines would
nut reduce the tolls, but, on the
contrary,
would raise them?
Walcott’s Annihilator has the written signatures of over one hundred medical me®,

recommending its virtues. It is a positive
for Catarrh. Try the genuine at Cowman & Co.’s Drug Store.

cure

Bubnettt’s Cocoaine.—No other preparations so exactly suit the various conditions of
the human hair.
feb 5 eodly
£on Ball Club.—A meeting of the Eon
Base Ball Club will be held this evening at
Iiasletine's Photograph Booms, 130 Middle
Street.
’

r

LEGIBLA.TUBE OE MAUVE.

Augusta, Feb. 8.

j

SENATE.

<

Mr. Weld reported that the matter of annexing part of the town of Cumberland to the
town of Yarmouth be referred to the next Legislature. Accepted.
Also, that the matter of annexing part of
the town of Kennebunk to the city of Biddetbrd be referred to the next Legislature. Acce
1
Jrsed to be enacted—Aa act additional to
act to incorporate the Bangor Female Orphan Asylum; to authorize E. K. Small to ear
tend Marine Hallway into Camden Harbor; to
an

incorporate the Workingmen’s Corporative
Association of Portland and vicinity; to incorporate the Bethel and Hanover Toll Bridge
Company; to Incorporate the Newport Savings Bank; to amend act of 1865 setting off
part of the town of Starks, and annexing it
to the town of Mercer; to increase the capital
stock of the Portland Steam Packet Company;
to authorize the town of Eastport to exempt
certain property from taxation.
Mr. Porter called up the bill an act to incorporate the International Telegraph Company,
and moved a reconsideration of the vote

whereby

it was passed to be engrossed, and
this motion prevailed. He then moved to
amend the bill by inserting a provision, that
the new company shall not raise their tariff
above that now charged by the American Telegraph Company in this State, and stated that
he was authorized to say, that the representative of the new company here did not object
to the amendment.
The Senate adopted the amendment.

The question then

dering

came

the bill to be

up

on

again

From

Washington.

jr*

Washington, Feb. a \
Gen. Onsterhaus was to-day formally, introduced to the House.. The Speaker made a
brief speech, to Which Gen. Osterhaus responded. The members were then personally
ginia Legislature, approving the President’s
policy, waited on the President to .day, but
owing to a prolonged session of the Cabinet
an interview was postponed till to-morrow.
The pressure for tickets to the Lincoln memorial ceremonies, on Monday next, is immense, thousands of applications being re-

ceived.
'The amendatory Freedmen’s Bureau bill
having passed both houses will soon be presented to the President for his
signature.
The National Democratic Executive (fotti?
mittee have had a meeting for general consultation, but did not oome to any determination
as to
recommending any particular or special
course of policy to be hereafter
pursued by the
Democratic party.
A mass meeting is advertised to sustain the
restoration policy of the President, to take
place on the 22d of February.

cation, reported bill to order certain powers on
the city oi Portland. Read and
assigned.
Gen. Hill, of the 11th Maine
Regiment was
on tlio floor and the House took a recess to
speak with and congratulate him. The colors ot the regiment were
brought into the
Hall and excited much enthusiasm.
Passed to be enacted—An act to enable the
Portsmouth, Great Falls A Conway Railroad
to exercise the powers and become subject to
the liabilities of other companies in the
State;
an act additional to
Incorporate the Portland

Dry

Dock Company; an act to change the
name of the Lewiston Falls
Academy; an act
authorizing the construction of a Marine Railway at Tennant’s Harbor, in St. George; an
act additional to
incorporate the Penobscot,
Lincoln A Kennebec Railroad
Company; an
act to authorize Orono to
grant aid to the Agricultural College; an act to authorize Old
Town to grant aid to the Agricultural Col-

ill to enable parties to written contracts
to
agree upon the rate of interest for money
came up by assignment, the House
having
previously ordered that the vote should be
taken at hall-past twelve to-day.
The bill was refused a
passage after all
amendments had been voted down. A motion was entered to reconsider.

Adjourned.

__

.r.i*

It is stated that France lately suggested to
England a conference on the Schleigwig Holstein question. England declined.
Lonl Monck is a passenger per the Austra-

lasian.
It was reported that Chilian privateers have
appeared offV aleucia, and had chased coasting
vessels. The Spanish Press denounces them

pirajes.

as

Y ork from

Aspinwall

1st inst.

in

Missouri.

Louis, Mo., Feb. 8.
Reports from Independence, Mo., say that
quite a number of bushwhackers appeared
outside tbe town to-day, and threatened to attack the jail and release one of their number
eynflned there. It is said that troops have
been sent from Fort Leavenworth to preserve
the peace.

Miscellaneous IHspatehes•

St. Mahys, C. Wf, Feb. 9.
Mr. Phelps, agent for the American Express
Company, has absconded taking $12,000. He
has gone to Europe.
Nebraska Legislature.

Omaha, Neb., Feb. 9.
fraflted a state Constifib?^Ijlgtuwshas
tution which will be submitted to the people

All the Spaniards
residing in the province of
Lima had received orders not to leave the
names

registered

The Peruvian government has also taken
precautions to have reprisals at hand in
case a Spanish fleet should take
possession of
any part of the coast, or inflict any other

--

The mails from

Valparaiso had not been resailing vessel arrived at Callao
from the southern coast, reported the entire
Spanish fleet concentrated at Valparaiso.—
That city is probably thoroughly blockaded,
and perhaps attached by the Spaniards.
An attempted revolution at Panama had

ceived, but

a

been frustrated.
A

inert”

“

n<rthilie Important from Centra)
—„-

Various Items.

'4$

(JompaBy^vwtrk/im

The Kingsland Oil
Newtown Creek, were burned last night.—
Loss $35,000; about one-third insured.
The accident on the Fleiningfon, J4, J

Railroad,

on

One hundred and fifty pounds of bullion,
from Colorado ores, were obtained from the
first runs of a smelting process on exhibition
here. The process exceeds the most sanguine
;|TIXOti

'(Ti.

Wheeling, Va., Feb. 9.
The bill providing- for the permanent location of the capitol at Buchanan, West Virginia, passed the Honse yesterday.

Nkw Yohk. Feb. 9.
The Commercial’s money article aaya the stock
market retains its improved tone nioied yesterday.
There Is little confidence, howtver, in any permanent improvement, and aborts are freely pat out,—
Governments quiet but firm; old 6-20’s .are rather
wdak In-anticipatlon of She return of bonds from Europe. One year certificates are in demand and firmer.

Treasury

has adopted the

course

of paying

half in cash, which will
minish the -supplynf certificates.
guartermaster’^obeoks
The
one

money lUarkaSds leas easy. Gold weaker, apparently from tb*. effect ot offers of abort optionB,
ranging at 137
exchange dull. Leading drawers ask 1071 tot 69 days' atarang, but find it
difficult to sell at over 107}.

Foreign

H.-U.

,

C? IjrafcLaAkitil^-! Jl,

I

From

Fortress Monroe.

|

Fobthksb Monbobl F«b. a
There was a large sale Of ordnahee stores
to-day. Good prices were obtained, but a

large

number of articles were yrUbdrawn^sn
account of bids not reaching the mtTiirmnm
rates established by the governments
About
five hundred old cannon, rebe’
sold for 2 1-2 cents per pomling gtms sold for thirty-one
Twelve steel guns sold for 2 isms-oiius per
pound. Burnside Carbines sold at ten

dollars

^

>'

u,j

Per Steamship Australasian.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 27.—Cotton Irregular and rather lower; soles to-day 6,000

Execution of Murderers.

A fire occurred at Hilton Head

on

ite demand and hill prises realised; winter ed 10s
1 (a 10a Jd; Chicago and Milwaukee 9e 10d@ 10s 5d.
ldlan Corn In ftir request at lifts @ 29s Sdfix mixed.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Jan. 27.
Beef In steady demand at higher rates. Fork quiet;
new American at 97s Gd (a) 92s Gd.
Bacon advanced
lc. Lard, ip better demand at ass @ 66s on the
spot,
and 3s 6d additional for that to arrive. Butter dull
and lower. Cheese farmer and wanted at extreme
rate*. Tallow nominal.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Jan. 27.—
Ashe* dull and lower ; sales of Pots at 37a @ Ms. Sugar more active at a slight decline. Coffee unchanged. Rice In moderate demand at steady fates. Rosin
quiet at IDs 9d. Spirits Turpentine at 47s tor French.
Petroleum sales small; refined 2s Gd @ 2s 74,
LONDON MARKETS, JanJ27.--.BresdetulthqnieL
Flour ocarce at 28s @ 28s. Iron, Welch, firm. Sugar
quiet. COflhe active and Is Maher. Rice Inactive.
Tallow at 4os. Tea quiet; good common Cougonls
id @ Is Id. Copper decliiiedSd per pqund. Spirits
Tarjpentlne active at 45s Gd ji 46s fqr French. Petroleum. refined, at 2s 10d. Spirits at 1b ltd. Sperm
"
oT
OUU7B.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 27,-Consols
Erie Shares 55} @56}.

AM^icAN^SECTmirma.-gtooka ^easlsr.

The Paris Bouse closed flat yesterday at 681 55c.

Flour—sales 9,600 bbls.; State and Western firmer
for high grades; medium steady; inferior heavy;
Sfcite at 7 00 @*8 25; Bopnd Hoop Ohio8 50@ 10 60;
Sou them firm; sales 606 bbls. at 8 90 @ 15 50* Canada firmer; sales of 300 bbls. at 8 00 (gj 11 60.
Wheat- without change; sales2,800 bushels; Mil-

Wednes-

day among the government buildings, by
which a forage shed containing an immense
quantity of com, oats, hay, and straw, the
guard house and adjoining buildings were destroyed. A heavy rain probably saved the
whole town being swept off.
A Fenian circle is being organized at Savan-

w

porn—dull and lower;
ed Western at 80 ® 83c.
Beef—heavy; sale* 380
1600 @ B0 90.

nah.

sales 29,000 bushels; Mix-

bbls.;

Whiskqy—quiet;

„__

sales 75

bbls.

Chicago Market$.
,

Chicago, Feb. 9.

Flour—Arm.

AiPheat—unsettled; closing

sales at 118 @ 119 for

common.

The Tribune’s special Washington despatch
gives the following true copy of the recent
note of Gen. Butler to Gen. Grant:
Gen. Butler has the honor to decline the
invitation oj Lieut. Gen. Grant. Gen. Butler
has now no desire for further acquaintance.
January 2ftth.”
fire.

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 9.

Last night a large tobacco warehouse in
New London, containing some $20,000 worth
of tobacco, was destroyed by fire. The tobacco was a total loss. Value of the
building
>
consumed $2000; reported insured. A

.)

Com—steady,

Oats—doll.

High Wines—quiet.

•,

Provisions—Mees Fork declined 25c; sales at 26 75
27 00, closing more sellers than buyers.
Bulk Meats—Arm at 11 @ 11}.
Loose and packed prime mesa Pork—quiet at 23 50.
English Meats—inactive.

@

'or

taB”0SSrtorite,y “Hve;

11 12}.
hour, 12,ft«0 bushels of

eJ’oo'busbid.TO^!’

bbls-

Baltimobb, Feb. 9.
The Maryland Legislature adjourned last
night. They refused to entertain the propositions to amend or repeal the Registration law.

<>0^2,500 bushels wheat,
C»«WAH,

Wheat—unchanged.

Hogs -quiet at 11

75

Provisions—easier;

Lqrd—at 18c}.
Bacon

!

7 January

Steady.

Whiskey—nominal.
Gold 139}.

Fsb,9.

@ 12 00 for city dressedU-

Mess Pork 29 00.
i

<

From

v

'01

former low prices.

our

We would call special attention to our line of
HEAVY

Which

we

SJ,

offer at prices that

COMPETITION!
-•

OUR CLOAKS!
At figures that will ensure their

IMMEDIATE

_

Amount of Capital,
Amount Of Capital paid in,

$600,006

00

500,000

00

(market value,)
$375,436
Ul8,7 3.10 Treasury Note., (market val.) 219,422
Wisconsin War Bonds,
4,770

25
50
00
61
28
59
55
00

-------

Cash
Cash

hand,
49,090
due on premiums written at the office, 88,908
Cash in hands of Agents,
50,369
Interest accrued and not due,
19,132
Amount of all other investments,
9,550

$781,670

E. A.

CHAN. HUMPHREY, Yarmouth.
C. H. CRESSEY; Gorham.
Feb 8—3weod

Goods,

Claw them before Taking Stock.
The attention of purchasers is called to

House-keeping Department,

Comprising Quilts, Towels, Napkins, Brown and
Bleached Linen Tablings, Crashes, Plain Linens, and
an assortment of
all goods needed hr HOUSE
FURNISHING.

CLOTHS

,

WHITE

Surj#is,...£j[....275,88#
.n
,11
*JHAB8ETS.

Market Value.

$203,402

cent.

18,000

12 WisconsinState Bonds, 6 per
cent.

1 New Haven
321 Shares 2d

00

New Haven,
39,804 00
165 Shares Yale National Bank,
New Haven,
18,810 00
150 Shares Merchants' National
New
83108 00
Haven,
Bank,
62 Shares National Tradesmen’s
New
Bank,
Haven,
7,440 00
587 Shares New HaVen Connty
National Bank, New Haven,
0,016 75—80,338
Loans on Bank Stocks,
1,000 00-1,000
Loans on Railroad Bonds,
6,000 00-4,150
Loans on Mortgage on property
In New Haven County,
57,900 00—24,050
Loans’on other property,
1,808
Amount invested In Real Estate,
75,000
on

Banks,

hand and

on

call,

Amount of Cash in the hands
for

Premiums,

STOCK and

19,664

75
00
21

64,772 72
678 34
105 00
5,073 66
2,585 78

$775,886
$66,977

~

10
72

Twelfth Semi-Annual Dividend.
HOME INSUEANCE COMP’Y,
NEW HAVEN, JAN. 11, 1866.
Tbg Board of Directors have declared a Semi-Annual Cash Dividend of Tfc'N PER CENT, free from
(iovernment tax, payable on and after the 15th inst.
Also, a 6erip Dividend of 8ixty Per Cent, on the
earned premium of policies entitled to participate in
the profits of the year ending January 1st, 1866, for
whfob certificates will be issued on the 1st day of
Dividend of Six Per Cent, on the
oufeAtendlug Borin of the Company, payable in cash
on and after Anril 1st.
The Board of Directors have voted to increase the
Capital Stock ol the QafopSnv to Ojie Million of Dollars. Books will be opened at the office of the Company, on the 16th day ot January Inst., for the Subscription of an additional amount ol $090,000, and installments will be payable as follows:
Forty Per
Cent, on the Util day ol January; Twenty Per Cent.
Interest

of April;

and Ten Percent, on the 15th day ol
May. The privilege ol subscription win be confined
to
theoid
stockholders.
exclusively
D. R. SATTERLEE, Prest.
CHAS. WILSON, Secretary.

W. M linger, Agent, Portland,
Office 168 Fore Street.

Fsb 9—eod3w

Insurance !

5 Free

An prepared to issue binding certificates on

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,
and to effect Insurance upon Hulls, In the following

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!
ATfound

No. 88 Middle Street,
extensive assortment of

Commercial Mutual of New York,
Assets 81,100,000
Metropolitan af New York,1'; 1,640,000
Manhattan
1,110,000

1,600,000

—

The Phenix Co. deducts 20 per ot. cash from
tual rates, in lien of scrip dlvifonds.

mu-

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,

an

Also,

Gents', Ladles'. Misses' and Children's
and

Boots

Shoes

29

Portland, Feb 8,1806.

feSeodSm

3. W. MUNGEB.
CHAS. D. MUNGEB,
WE W. COLBY.

The underai pied would respectfully inform the
public that he -rill continue the business of Marine,
hire and Lite Insurance, at the old stand No. Ids
Fore Street, and avails himself of this opportunity
to tender to the oituens of Portland and vicinity his
grateful acknowledgements for their former patronagd, and trusts by strict attention to business to
merit a continuance of the same.
J. W. MUNGEB,
Portland. Office 186 Fore St.
Eeb 0,1866.
fc7 3taw2w

Button-Hole Machine
YYTILL make your Button-Holes to order. Lambs.
V Y KNITTING MACHINE will do your Knitting.

Florence SEWING MACHINE makes four different
has the reversible feed. The New Weed
Machine. Shaw & Clark 120.00 Machines. MATO
LET. and REPAIRED.
CHINES
ry-All kinds of Machine Trimmings, at
f
W. S. DYER, 1374 Middle kt.,
Up One Flight Starts.
Jan 16—eed lm

to

Measure

Store,

Feb 3—eod3m

For Sale.
superior new Locomotive Boiler.
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pollies.
One new horlzontalEngine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
C5P* All kinds of Machinery promptly made and
repaired.
IRA WINN, Agent,
feSd2m
No. U Union St., PortlandjlUine.

ONE

For St. John, N. B.

±4.
./yflLi..

From G. T. Railway Wharf, on SAT^hHC. URDAY, 10th, the Schooner ECHO,
Dunham Maater, will sail as above. For freight or
passage apply to Master on board, or to
THOMAS PADDOCK,
93 Commercial Street.
Feb 7—dlw

Sleigh

Bide for the Million l

TITR. ROBINSON’S BIG SLEIGH leaves Smith
HI Street every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock, when all can be accommodated with
a cheap ride over different parts of the
city.
Fare for the trip—Children 15 cents; Ladies 25 cts.
Feb 8—d3t

BUTTER,
1000

lbs.

BUTTER !
&8P

Family Butter l
FOB 8ALB BY

THOMAS LYNCH,
130 Commercial St.

Feb 8—dlw

For Sale

or

furnished house
and Lewis Streets.

MThe

Apply to

the

of Pine

comer

A. B. STEPHENSON, or
W. H. STEPHENS^.

Feb 8—dtf

Wanted.

goat

La Hues

AGENTS

~GORHAM SEMINARY !
Term ot thls School will commence on
Feb. 21.
aPP*y to W. Q. LORD, A. M„

WEDNESDAY,
Gorham, Feb. 8,
v

J. A. WATERMAN, Sec’y.
1
1866.—d2w

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,

No. 8 Clapp>8 Block, Harket Square,

aell the beautiftd
now ready,

rpo
A

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bate. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All operations warranted to give satisaction.
Aug 11. ’65—eedts&wly

and unique National Book

JULIA A. M. FURBISH.
Apply to

TIOOOB & FIELDS, Publishers,
m

Read Db. Hughes' advertisement, in another
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
by atly physician in this country.
Jan 1—wly

undersigned have this day formed
rpHE
A nership under the style and
firm of

HUDSON &
In the transaction of

a

a

wholesale and retail Gonfec367

Congress

1866._\^?E-

Copartnership

Notine.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name and firm of

a

copart-

SMITH Sl CHASE,

v

—

~

12,

POSITIVE SALE OF

LINEN AND WOOLEN GOQQS
AT

r

ApT^Sj’

U‘

Commencing

stock is sold.
daily until tbe entire in

This stock ounsfefs
part or Linen Shirting, of all
qualities, Linen Sheetings of all widths. Fine Pillow
Case Linens, Brown and White Table Damasks,Table
Coven or all qualities add sires, Napkins, Brown u,'‘1
White Towels, Doylies, Diaper, Ladies’ and Gents
Linen Handkerchief, Bosoms, Freud, and English
Quilts,Crash, Alpaccas, Cvburgs, Plaids, I>e Lames,
Flannels, Beaver and Broad Cloths, Satlnett^ Uaagimmros, Doe Skins, Shirts and Drawers, Belknap
Shirts, Hosiery, Gloves, Shawlsa, Monks, Blankets oi
all sizes, together with a
general aaeortment of Dry
Goods, all or which must be mid to the highest bidder
without regard to cost.
'The public are Invited to examine this stock ou
Wednesday afternoon previous to sale. Every I6t

perfect.

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c„

f':

IfaMlr Opposite the Hailed State* Betel
he would respectfully announce to the
citizen* of Portland and vicinity, that bo bus
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this oity, we have eared some

nervous or

sick

headache;

neuralgia

in

By Electricity

After which a Bromenede Concert will take place.

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the ht*v
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lile
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

Chandler.

ty SUPPER furnished in the Reoeptien Boom.
Hg- There will also ha an exhibition of Belies,
Curiosities, and Wax Figures, saved from the conflagration of Uarnum’s Museum.
TICKETS THIRTY CENTS.
For sale at Bailey & Noyes', Short & Loring’s and
at the door.

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet: weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side ami back;
leucorrbcua, (or whites); tailing of the womb with internal cancers; tnmors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and
time, restore the sufferer to the

General Managers.
I. Washburn, Jr.,
Jos. W. Hale.
Edward Hamblin,
Capt. Henry Inman,
Jos. W. Dyer,
W. W. Harris.
C. P. Kimball,
Feb 8—dtd

[CIRCULAR.]

GREAT

Electrician

174 MIDDLE STREET,

Bering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the cheat, and all forms of female
complaints.

INSPIRATIONS O# DICKENS,
Muale by

Medical

DEMING,

the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
ia the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, sereflila. hip
diseases, white swelling*, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spuie. contracted musolea, distorted limbs
Md*r or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness ataml

SU.LL-

CITY

W. N.

DR.

the form or

Concert!

At which time will be presented a SERIES OF
TABLEAUX, entitled

graceihlsteps.
Tickets 61,26 admitting one gentleman and two ladies. Ladies sing'c tickets 60 cts. to all parts of the
bouse; ior sale by the Managers, Crosman & Co., J.
J. Boyd 116 Exchange St., Partington under Lancaster Hall, i. J, Gilbert St. Lawrence St., and McCarthy & Berry's shoe store.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

of the worst forms of disease In persons who haze
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patient* in so short a thne that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? Toanewer this question
we will toy that all that do not stay
oared, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
■Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
pbvsician.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases In

**

Monday Eve’ng, Feb, 12,

A DOUBLE CLOG DANCE,
Will be danced during the evening by two snexelled
Clog Dancers.
Tne Ball will open with a grand Military March to
give fuU effect to the great display of rich fancy
dresses, which will be worn on the occasion. -:y
AU persons are reques'ed to appear in Musk, and
persons who furnish their own dresses will add much
to the occasion by appearing in comic charictem.
A stage will be erected at the foot of the hall tor
Mr. Caidcr to dance his lhnoy dances upon, which
will tumble all to have a good view of the Champion’s

dtf

WHERE

"

ociety.

Promenade

14th, 1866.

AUCTION!

Thursday, February sth at
o’clock A. M., and 2} P. M., and continued

1866.

■•

TV.

evening.

FAIR

wiU^in^ashort

TEETH 1 TEETH I TEETH 1

OXX-Z-

HAL Ll

IN BEHALF OF THE

MANAGERS:
J. H. Barberick,
W. W. Knights,
W.
J.
O. W. Litchfield,
Merrill,
W. Cudlmings,
J. H. Tobin.

Portland

Freedmen'a

Aid

Association I

COMMENCING

MONDAY, Feb. 26th, 1866,

8

le2eodtd

To Comtiawe Our Week.

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by El£Ctbicity WITHOUT TAIN. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machistxs for tale
for family use, with thorough instriivtkms.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
vnd treatment at his Souse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
nevjtt

proposition oi this Society to hold a Public
Fair, tocomuMnaao. the 28th of February next,
to raise funds to be appended hi supporting teachers
among the Freedmen of the South, ana so for as

THE

Tidings!

necessary, in

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

S. D. &

W. Smith’s

supplying the present destitution *mni»g

Energetic, patriotic, and influential men and wohave promised their assistance and co-operation
to make the contemplated Fair worthy of the noble
charity with which it is connected, and a suitable exhibition of the liberal and philanthropic spirit of
Portland and of the State of Maine. No
wtU be
afrt successspared to make this Festtvalpf
or to those which in our sister cities aided the Government dm tag.the wax in preaerving the health and

DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

nidus

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

Charlty

SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

efficiency of our victorious armies.

CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!

While the chtaf reliance for returns will be upon
the sale of articles useful and beautiful. iUs expected that the thorns its which they arc utobfreAwiil he
made attractive to ohr cttlxens and visitors from the
adjoining towns and cities, who will be glad to meet
each other in common sympathy with a cause that

HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING 1
EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!

Any assertions to the contrary

are

groundless!

has moved’ the heat instincts et tbe popular heart.—
To odd to these attractions it is designed that the
evening! ot.the Fair shall be devoted, in part, to entertainments dfa character consonant to the public
taste, the particulars of which will be from time to
time notified.
All persons whose eyes shall meet tills Circular are
roost earnestly solicited to contribute to the interest
and success of the occasion. They can do this best
by giving it their countenance and presence, and immediately, by theipsalVes or |n connection wife others, ci.romance the preparation ofaMoW for exhibition and sale. Any saleable articles will be accepted
and those ol prime use oi course will be preibred.—
Merchandisewares- and manufactured goods of every deeortotktafoall tor™ produce,sneli** grain, apples, potatoes, and vegetables of all kihds will be acceptable. and meet a ready sale. To families in the
city, as well as in the adjoining towns, the committee appeal with confidence for meats and poultry,

If you hare any doubts read the following Price
List and they wlllbe dispelled.

We Commence the

Slaughter

HOSIERY.
100 dox. all wool Hose,talks, 20gauge,
100 doz. Childrens’ Balmoral, 4 sizes,

46c pr
1 Oc pr.

HOOP SKIRTS !

SWHBS
«id»iWb
otherwise.

Mere it Where we Put the Knife in.
30 Hoops, 3 in. Tape, 6 tapes, heavyiwiro,
tor
1.46 former price 9.00
30 Hoops,j3 in., Corset and Skirt combined,
for
1.50 former priae 9.99
'(c
30 Hoops If, Corset and Skirt combined,
lor
1 jO former price 1.T5

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!
be Sold Prior to Stock

much lighten the labors of the Committee,
who have the Fair in preparation, if at a very early
can
receive a written reply Indicating the
day. they
kinds ot articles for sale and for the refreshment tables they may be allowed to expect from different,
persons and places. Further information may be obtained on application to either of the uttdenkmed
It would

E

sU^AH toSclM hfltendi^for

the Fair should he addressed “FREEDMEN'S FAIR.City
3 Building. Portland, care oi the Mayor.”
Executive Committee oh Fair.
Miss Babbie* How*, Alfred Woodman,
F. e. Pray,
Mrs. F. O. Libby,
Mbs. H. N. Jose,
Jacob McLellan,
Mbs. Uhas. Holden,
Mbs. L. D. Subtle y,

Jonas H. Perley,
N. A. Roster.

Portland, January 20th, 1908.

Gentlemen, Keep Year Temper 1

dAWtt

Taking! Administrator’s Sale
AT AUCTION!

SHAWLS,
SHAWLS,
20 doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged,
for
1.75, worth 4.00
20 doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.
•<
«
20 doz
90c each
20 doz
hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.50 each.

Valuable Hotel Property
FOR SALE!
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

4

MARBLE

HOTEL,

l‘W*lo- Middle, WUlew *»4 Silver Sts.,
in the City oi Portland, Maine, belonging in Dart to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M.
Isfcwt to
the undersigned. Is offered for sale ana can be nur! chased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
land, with an aggregate frontage or five hundred

HOODS,

and

HOODS,

that. JVis«*sllwies Why*, and tarH
sevant^ttve
tains about tiro hundred and fifteen avartmenta ft
the
of guests, besides touroepaereiis^drSSud^J
HOODS.
conveniences for FIRST
CLASS8'Ho^EL**modern
It
use

a

50 das* Hoods, Woven, slightly damaged,
50c each* worth 1*00
50 doz* Hoods, Nubias, choice goods,
05c each* worth 1*50

the Ret Ail Grocery Business, at 288 ConA. T. SMITH,
i^* A. CHASE.
fcddlw*

wee

A

few

more

left Emb. Backs,

15c pr.

Received !

A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawl*
Hoods and Sontags.
Don't allow anything joalous neighbors can
Copy the number
see the great deference between our prices and others.
1
say to prevent yon from calling.
and call it for
nothing more than to

smut:

.

148 <fe 150 Middle St,
Maaafaeiarsn of Hoop Skitlsfc taraeSa,
DeeW-dtf

designedly

W*.

W*SHBTnilf,1ftq.,
1 *

Archi-

tect, of Boston.
Ito arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced bv competent judges lo be fhlly equal to those ot
any Hotel m the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite tire-proof, and. ail other parts

nearly

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVEa
Just

GEORGE HUDSON,

p
1 Qac
Feb.
1, 1866,

Feb.

■-AICD-

HALL,

copart-

BLAKE,

tlonery business, at the old stand, No.

grosser

Entertain-

GRIND ENTERTAINMENT

Tremont Str*et> BOSTON.

Copartnership.

on

an

_

Messrs. Curtis & Woodbury ol Boston, will fhrnish Character Dresses, Dominoes, and Masks, to all
who wish. The dresses may be seen at Lancaster
Hall three days previous to the Ball, where selections can be made day or evening.
Mr. WILLIAM CALDER, of Boston, the Champion Dancer, who last winter defeated all of the best
dancers of this country,and also tho champion dancer
of the British Provinces, and who was awarded a
purse of money and Gold Medal in New York City,
as the best dencer in the United States, has been engaged for this occasion, and will appear and dance
his celebrated “Sword Dance," “Highland Fling,”
“Sailor’s Hornpipe,” and several other fluicv dances
which never before have been attempted In tide State.
A FULL BRASS BAND In addition to RAYMOND'S QUADRILLE BAND, will be In attendance
to play Promenade and Fancy Dance music daring

Std'fCrtiaLdbT fromUleflr8tAraeri<!an Authors,

A

■

YOUNG

Grand Masquerade & Fancy Dress

THE FLOWER OF
LIBERTY,

Feb 1st,

THE

There will he Singing and Sneaking by several
children; a Post Office, with Valentines; Pishing
Pond; and Tables ior tbe sale of Fruit, Blanc Mature.
Coflee. Tea, &c.
Tickets—including refreshments—25 cents; for sale
at the door.
_Al„l desiring a pleasant time are invited.
Peb 9—dtd
—

A«ciionec7,
St*

«

Monday Evening,

The most perfect organization ever outside of New
York. No stalejokes, hut everything entirely new,
with a change of performance every evening.
TWENTY BRILLIANT STARS!
Led by the inimitable Cool Burgess, Archy Hughes,
Tom Pendergast, and Paul Berger.
Gallery, 35 cts; Parquet 50 cts.
iy Seats may be secured at the Box Office from
10 A. M. to4 P. M. dally.
Doors open at 7—commence at 8,
D. C. LA RUE, Manager.
WM. FOOTE, Jr., Agent.
fe7dtd

PATTKIf,
Exchange

Society.

Society will give

/

M.

Not IS

Knry Saturday at 11 nVloek A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, co. nor Federal
Lime Sts.
where Carriages can be stored and Horace boarded It
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
RY BA1LEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Deo It Ldf

WOODTand

Agents Wanted,

Feb 9-dlt

The ladies of this
ment as above on

MINSTRELS !

Sound the Glad

KUWAHD

stoi““' Kob“’

HALL,

OF

Hughes, and

They Most

su

in every County in New England
steady employment and big pay.
Apply tb 6r address
WARREN & MORTON, 64 Middle St.,
^
ted81w*
Portland, Maine.

Principal

LADlIf

BY THE

at

7_duiIi:NliY BAILEV &Co., Auctioneer*.

AT AUCTION!

Congress St., Munjoy,
St. Lawrence St.

commence

at 7.30

Levee!

AT LINCOLN

On

Wi" b9Iwlair-

Portland, February 8,186S.

commence

Festival and

’rink-

ed,i'brj^,o70th«daPyo(^“m0,ley

Per Order Lecture Committee,
GEO. H. SMARDON,
Feb 10-dtd
dor. Sec’y.

Bendergast,

Tf—Dancing to
Clothing checked free.

Kaaterly

^J?*c^«c‘‘»ch°oi

warranted

50 eta.

Doors open at fr. Lecture to

to Let.

on

stiches, and

O H.

Evening Tickets
precisely.

and Saturday, Feb15, 16 aad 17th.

Doors open at

fSL?“

of goods and
to^thc side10 invite<^ to ***• examination
1,1

OF NEW YORK.

Burgess,

o’clock.

w|th

e

♦JIi

men

One

N O TIC E
fpHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 flrnrof 3. W. MUNGEB & CO., la this day dissolved by mutual consent.

Made

wear.

the lowest.
i The storo will be under the direction of Mr.
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention In part
to this branch of the business.
We are also Agents for the Howe Sewing Machine.
w. w. Lothrop & co., ss Middle st.
Wholesale
Union St.
R. L. Morse, W. W. Lothbop, S. K. Dyeb. 3

TBBIB BOOMS

Exchange Street,
JOHN £. DOW & SON.

be

We solicit the former patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing our prices—qualities considered—as low as

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
No.

can

Fashionable Boots and Shoes f
For

responsible Offices. Open Policies leaned.

|

St. Block.

Jan 10—dtf

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

AT

for THEIR ADVANTAGE.

31

LIABILITIES.

-At

it will be

our

PRICES,

One Price and No Variation!

75
00
00

12,290 69

1

Marine

We Invite the public to examine

ELDER & WHITMAN.
00

On Wednesday Eve’ug, Feb. 14th,

Minstrel Carnival!

the

00
37

Company,

J.

One Price, and No Variation !

foeiing sure

27,355

80,000
27,506

Premiums unpaid,
Du* for Rents,
U. S. Revenue Stamps on hand,
Office Furniture and Safos,
Insurance fterip owned by the

Losses unadjusted,

full variety at

HALL,

MAO H-Jari-fl A h J
D. 3. Cordova, Esq.,

DEERING HALL.

Wednesday Evening, February
\

Lecture of this Course will be deliver-

CITY

ON VALENTINE’S NIGHT,

the old stand

Agents,

Interest accrued,
Bills Receivable received

In

12,000 00
5,000 00—58,700 00

Town Bend.
National Bank,

8th
THE
ed at

Subjuct—Mrs. Smith’s Surprise Party.

GOODS,

[Small Warn,

And

50
00

57,750
United States Certificates of Indebtedness.
29,TOO 0*—290,912 50
39 Missouri State Bonds, 6 per
beat.
23,TOO 00
20 Tennessee State Bonds, 6 per

day

A superior class of REFRESHMENTS will be
furnished in the RECEPTION ROOM.
Admission to Pantomime and Promenade Coneert,
30 cts; two Tickets 50 cents.
Doors open at 7( o’clock.
Pantomime commences
atS o’clock.
Tickets for sale at Lowell & Senior's, J. E. Fernald & Sou’s, and David Tucker's.
Floor Managers.
1
J. E. Fernald,
A. S. Fernald,
Wm. Senter,
Da Berry,
James S. Lowell.
Henry Dennis,
Thos Given,
William H. Brazier.
J. S. Dedlow,
Feh 7—dtd
i

AT LANCASTER

Feb’y 20th, at 3 o’clock P. M., on
ahall sell at public auction.—Lb c
*°ld 'o the City,-SIX WOODEN
their foundationa, &c to be removed
March n»xt. Theue Houhoh are aituaside of Brackett street, adhouse and known as

10

M. L. A. LECTURES!

BALL 1

Hosiery, Handkfs.,

00
10

England Supper

Febl0-d5tAI>M1SS1ON2SCENTS-

CHANDLER will (Prompt and Furnish the

FLANNELS,

Capital Stock...$500,000

An Old Fashioned New

CONCERT!

ON

St., for and on account ot whom it may concern, will
be sold 2 Topsails, Foresails, Foretomnast-staysall,
Main Jib, Trysail, and Topgalantsall; saved from
wreck ol brig P. B. Curtis. Sails In good order; part
ol them new last tail; may be seen as above previous
to sale.
fetidtd

F»b

Which alone U well worth the price Qt admission.
There will also he a Peat
Ofllce, Fetes In Archery,
<Sc„ to conclude with

IV.

OF NEW HAVEN, JANUARY 1st, I860.

an

PROMENADE

ruary

Consisting of all desirable styles of plain and fancy
fabrics, in all grades, we have marked without regard to cost, to

STATEMENT OF THE

And

Gallery of Ancient and Modern Art,
was

The Great Confederation ot distinguished Ethiopian
Artists and Unparalelled Constellation oi
Talent 1

Winter Dress

E. R. THOMAS, Secretary.

ot

The

will consist ot

TABLEAUX, MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND,
And a fine production entitled
OUR COUNTRY'S AE.TAR,

Extraordinary Combination.

Our

J. W. Munger, Agent, Portland,
Office 166 Fore Street.

Article*, both Leeful anil Oraanaeutal,
Which they will offer for sale at fair prices. The en-

13th.

Exukan^Tst

we

ture of

AFTER THE PANTOMIME,

lg

Houses at Auctiou*

The ladles have spent much timo In the manu/ho

tertaiment

AUCTIONEEB,

ONtheTUESDAY,
premia**,

HALL,

On Thursday Evening, FeU. lath.

0

Tuesday Evening, February

of the CASCO STREET FREE
SOCIETY will hold their Annual

Sales.

Sails at Auction.
SATUItDAY, Feb’y loti, at 12 M, at the left
Messrs.
Boss & Sturdivant, 73 Commercial
over

end Levee, at the

CITY

Thursday, Friday

SALE,

and would request the ladies to examine Our Prices
before purchasing elsewhere.

68

STANSBURY, President.

enu-

THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

OCR STOCK OF

on

Loans

-ON-

■

.si:

Ladles
The
BAPTIST

and the GLASS SLIPPEB,

CITY HALL,

Music.

WOOL

B Xi -A. Uf JX J3 T

1860.

1.

fairy

before no popular, will bo thrown open,
giving tho audience an opportunity to inspect the
W O R RS OF ART!
(To which several additions of great merit have been
the Hall Is being cleared for a
while
made,)

Reduction!

E. M. PATTEN,

LEVEE !

Will be reproduced by 35 Children in Gorgeous
transformation of the
PUMPKIN and MICE Into the GOLDEN CHARIOT and PRANCING STEEDS, which boar Cinderella to the
PRINCE’S BALL,
And with entire New Scenery painted for the occasion by Schumacueb, at the

Which

Great

OF. NEW YORK,

^

Cincinnati Market».

choice assortment of seasonable

WE HAVE MARKED

Morris Fire and Inland Ins. Ca.,

»® 1999

11 ««
Hof2^.9tead-'' at
*1

whaat^lfimn4’?,00!

Fk.ur—unchanged.

The Maryland Legislature.

plain Mess at

hhds. Porto Rico at 65 @ 76.
Naval Stores—dull.
Petroleum—crude at 32 @ 321.
Freights to Liverpool—Aran Cotton at }d.

ere.

quaint ante.
New Yohk, Feb. 8.

new

Sugars—Arm -.sales 406 hhds. Muscovado at 11®
12a; 925 boxes Havana at 10} @ 13c.
Coffee—quiet.
Bice—quiet at 9} @ 10c for Rangoon.
Molasses—quiet; sales 30 bbls. at 1-00 ® 110; 60

Borate Greeley—Conviction
of Counterfett-

Oen. Sutler [Cuts Lieut. Gen. Gram's Ac

Muwk"’

Oats—steady.
Pork—opened heavy and lower and closed unsettled; sales 1.400 bbls. new mess at 28 87 ffl 29 37,
closing at 29 12 cash.
Lard—steady; sales 660 bbls. at 181.

fytnsglvania Legislature.
Haebisbubu, Pa., Feb. 0.
The House to-day passed the bill appropriating $500,000 for the relief of the Chambersburg sufferers.

New Yobk, Feb. 9.
6r?eley has been elected President
ol the American Institute.
Stewart has been convicted of counterfeiting National currency; and Henry
alias
Dutch Harry, of
Palmer,
having
6
possession of counterfeit money.

hales’llISumg l^ptends

lull anil

STATEMENT

-OF THE-

pfeeuix,

New York Markets.
sales 1,000

a

:'t

Illinois Central Shares 75 @

Latest by Telegraph to Queenstown.
Ijvubpool, Jam 21'.—P. M.—The Cotton sales
to-day were 6,900 bales, including 1,600 bales to exporters and speculators. The market closed Irregular and rather lower.
Breadstuff* unchanged.
Provisions quiet and unchanged.
London, Jan. 27, {evening.— Consols lor mono;
closed aft 86} @ 17.
U. 8.
^

Cottop—keaVy;
aC46.

|

the public
goods at a

Auction

ENTERTAINMENT !

Preparatory to TAKING STOCK, and would offer to

gains.

AMmiCA’N SECURITIES.-U. S. 6-20s 66 @ 664.

75}.

Dry Goods,

DEFY

Amount of Cash in

i-—-—

Block,

Have marked down their Stock ot

sible. It would be advisable for all who think
of buying any dry goods soon, to call and look
through his stock, for he can show you bar-

Amount of Cash

Financial.

The

5 Free Street

.100
Reiulisg..
Michigan Central...101}
Michigan Southern .681
Illinois Central....
.116}
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 79i
Chicago and North Western.27}
Chicago and Rock Island..101}

United States 7-30 Bonds,
United States 5-20 Bonds,

Wednesday, by wnfc&Ta path was

thrown from the track, was owing to the
breaking of a rail. The locomotive Was demolished. By the explosion of the boiler the
engineer was killed and the fireman severely
scalded.
The cars did not go over the embankment, and no passengers were hurt.
The Chilian expedition case was before
Judge Shipman to-day, and by consent of
counsel was set down lor next Wednesday.
General Hooker, under orders from General
Meade, has caused ah the sub-districts in his
military district to be discontinued.
was

Hudson.lOOg

CONDENSED

FAIR!

CINDERELLA!

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

P. M. BboST, No. 4 Deering Block, Congress
Street, has just returned from market, with a
full stock of Dry Goods, purchased at low prices, and will sell at the very lowest prices pos-

8 WEDENBORGIAN

Or the

Canton Company.. ...*.. 44
Niw York Central.........88
Erie..r... 7|9

Coughs Aim Colds.—Sudden changes of
Climate are sources of Pulmonary and Bronchial affections. Experience having proved
that simple remedies act speedily when taken
in the early stage of disease, take at once
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” let the cold,
cough or irritation of the throat be ever so
slight, as by this precaution a more serious attack may be warded off.
mw&slw

Entertainments.

ATPANTOMIME ot

Marked Down!

series),.99}

Treasury

Entertainments.

the BolicttaHon of many friends, tha beautlfol

United States coupon sixes, 1864,.102$
United States 10-». 942
Notes, 7 3-10, (2d

DstoncitCrrY, Col., Feb. 8.

pCpwiftUiim

Dry Goods

New Yobk, Feb. 9.
Second Board.—Stocks weak.
American Gold.—1393
United States 5-20,1864.108J
United States coupons Sixes 1862,.102J

HOME INSURANCE COMPANY,

FZom Colorado.

other

heavy damage.

—*-

Stock Markets.

the 2d of June next. The election of State
officials is to take plaoe at the same time.

Virginia Legislature.

Chilian fleet.

yy

Miscellaneous.

Amount ol losses claimed and unpaid, not
yet due, and all other claims,
$119,065 47
Amount of Fire losses paid the past year, 491,863 50

The Hidden City left Panama on the 28th
.....
■■■
for San Francisco.1
News from Peru says the President of Peruv
has made an offensive and defensive alliance
Xfeath ot a Reporter.
with Chili, and declared war against
Spain.
Boston, Feb. 9.
It was hoped at Lima that other South j
Walter Bartlett, a reporter' connected with
American republics, and especially Columbia,
the Boston Post, died this morning, aged 26
would accede to the treaty.
years.

country, and to have their
for surveillance.

fl 111

U. S. 10-lfl o P«r corn. Gold-Bearing Bonds,

Williamsport, Pa., Feb. 9.
The mall Which should have left here to-day
was robbed after being, delivered at the Railroad depot- T$p bags fepf found above the
depot, and all their contents gone.

The steamer Santiago de Cuba, from Greytown, has arrived. Also the steamer New

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. ft.
passed the bill as amended, to
John M. Hughes, for the murder of 8. Parbe engrossed.
was hanged
to-day*
The Hawker and Pedler law was discussed 1 sons,
at length but final action was not reacfiqd.
Wheeling, Va., Feb, ft.
Grogan and Boyce, for the murder of Adam
Adjourned.
were executed in
Dennis,
Parkersburg to-dky.
HOUSE.
Jne ropes broke in the first
attempt, but the
Mr. Miller of Portland, from the Committee men mounted the scaffold
again and stronger
on Elections in the contested election of Hub; ropes were procured, when they were hanged
bard ts. Hammond of Berwick and North Berseparately.
wick reported leave to
withdraw, thus giving
the seat to Mr, Hammond the
sitting member.
from Savannah.
Mr. Bradbury of Hollis, submitted a minor8avannak, Ga.. Feb. 0.
ity report on the same subject, and on his mo-

School, reported legislation inexpedient
ders relating to repeal of the several acts establishing the Reform School.
Mr. Burbank, from the Committee on Edu-

.respected,

Mail Robbery.

Nbw Yobk, Feb. 9.

Mr.
to the bill.
The Senate

on or-

The Fenian trials coutinue.
The Dublin police had seized a number of
swords and bayonets in an Orange lodge.
A vessel in the Thames, on the point of sailing for Peru, was detained, at the instance of
the Spanish Consul, who alleged that she was
designed to make war on Spanish commerce
under the Chilian flag.
The Queen of Spain gave hfrth to a son on;
the 24th.
An official dispatch says Prtm, with 600 cavalry, hod arrived at Uanancotf, Portugal, and
declared his readiness to deliver up the horses
and accoutrements to the Spanish Commisunfa
sioners.
The Spanish Senate’s address In response to'
tbe Queen’s speech, expresses regret at hostilities in Chili, but trusts the government will
cause the honor and dignity of Spain to hej

From Feru and Chill.
_

engrossed.
Hobson spoke at length in opposition

Report, legislation inexpedient, on the petition for the establishment of the
eight hour
system was laid on the table on motion of Mr
Miller, who remarked that he had a memorial
which he wished to present, on this
subject.
Mr. Miller of Portland, presented the
petition of H. D. Sprague and about 4000 others
of Portland for the establishment of the
eight
hour system of labor. Referred.
Mr. Shepley, from the Committee on Railroads, Ways, and Bridges, reported that bill
additional to the law of 1866, relating to railroads ought not to pass.
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on Reform

question is still pending.
English polities continue blank, but the
meeting of Parliament in a few days will cause
some little animation in political circles.
The cattle plague continues to increase.—
Tbe latest weekly returns show for the first
time over time 10,000 cases.

introduced.
The Committee with resolutions of the Vii*

or-

tion both reports were laid on the table and
ordered to be printed, and
Tuesday of next
week assigned for their consideration.

The Patrie says the official yellow book will
not contain the dispatches between France
and America on the Mexican question, as that

Sx.

fob the

Perley ” telegraphs from Washington

erates.

Bushwhackers

delivered.
\
And the jury gave the plaintiff $898,
being the amount of freight of deck load
thrown overboard and not delivered.; and
sustained the general average account, however erroneous, as it was made
up at Cardenas.
“

Bigelow’s dispatches, says Drouyn De l’Huys
could not give an explanation with regard to
the internal administration of Mexico, for
which the Mexican government is responsible.
It adds that the United States cannot call resistance by plundering adventurers war, after
refusing tbe title of belligerents to the Confed-

when the

was taken up.

return of the whole $1900

1

here.
Her news is unimportant.
'The Paris Constitutional, in an artlele on
the Mexican question, with reference to Mr.

Washington, Feb. 0.

Dyer, the plaintiff, claimed

a

The steamship Australasian, from Liverpool
Jan. 27th via Queenstown 28th, has arrived

SENATE.

payment.

of the

New Yobk, Feb. 9.

Mi. Guthrie presented the credentials of
Mr. Houston, Senator elect from Alabama for

general average account was made up under
the direetion’of the American Consul.
The consignees of the cargo paid the foil
freight $1900, and about $403 as genera)
average on cargo, the Captain insisting upon

paid as freight, upon the ground that as the
whole\ cargo was not delivered, ho freight was
due upon any part of it, not even upon that
actually delivered. He also claimed that the
general average account was improperly made
up at Cardenas, and that he had exorbitantly
overpaid. Aud this suit was brought to recover hack about $2300, with 30 per cent, exchange, making about $8400.
The Court held that the general average accounts, as made up at Cardenas, were conclusive upon the pllff., in the absence of any evidence that they were fraudulently made up,
and could not be re-examined here; sustaining
the ground taken by the counsel for defendants
upon this point

February. 10,1866-

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

was

in this suit Mr.

Morning,

Savannah Cotton Market.
Savannah, Feb. 9.
46. Receipts
Cotton—dull. Sales Middlings at 42
for the week 6,000 bales; exports 7,782 ba 63Uplands.
Tlie stock In port is 10,600 bales.

Arrival of the Steamship Australasian
at New York.

<

_,---—

brig
got off in a few hours, and
soon arrived at Cardenas and delivered all the
cargo except the deck load. At Cardenas u

such

--

—

general safety. The vessel’s hull also sustained injuries by getting ashore.
The

LATER FROM EUROPE.

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

community.

Mr. Dyer shipped certain merchandise on
hoard said brig from Portland to Cardenas, a
part on deck, at the round or lump freight of
$1900. On the voyage the brig got aground
on a shoal near double headed Shot
Key Light,
and the Captain was obliged to throw over the
deck load to get her off. Some spars and rig-

TWO DAYS

TELEGRAPH,

BY

so.

Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
of the land; ot this sum about $110,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it Is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed wr occupancy
for 475,000, according to the original plans.
Pursuant to License from the Court oi Probate for
the County of Cumberland, the above propertyjvlll
be offered for sale, at Public Auctfon, at the Merchants’ Exchange, in Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
the third day ofMarch next, atelevens'uloeh in the

Thesaie will inelude all the Interest, which the
subscriber has in the same property, in his individual capacity, so that the purchaser will acquire the
entire estate. Title to be made satisfactory.
For terras of sale and other particulars, inquire ot
JOSEPH HE LEY. Administrator.
Jan. 31,1866.
feldtf
COBAM TNERSHIP.
A. J.
MR.partner
in

PLUMMER Was admitted

our

Feb 7—d2w*

firm Feb.

1, 1866.

LOW & PLUMMEB.

AMERICAN ORGANS!
I

MANUFACTORY.

,

Tremont, opposite

Waltham

Street,

BOSTON, HASS.
The most perleet and beautiful Musical Instrument
in the World for the American Home Circle.

THE AMERICAN OHO AN makes Home Attractrefines and elevates the minds ot all. Besstil'd In Its appearance and effects.

ive .and

Seventeen

IT—First

Premiums

were

nwarded te the American Organs ia the

Meathef Octeher, 1MU, arer all esapa- fi
iters, at dUtorwat State aad Coaaty Fairs.
First Premium swarded to the American Organs at
Orest New York State Agricultural Fair at

the

‘Rochester, September, 1861, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
THE AlfERICAN ORGANS are the ONLY
BEAL REED ORGANS new betbre the public. The

oidy Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX er WIND CHEST—which has the same important part to perform as the Bounding Board has in a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melodeon IS an organ case,
me
America^ Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power and gnat steadiness of tone.
These with their extreme line voicing

of the lecds and perfecting ot the
tone, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, In
fineness ol

workmanship, finish

of action, and caas,
others.
These great improvements
and superiority of tone and wermanehlp of the Amcr
can Organs pi ace them in the front rank as the best
and command a higher price than any other reed ins
strument in the market. A careful examination of
them, in comparison with others, will quickly Bhow
their superiority.
Special attention is called to (he stylo of the American OHO an, No. 17, containing tbs Mupor-Octavs
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
ol a power Ail instrument, whose means are limited,
11s price renders it very desirable.
Every Organ Is Warranted is Prove
Satisfactory.
the AMERICAN ORGANS all have tha Reverb-

they

excel all

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
In thehlghest style ofart, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
'and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth OR finish, forming elegant pieces of (hrnlture
lor

the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut

especially adapted tor Churches, Lecture and Lodge
Rooms.

_

THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
PATENT Improvements, containing the
Improved Knee Swell.Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and 1RRMOLO found fat no other instrument.
our new

New

Styles

of Cases,

Richly Finished aufi Highly Ornamented.
Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photograph-, showing their relative size to each
other, sent tree.
Sold only by

WM. PAIHE, 163 Middle Street.
PORTLAND.

Jail 12—eod^iu

It Has Comet
Helen Marr, cargo genuine Goorgoo
Creek, or CUMBERLAND (DAL, landed In
vessel from cars, direct from the mine*, consequently
it is clean and fresh mined.
Alto, various grades ANTHRACITE COAL—bond
bettor in the market.
JAMBS H. BAKER,Richardson’s Wharf.
Portland, Fob. 1, 1866.
tfe2d3w*

PER

Schr.

Copartnership Notice.
as

RUSSELL BARBOUR Is admitted a member
of our firm from Feb. 1st, lsee.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR,
Feb »—dim

E

^

11

—:—;

Insurance.

Poetry,
The Price of Truth.
Great truths axe dearly bought. The common truth,
Such as men give and take from day to day,
Comes In the common walks ol easy hie,
Blown by the careless wind across our way.

General Insurance

greatly

MARINE

Not formed by

won.

chance
Not wafted on the breath of summer dream;
But grasped tu the great struggle of the soul,
Hard bufl'eting with adverse wind and stream.

BOSTON.

COMPANIES.

Washington.

of

Warranted Genuine.

New York.

PATENTED

Wrung from the troubled spirit, in hard hours
Of weakness, solitude, perchance of pain;
Truth springs, like harvest, trom the well-ploughed
field,
And the soul feels it has not wept in vain.

Sunday Reading.
THE LITTLE MATCH-PEDDLER.
A Story for tho Children.

Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Arstic,
Of New York.
Yonkers and New York,
Of New York.
Fulton,
Of

Norwich.
People's,

Of

Norwich.

Agricultural

PORTLAND, HE.,
AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

Five Hundred Dollars!

_

OAK

Company.

S

60
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
40
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol De-

cember, 1866, to William L. Bradley, Boston, containing description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate oi Lime used, af whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
^integrity in the town whore made: these reports
when in, will be referred to a Committee of three
disinterested gentlemen, whose duty (it
competent,
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day ol

January. 1867.
To avoid any

possible chemical error in the manufacture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual anyfis.
ty*The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate ol Lime can he had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual lor growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower ot the weed, by asking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosol
phate Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine ami Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &e.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
»
Jan 27—d4m
--UU-

■

The fire burned

cover.
ed so

nicely; the little

so

one

25

blessedly, it warmalready stretch-

State Fair.
{ n
certain parties have expressed, a desire to have a Show and Fair under Tlie auspiceB of the MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, during tlie coming season, and whereas,
the Societv is n 't in the enjoyment or an allowance
from the State, the Trustees have {agreed to appoint
an Exhibition, provided, in tbeir opinion, sufficient
inducements cr proper guarantees are ottered on or
before tbo first day of April next.
SEWARD DILL, President.
8. L. BOARtJMAN, Secretary.
Bnssell Eaton, Samuel Wasson, E. R. French,
Trustees State Society.
Augusta, Jan. 27, 1866.
N. B.—Communications to be addressed to the
President at Phillips.
feldSw

WHEREAS,

Exchange Street,

S. H. Me
.ci
ALPINE,
State Agent fee Maine.

had

ed forth her feet to the warmth—but then the
flames went out; the flames disappeared, and
Nov. 15.
aug26’65dly
she had only the stump of the burnt-up match
in her hand. She struck a second, it flashed,
I --:and when the glow fell on the wall, It became
transparent like a veil. She could see into the
A snow-white cloth was laid on the
room.
table, thereon stood shining porcelain dishes,
and a roast goose, stuffed with apple and
Insure Against Accidents l
plums, exhaled a delicious odor. And what
was yetmore beautiful to see, the goose hopped
ALL TRAVELLERS,
down on the floor from the platter, with knife
RAILROADS STEAMBOATS, SAILING
and fork in its breast, and waddled toward the
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
poor little maiden. Then the match went conveyances
may insure against loss ol lifo, or seriout, and left again only the thick, cold, damp ous bodily injury, for ML toon in case of death,
walls. She lighted another match. There and Eld weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,
or the small sum of
she sat then, under a glorious Christmas tree,
it was still grander and more beautiful than
TEN CENTS PER BAY!
that she had seen through the glass door of
10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
Thus,
the rich merchant’s house. Thousands of ta30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
the
burned
on
green boughs, and gaypers
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any pari
colored images, such as she had seen in the
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
show-windows, looked down on her. The litBefore entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other
tle one stretched out her hand towaids them;
conveyance, secure yr urself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
the match went out. The Christmas lights
$15 per week in case of iitf ury, whereby you may be
ascended higher and higher; she saw them disabled.
shine as stars in the heavens; one of them
Policies Issued for any sum, covering accidents of
fell down and made a long fire-streak. “Now of any kind, such as Palling of Ice and Snow from
died some one,” thought the little maiden, for buildings) or Falling on th«- Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruidts, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, Asher old grandmother, the only one who had
saults by Burglars, Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
loved her, and who was now dead, had told
Kicks and Bites of Horses 6r other animals, upsether that, when a Star falls, a soul ascends to ting of or falls from Carriages, &c., Ac.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
God.
and should therefore insure without delay.
Again she struck a match ou the wall, again
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the
It became bright, and in the splendor stood her

CHEAP

and

INSURANCE

inlection in the human organScrofula a taint
sm. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood.
Constitutions affected with Scrofula
are more than any other sutgected to diseases, and
have leas power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary in the
or

constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,”—and should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COM-j
POUND that this most loathsome disease can be
checkod and in the majority ot cases cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disease, and for Mercu-:
rialDTsejfee, which is sometimes complicated with It,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and:
constantly until iho disorder is expelled from the system.

Neuralgia, Headache-, apd various disorders of the
nerVous svtcin frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors,

Scrofula breeds

that

hunger, nor pain—she was with God.
But in the corner, leaning against the wall,
sat the poor maiden, in the cold morning
hour, with red cheeks and laughing mouth—
frozen on the last night of the Old Yearl The
New Tear’s sun rose on a little corpse. There,
stark and cold, sat the child with a bundle of
matches, a bunch of which had been lighted.
“She tried to keep herself warm,” said they.—
Nobody dreamed what beautiftil things she
had seen, in what splendor she had just entered the Happy New Year with her grandnor

General

Railway

31

W.

Dec 14—dtf

those who have occasion to use it; for many, of the
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori-

ginal disease.

DR. E.

and set forth
of their divine

the imperishable
wisdom, horn the
shores of Africa. Alexandria, Hippo, Carthage, at one period almost controlled the religious sentiment of the world, enlightened by
the piety and learning of Clemens,
Cypriau,
Origen, Polycarp, Athanasius and Augustine
—men whose thoughts are the staple of Biblical commentaries and Christian preaching in
every quarter of the globe at this day.—'

JtfELKOSE, MASS.

Princes of intellectual power and almost divine authority in the realm of truth, have
come out of Egypt; and Ethiopia, in the
early
day of the Christian era, stretched out b.sr
hands in prayer and tribute to God.—[Family

Treasury.

HOMOEOPATHIC

$1,000,000■11 paid in.

Proprietor,

HAVE

lion*

No. 1 Cures
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44
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44
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11

44
44
44
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44
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44
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7
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44
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44
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44
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44
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44
44
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44
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44

44
44
44
44
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£
28

"29
30

Worm,, Worm-Fever

CryinyColic

or

if

*.
*i
H
i,

"
44

•’11

Worm-Cof£
of

Teething

Diarraa of children

44

8
9
10
11

Fevert. Congestion, Inflamationa.
or

infants
adults

C*Sk

P

96
.7-

Dysentery, Griping, llillioud Colic
P.
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea,
o?
K’
£
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache
ok
Headaches, Sick-Headache. Vertigo
25
** *
Dyspesta, Billions ytomach,
105
Suppressed or painful Periods,
25
Whites, too profuse Periods,
25
Croup. Cough, difficult Breatk'ng,
25
Sail Rheum. Erysipelas, Erupl on*,
25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains,

Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,

25
60

50
Scrofula, enlarged (»lands, Swellings, 60
60
Piles, blind or Bleeding,
Ophthaimy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
Catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza, 60
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
Diphtheria ulcerated Bore Throat,
80
Sufferings at Change of Life,
100
f'S't'P'y' Spasms, St. Vitus’ Danot* I 00
?lnerai Deh'uty Physical NVealtaoss, 50
Secretions.
50
eWland 8Canty
sickness from rtttog,
60
*
K^'y Disease, iiravel,
60
Nervous Debility Seminal
JtoeiMions
ouuons,
involuntary OiseharMt*
6*’
Sere

Mouth, Canker
Urinaru
Incontinence, wetting hint

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
larg* Vials, In Morooco, and ’Book
large Vials, plain case, and Book.’
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to J6) and Book,
35
20
20

2n

s

«in m
*

6 on
c, <„>

3 00

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

Mahogany Case lo Vials,
Single Vials, with directions,
UP'That* Remedies, by th* Case

$10 00
1 00

or

single Box,

are sont to any part of ihe country, by Mail or Express, fr** of charge ou receipt of the price. Address,

Price $1. For Sale by all Druggists.
Jan IT—eodfewlyr

$1,201,188,10

SPRAGUE’S

AmliJu’y 1, 1865.

SURE R

Thi» Co. Ii the FIRST and ONLY do. ever organized on this Continent, with an

Original Capital

MEDICINE

COMPANY.

Offioc and Depot, No. 562 Rroadway New York
Dr. Homphrkys is consulted daily at his
office,
or by letter, as
above, for all forms oi

personally

II, II.

HAV, Agent, Portland, july26’65»odly

LIEF!

WIHCH

IN

^

*

I
j

Dollars I

I

Positive !
surL
Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.

Wo are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses tor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

are

■

SURE

MARINE INSURANCE. OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.
SURE
Of An

Indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in.the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that. THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE i This lhtincludos the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, al of which fhll
far behind the International in point of patrons ;e in
this City_New York Commercial Advertiser:
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know tbe real merits
and ssflUhl management ot this sterling corporation,
whScb thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half
century.
As

an

CHARLES

years in the

ered

Address,

FOB
Between

of

new^Gr«~IHn
Streets* Weanbouse,
Coquets and Funeral Wreaths
tl s’
tl*e shortest notice.
ilosos at

North and 1 Montreal

be ftirnished at
A. & J. A.
Feb 6—d2w

can
_

_

our

DIRWANGER,

florist.

Alcohol in my

Balm!

SALE !

EThe

High

and

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 940 A. «.
and 3 40 r. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800 a. H,and 200
and 5 30 P M.
The940 a.m. and 200 r. m. trains wiU be freight
trains, with passenger oars attached.
t^'Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett* Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Center fbr West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
Sooth Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saccarappa for Uouth Windham, Windham HilL
and North W mdhain, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26,1S65—dtf

Ol

I..UIJJ I'U 16*1 On and alter Monday, Nov. CM, 1865,
trains will ran as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 7 35 A. m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p. m
This train connects with Express train fbr Toronto
etroitand
Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
810 a. *
Efopi So. Farta, Uwiston and Auburn,
v1
From Montreal; Quebec &e.
i 45 v, u.
The Company

are not responsible for baggage to
exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is gUr<*n. and paid for-at the rate of

any amount

passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
&ov2dU
Portland, Nov. 1,1865

one

H.

PORTLAND AJtENNEBEC R.R.
Portland to Skewhegnn via Waterville
and Kendall'. Mill*.

Coruineiicine: December, 11,1865.
'-rgt.^u—Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
^■aBteexccDted) for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, skowheggu, and intermediate Stations, at

1.IW P. M.

Portland lor Bath daily (Sunday! excepted)
at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.56.
This is the only route east wlthont break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations ou this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased In Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going oast
will change cars at the first depot
they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowod to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as ant other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and lor China, EaAtand North Vaasolborn’ at v*»salboro’, and Ibr Unity at Kendall's Mill's.
VV. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. tl. 18C5—dtf

MAINE CENTRAL

Said bousotontains ten thuahed rooms; is
every respect. Size
f lot 4 rods on the front, bv
deep, with a garden
mder a good state ot cultivation. For sale low fbr
< ashEnquire of F. W. SEABL’KY on the premilouse.

j

n

in
good repair, and convenient
8

es.

ja24eod8w*

R.

R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.)
Trains leave Portland dally (Grand
fais J ^iSfaTrunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and ior Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston are dne at 8.30 A.
M., and trom Bangor and all intormediato stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains fdr Boston.
E3r* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec 15, 1685.
dmtf

prematurely

glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of ap-

,H3.TTu8

After the use of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after the natural color of the hair is restored, its occasional use Should beconfinuod. In conjunction with
Du. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver andbeautiflerof the hair, is without a rival in
the estimation of the public.
r.V
...itti
7
ta:

Bottle.

rUCTAETO BY

Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose, Mass.

KNIGHTS’

Dressing- !

This article has been prepared with a view to supersede llif pernicious oils and pomades so common
in tho market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to tho growth and beauty of the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparation for dressing the haft* was generally
available, most oi the compounds used for that purpoee being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a

people,

it is notorious that

we

become

prematurely

bald. Ia no country are they© so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
some it is attributed to our mode of liie; by others, to
the restless activity ot the American mind; but wo
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune it is—to
the inordinate use of oil as a dressing, which diseases
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
burn out tho roots of the hair. DB. KNIGHTS*
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably the only article before the public that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
from falling off" or turning gray; it removes dandruff,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous headache. Its
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclined to curl, and its delightful fragrance, and the riofc
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render it
theihvoritc Hair Dressing of the most iastidious.
gray

or

PRICE 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
PREPARED BY

Dr.

E.

R.

Knights,

AT

5£Jr* Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
E.

Ml J SOLE,

W HOLES ALR

BY

and
J. W. PRRKINS & CO.i
PORTLAND,
And at retail by Druggists and Merchants throughout the Country,
Dec 25—eod3m
wfii-M

t

statements in

articles mint be correct.”

regard to his

The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
do so were he not a stranger to many; and conclude s by stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.
not

[ADVEETISBMEXT.i

DAYS.

SPBA°UK.

Nov 22-dlvr
22-dlyr

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

Kidneys and Bladder.—
Back, Strictures, &e.;

STEAMERS

cess.

Forest City, Lewiston and
Will, until

Montreal,

further

notice,

run

u

follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
'every Monday, Tuesday Wednos’day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’olock. P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’olock P. M,
Fare in Cabin.
$2.00.
E3T Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rata of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Aug 5, 1663.
feb.lb,1663.—dtf
....

New England Sorew Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

ships DI1UGO, Capt
SAerioood,
and FRaNCgNIA, Capt. W. W,
1 hub wood, will antil
doe, rnuas follows:

further no;

Leave Brown'. Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 1P. M., and leava Pier

38 East Hirer, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted np with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the moot speedy,
soft and oomfortable route for travellers between
Rew York nnd Maine.
Passage, in State Boom,
audio. Cabin passage SS.06. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by title line to and from Mon-

treal, Qnebeo, Bangor,Bath,Augusta, Kaetportaad
St.John,

Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
steamer* as early as I P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
Tor freight or passage apply to
BMEKY fc FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
M. B. CROMWELL fc CO., So. 86 West Stmt,
New York.
dtf
Mav 38, 1846,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Cof
Carrying

Canadian and U. S. Malls.

the

Passenger,, Booked

and

.Londonderry

to

Liverpool.

I

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship Hibernian. Capt. Dutton, will
sail from this* port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, lbth
February, I860, immediately alter the arrival oi the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To he followed by the Damascus, on Feb. 17th.
Passage to Londendery and Liverpool;
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
$26
Steerage,
its
in
Gold
or
equivalent.
Payable
For freight or passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
declldtf

BOSTON AND CUBA

M

■MHt

COMPANY.

STEAMSHIP

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing

Isapure

Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in foot, aH diseases requiring
the aid ol a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic and
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

H E L

mTo

LD'S

FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA

These steamer,

Druggists everywhere.
Helmbold’s. Take ho other I

all

Li?"Ask for
KJf*'Cut out the advertisement and send for it, and
means avoid Counterfeit.

by this

Dec 30—cod f

The

PORTLAND.

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

cT

Important to Travelers T H R

T !

A

to visit the Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, #61 in entref cy.
Foe freight or passage, apply to

WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,
209 State Street,
BRIDGE, LORD a CO.,
6 India Street.
ftbTdtf
Beaton, Feb. 3d, 1666.
^—a————

Or to

COLD WEATHER!
COLD WEATHER!

Waiter’s Anti-Freezing Foree Pump
X* Excuse now tor Frozen Pomp., or
Bn rote# Pipes in Mid-VV inter.
subscriber offers for sale the right to manufacture and sell this unequalled pump in tire untold Counties in this State at a law figure.
This pump cannot ireeze a* no water remains in
the pump when the pump is not in motion.
A capital chance is od'ered to any enterprising man
Lklback & Co., 3d
to make money. Messrs.
story. No. 4 Manufacturer’s Block, Union Street,
poprietors of Cumberland County, will pat up single pumps in said County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Counties unsold are Androscoggin, Franklin,

THE

Libby,

Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford, Peuobeoot, Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc, Somerset, and York.
Call on them for particulars.
Fob

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

:‘

2—dim_i

LITTLE

all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Ac., and is prepared to famish Through Tiokets
from Portland to alt the principal Cities and Towns
in the level States and the Canadas, at the

IS

RATES OF FARE,

And all needful information obeerfrilly (tarnished.
TsavniAEtui will Hnd it greatly to their advantage
to prooute Through Tickets at the

Portland Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tiokets for California, by tbe Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be seonred
by early application at this offloe.
marSOdfcwtf
March 20.1866.

To the Public.
been engaged for more than
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Business, and knowing as I do all the preparadon, that are offered fin: die restoraare made
tion of (He Hair, and bow
and what composed oh WM knowing
most of them to he useless and some injurious, and feeling the great need for
some preparation free from injurious

Having

|

they

substances, such as Oils, Aioohol, and
Sugar of Lead,"Lac Sulphur, (a moot poisonous

preparation) injurious

to

the

-health of tbe hair and body. I have endeavored to supply the want by preparing an article
that is free from oils of glj kinds, and all substan«es
It will keep the hair moist
known to be injurious.
and glossy longer than any oil, cures all humors of
the scaip, stops the itching of the nead, prevents the
hair from falling off in the worst casee of fever or othMy
er diseases, and will not soil the nicest silk.
Balm is not a Dye, but purely a Dressing tor the Hair
and a M ediclne for the Head. I here offer the names
of a lew persons who have used my Balm. Let them
speak for themselTes.
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen:
Capt. A. P. Harris, Geo, W. Parker, J. Dunn, Esq.,
D. Drlnkwafer, H. C. Hastings, B. C, Hanson, A.
Thornes, H. Lewis.

I have tried Todd’s Hungarian. Balm, and I consider It the best article in usetor the hair.
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Me.

I

CLAIRVOYANT!
-AND-

Electric Physician I
From 618 Broadway, New York, has returnod to
Portland, and can bo consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp's block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam .•—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cnro'you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant) tbore being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She Immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and thorn tho
best of her judgement Bhe should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
irom the stomach) it was measured and fbund to be
eleven and ahalf Indies long. We have it preserved,
that all may sec for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident) that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
MARY BAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
dclitt
Providence, B. I.. Nov. 10,18*5.

!i
9

Atlantic W hite Lead
I.

of New Y

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-ma' ers’

genially,

by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,
General

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

A.
J.

PORTLAND ACADEMY
Union Hall, Free Street,

winter Term Brgmn Keren*her 2Tth.
Pupils Received at anytime in the Tern.
T^ABTICULAIl attention paid to young men pro*
J. paring themselves tor College. Excellent opportunities offered for young ladles or young gentlemen
wishing to study French, German, Mathematics.
Book-Keeping, &c. Pupils of both sexes received
in all branches usually taught in a tint class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, «c.
C.

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED.
CUTLER A <10., who have facilities for obtaining oil
Nov 10—d&wOm

Red

etc.

For sale

'J. BENNETT’S, Denmark,
S. M. HAYDEN’S, Bridgton,
A. O. LIBBY’S, Limerick,

ol the most reliable

Oil, «.ED LEAD,

and Refined.

TO AGENTS.

Cod IA ver oil

k,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

take this opportunity to answer the many tnquterles made to mo, I appoint bat ons agent for each
town. 1 want an agent in every town in the State.
Would like to hear from BiddeJord, Saco, Lawieton,
Brunswick and Bath.
Wholesale Agents, J. W. PERKINS and PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
Mv Hungarian Balm is for sale at

ESTABLISHED

lade,

-ness

B Old Age, Weak Xerres, Difflmonlt Breathing, Pale CounieW nance. Insanity, Cunsnmption. sad all diseases that leilow m & sequence or youtbrui Indiscretions.
The Chorokee Cure will restore health and vigor,
stop the emissions, and offset a permanent cure
after all other medicines hai*e failed. Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent iu a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price $3 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all drnggiate; or will be sent by exprass to any
portion or the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,
Dr. W. B. HEBWIB, 37 Walker St., B. T.

Cherokee Remedy,
Core* all Urinary Complaint*, yiz: (fravel, h\flammotion of the Bladder and
MKidneySy Retention qf
• Urine, Strictures of the
KUrethra, Di'opeical SwellWings, BricJc Bust Deposits,
f
and all di$ea«e« that require

dinretic, and when used in
coni u notion with the

a

CHEROKEE IHJECTIOJT,
Gleet and all Mu*
docs not foil to euro
cou* Dischargee In Male or Female, curing recent
cases in from ons to three days, and ia ttnecially
recommended in thoeo cases of Fluor Aldus or
Whites in Females. The two medicines used In
conjunction will not. foil to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those casea where other medicines
have been used without success,
$5.
$% Three
Price, Remedy, One Bottle,
Bottles,
44
44
H
1
*»•
$2,
•&
Injection,
The Cherokte Cure,” Remedyand Injection" are to he found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists gH over the world, for their Intrinsic Worth
and merit Some unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and

worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
In place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them fer you, write te us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human system is subject, and will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statements from
those who have foiled to receive relief heretofore.
conLadies or gentlemen can address us in
fidence. We desire to send our thirty-two page
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman in tno
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,

per/set

St, W. S. KE&WIHi 37 Walker 8t., H. Y.'

LEAD, Dry and
Lead,

O.

PILES, Principal,
28 Uanovnr St.

quality. Large Bottles, 91,00.
u

P. 0. Box 103.
Jap 8—(15 w

Zone of
Universal ZamlPaitu in the Buck, Dmof Vition, Premature

I9 Memory,

Manufacturers of PU vE WHITE

I

and Consumption!
In 1832, and ttill the beat known*
oil
remedy for
ap'ectiona of the Lunya, Throat ana
Cheat. Be earelttl to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Large Bottles, $1.00.
Small, BO cents.

.<

and Linseed Oil Co.,
~

Sold wholesale and retail by
JOHN M TODD,
No. 74 Middle, cor. of Exchange St., Portland, Me.
And bv Crosman & Co, 7B Middle St.
Iff"!Hone genuine except the name Is blown In the

For Coughs, Colds

,

t

Whiti Lead.

I have used Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and can say
My
that It is the best dressing tor the hair In use.
was tolling off very fast, and by the use of
is
has
oft
enBalm
tho
of
stopped
tolling
bottle
half a
tirely, and is toot thickening up, and is in tine condiP.
Me.
hTsTKOUT, Portland,
tion.

Samuel Hanson, Buxton.
0. Noyce, Norwav.
R. LCNT, 108 Middle St.
L\ p. BRANCH and J. A. JACKSON, Gardiner
A. H. CLARK, Pittston.
M. J. WHITTIER and F. SWEETSIB, Patland,
A. RAKER & CO., Gardiner, will supply
agents for Kennebec and Somerset Counties.
I will supply agents as tost as possible.
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street,
Portland.
January 23. 18GG.—d3m

i Cares all diseases caused by
lelf-abuse, vlzjp’

THE INDEPENDENT

I hair

Pure

(

INDIAN MEDICINE,

MRS. MANCHESTER,

ilr.lodd:—
k
1 feel It due to you, as a public benelactor, to state
that mv hair was fallluiroff very badly, and I was
troublod with a dtseisa Of the head known in the
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs itching
I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to
of the head.
my surprise and pleasure my hair stopped tolling off,
and humor has entirely left the head.
<J. S. PACKARD, JK. IX,
Boston, Mass.

glass.

CURE,

TDK GREAT

for

Jf

ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to rnako
himself acquainted with their pathology,
commonly
one
system of treatment, in most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan-

gerous weapon, the

Mercury.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
*tingiug rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurcr years,
SEEM FOE AN ANTIDOTE fN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, aro
the Barometer to the whole system.
AU

Do not wait for the consummation that Is sure to lollow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, lbr Loss oii Beauty
and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY BXPKBIKNCKt
Young men troubled with emissions m sleep, —a
complaint generally the result of a bud habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect care warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we aro consulted by one
or more young man with tho above diseas*, sonic* et
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they iiad
the conxumptfon, and by their friends supjioscd to
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
liavo it.
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time are
made to rqjoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There »e many me* at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad-

der, often accompanied by a blight smarting or

burn-

ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid ams uraru;<.
There Me many men who die oi this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Perseus, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do bo ny writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street fcorner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Br* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical
TO

THE

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nviteA all Indies, whe
need a medical advieor, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tneii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Me<licine» Me unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all

Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find It invaluable in all caseA of ob
Htructiom* after all other remedies have been tried in
It Is
vain.
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tbe health, and may lie taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with ftjll directions

purely

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend

THOMAS WHITTEMORE.

Agent

gvS1!*?nCeiA

pwn Bex.
anco.

jant.l865d&wly

ex-

These artcles, being of such strength, tho dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, ft is used In the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.

L®"Sold by

class, and will .ail semi-

COLD WEATHER!

COMPLEXION.

THE

first

are

One bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon of the
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the soot of the disease immediately,
pelling all HUMORS ol the BLOOD,

NJoulld.bo
Shi
«?«♦*
SSLS&i!Si* 222

H

fluid extract, and not a weak tea or fnfhsion.
Ia the one thing needful for aU complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

Every

intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
weir efficacy established
by well tested experience in
we bands of a
regularly educated physician, who**
pieparuiory studies fits him for all the duties he iuu>t
yet the country is Hooded with
nostrum*
anu X*
cure-aH*. purporting to be the bestpool
in the world.
but aiway»
urieu*.
The u u
particular in selecting his
* a kuotl,tubl' vet
IneontroveriMypbilltic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
physiv ians in general practice;
a P^ntffeHcrailv conceded
by the Vast sypldlographers, that the study and management of th.-e
complaints should engross the whole lime oi thorn
who would be competent and successAil in their
treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practit-

The stdandid and fast Steam-

FOB HAVANA.
Carrying the United State. Math. The
STEAMEK “TONAWANDA.”
John Beret. Commander,
Tit TILL mil from the endol LongWharf.on ThursVV DAT, February lBth, 18C6, at 3 P. M., to be followed by the Steamer “COBTKZ," sailing THURSDAY, March 1st, I860, at 3 P. M.

Memory, Trembling,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a

perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earn. <1 reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

_

Will cure all diseases of the
Cures Pain or Weakness in the
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of
Dimness of Y islon.

ROOMS,

No. & Temple Street,
1X7HERK lie can bo consulted privately, and with
▼ ?
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours Gaily, and from £ A. M. to i> P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under tbe.
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from

Arrangement!

Summer
THE

PRIVATE MEDICAL

impure connection or file terrible vice ol' *cli-al>u»e.
Devoting his entire time to that particular brand j of
the medical profession, he tools Warranted in UnAicBANTEK1NU A CUBE IN ALL CASKS, Whether of long

SOULE & CO..
0 T Wharf, Boston.

Portland. Dec. 11th. 1865.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU

Agent,

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!

W. F. PHILLIF8 & CO,

a

>!
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive oar readers; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have
known for years, gradually extend his advertising
from year to year until he becomes tho largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the

AND BEAUTIFYING

Office,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASH.
SOLD

Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure ot viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 fret
deep. It indeed aftords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence ef the merits oi his arttcles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the people.”
fect

APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket

W. D.

and

DR.

Railway.

For Tickets to all points West fc South West,

original color, and is the only
kind upon which the public can

Price 75 Cents Per

1Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.)
a visit to the city ot New York a few
days since, I was induced to call on our oM Mend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 691
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per“When on

FIVE

From Long Wliar’,
Boston,.at 12 M.
Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
SYomPine St.
the West forwar.Jed by the Pennsylvaani, to Baltimore and Washington by

HIGHLY COSCEHIBATED.

faded hair to its

pare£ HiiTTTIIH

spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose namoa are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Hehnbold, it affords me pleasure in stating 1 have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.*’
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
,,iw:.
,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

Line.

Tho Steamers NoltMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

now

EVEHY

CAN BE FOUND AX HIS

Philadelphia

Steamship

■

[Bottom Heraltl.]

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

It has never been known to fell
in a single instance, and is totally unlike tbo thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been egregion.ly deceived.
It Is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich

JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Jan 20—eodtf

>

Canada.

After 18 years* exertions, commencing in a small
way, the popularity of my articles has extended to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the fhee of much opposition. Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none
have been sucossful.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years’ exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

and

Boston

CHEROKEE

eanises, have become

House is in good order, well Arranged

®A

RAILWAY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Such an article is now made available to the public in DE. KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores

Park Sir*

For Sale.
story and a half House, in Yarmouth Village, centrally located, but a few steps from
the Post Office, Glmreh, Stores, and School

further

—

GRAND TRUNK

some timo before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who had used them this objection was
overcome.

OTSHggga On and after Monday, Oot. 30. 1865,

SSy^Mgvtraim will leave as follows, until
notice:

youtli.

and convenient. Heated by Furnace. Piped tor
Ga§.
With an abundance of good water, and
11 respects a very desirable location.
Possession given first of Mareh. Terms reasonable.
Apply to

M...
t.
Mass.,
January 24,18«6.-3tawtmayl

Heaths, Azaleas and

nor

The Do*iruble Residence 51 Spring Street

Floral.

corner

Oil

J. M. TODD,
Portland, Maine.

Jan 4—eod4w

W1THINGTON,

i0U^

no

Scalp.

T4 Middle St., Cor. of Exchange St., up stairs.
|y Agents wanted in every town in the State.
All orders promptly attended to.

Treasurer N P. R. R, Co.

...in.

Hair-Dressing business) 1 have discov-

medicine that will

Hungarian

Notice.

of

public

gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leaf ef
Ufe, would retain, so Ihr as possible, the semblance of

Hair

Apd yet it will keep the hair moist longer than any
article compoccd of oil; by four applications it will
stop the hair from falling off; in tbe worst cases ot
tever In fatty-eight tours. To be bad at

Jt Co.,
Agents.

would call the attention
WE beau
til ul collection of CameJ^U^T^

a

There is

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern
{Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
is amounts and at times as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on the second
day of April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of Mav; and forty
per cent, on the first day
June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
will be declared forfeited absolutely,and
i*i|U
ha®" made upon said Stock
wllK»!,*!““»v,
forfeited without condition ot redemption.
Boston
itoston,

sicktiAss or ether

Things!

Cure all Diseases of the

Munger

I. S.

in

After a long series of experiments, this article, as
Jt is now offered to the public, is believed to lie the
most perfect of its kind which Bcience has ever devised. No pains have been spared to produce what
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from

in its use!

There wilf soon be attend to fW use of the thousand and one articles now in use for the hair, composed of Lac Snlphur, and Sugar of Lead, Castor
Oils, and Alcohol, ruinous to health «s well as to the
hair.
I am satisfied (alter an experience of twenty-five

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President,
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, IBS Fare Street, Portland, Me.
John W.

men

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

Agent for the State of Maino*
Jan 16— cod3moB

An End to All

CHASE, Supt.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

August in—dfim

II. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland,

TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.

O'-tfidly

FRANCIS

LOWEST

An Invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Gout, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Side or Stomadi; Strains, Sprains,
and adjoint affections; Cbilblains, Cramp; and will
take tbe soreness from Guts, Borns and Bruises.

Mew York Estimate of tke International.

p.

In tho year 1846, the writer embarkod in the Drug
Business in tho city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor

90 Exchange Street,

>

Agreeable Application

r.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

gray
preparation of the
any reliance.

Sures

and 220

M.

place

.i‘i »o i

M.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a. m. and 2 30

JAS.

KNIGHTS’

DR.

or

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
I/OMIEOPATHIC

MAINE.

—

A.

90 Exchange Street.

MELROSE, MASS.

FRENCH,

PORTLAND,

Surplus, 201,188,10

SPECIFICS,

PROVED, from the most amp)* experience, an entire success)
Simple—Prompt—Effioieut, and Reliable. They are tile only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot he made in using them; so farmless
as to be free from ddhger, and so efficient
as to be always reliable. They have raised the liiehest eon.
mediation from all, and will nlwaysremftr
satlsfwe'

ma<le tor the following

KNIGHTS, Proprietor,

E. E.

DE.

cu/-e

AUSTIN B.

Nov. 6, 1865, Presenter

Boston at 845

M.

Price $1.00 Pee Bottle.

■

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

HUMPHREYS’

ever

and many of our most distinguished
and private life.

Nervous Headache.
Willcause the Hair to fff'OTV, giking it
the natural color and beauty of
It will 7iot stain the skin,
youth
or soil the finest li/ien.

CASH CAPITAL,

Million

0° Rn(l after

Grand Trunk

Darookah’s

This remedy is too well known and too highly esteomed to require commendation here. It is regarded
a necessity in every household, and is .heartily en
dorsed by the medical foculty, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,

Eradicates all Humors a//d dandruff from the Head. Will prevent

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

DR. J. It. HUGHES

"

CONSUMPTION.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Leave Portland for

Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Singers, are liable, and all
other Complaints tending to

asid

Notice to the Public/

ngrnnan

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma
Catarrh, Bronohitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the
Side, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debility, and the various Throat Affections, and

INTERNATIONAL

One

Chemist,

complaints:

brightest

influence,
teachings

KNIGHTS,

R.

The best preparation

To 7'estore Grey or diseased Hair
to its 7iatu7'al conditio7i cend ~color.

PORTLAND

urAjrijv*"gjMTraidb leave as fol lows

BY

fPREPARED

Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!

W4®m41ff1lB>

Medical.

SACO 4 PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

Dr.

>ii;

The Gospei. nr AriticA.—Some of the
names on the page of Christian history, the most illustrious tethers of the church
of the living God, kindled the light of their

it renovates

a

Consumptive Remedy!

LITTLE, State Agent.

mother.

Purifying,

in it.

renewed vitality and force as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, os
well as freer from the infirmities of age.
Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sareaparfrla Compound is perfectly harmless as
Well £s very effectual—a feet of vast importance to all
the blood, giving it

ORE AT

EXCHANGE STREET.

X>.

Rheum, Ulcers,

1

Ticket & Insurance Office,

Steamers.

Moderate

BY

old grandmother, so bright and radiant, so tender and loving.
“Grandmother I” cried the little one, “take
me with you. I know thou wilt depart when
the match goes out, that thou wilt vanish like
the warm furnace, like the beautiful, large
Christmas tree, like the delicious roast goose!”
And she lighted the whole bunch of matches,
for she wished to hold very fast to her grandmother. And tue matches flashed with such
splendor that it became lighter than mid-day.
The grandmother had never been so beautiful
before, so grand! She took the little one in
her arms, and both soared in splendor so high,
so high i
And up there was no more cold,

Salt

or

doses three times a day will
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but
ofton requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now before the public which can eicel Larookah’s SarsApailla Compound. By using this Compound, multitudes are saved from the endurance ol foul eruptionsthrough which the system strives to purify itself. Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channel*) by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of its operations is, tliat it cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part of the body, it expels all diseases that inhabit it; commonly speaking,
it purifies the blood, driving oolt all the corruption
Sores &c.

Medical.

PORTLAND 4 ROCHESTER R.R.

It "will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It Is a tonic
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone ol the system, thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection from attacks tliat originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is often caused by Scrofula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, tills Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready
is

■‘.H

Railroads,

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtt

cure.

in Premiums, offered to NEW ENGLANp FARMERS for the'bcBt experiments with my
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
$60
Super Phosphite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
do.
do;
20
third
do.,
60
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
30
second best experiment op Potatoes,
20
do.
third
do.
30
For the best experiment on Turnips,
do.
20
second best
30
For the best experiment on Oats,
*L
20
second best
do.
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture
60
or Meadow,
30
second best experiment on Grass, do.
**
do.
.20
third
do.
For the best experiment*on Tokabeo with Brad-

«e prepared to
carry the largest amounts desired in
tlio Gorman ot Hans Christian An- | Marine, Inland, Fire, Ltib and Accidental Insurances
Marine
and
Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
dernon, by Mary Kyle J
once. Losses equitably adjusted and
promptly paid.
It was terribly cold; it snowed, and was alFOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
Zif Marine Risks placed in any Boston or NeW
ready quite dark; the evening was the last of York
Office desired.
the year. Out in the coldness wandered a poor
Portland, Feb. 5,1886—dtf
little maiden, with bare head and naked feet.
When she lelt home she had on slippers; but
what availed that? The slippers were very
large, so large that her mother had formerly
The little one lost them as she
worn them.
was running across the street while two wagons were rolling by at a frightful speed.
One
of the slippers was nowhere to be found, a boy
•- O
had seized and run off with the other.
He
thought he could use it very well as a cradle,
when he should first have a child. Since then
THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
the tnaideD had gone with tiny, bare feet, that
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
red
were very
and blue with cold.
of the second and each succeding premium,
In an old apron she carried some matches, payment
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
and a bunch thereof in each hand.
No one an
had bought any of her the whole long day, nor
IMMEDIATE RETURN.
her
one
given
penny.
Tho advantages of this system over that of diviTrembling with cold and huuger, she crept
along, an image of woe, poor child I The snow- dends payable after a term of year* without interest,
flakes covered her Jong, golden hair, which fell are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in
this way.
in beautiful curls on hcrneck; but of this, truly, she thought not now. Out of every winThe Dividends of tho Charter Oak are
equal in
dow gleamed the light, and she inhaled the
value to those of any Life Co.
delicious odor of roast goose; it was Sylvester
Dividends without interest payable tn four or five
Eve; yes, thereon thought she!
or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
She crouched in a corner formed by two years,
when reduced to their present value.
bouses, one of which Jutted out somewhat
more than the other, and curled up her little
PROMPTNESS
feet; but she was colder than before. She
dared not go home, she had sold no matches
In the payment of losses Is a distinguishing feature
and brought no penny with her.
Her lather ol
this Company,
would certainly heat her, and it was so cold at
IT NEVER BAVINQ LITIGATED A CLAIM!
home also; above her she had only the roof,
through which the wind whislted, even though
C A n E
the great gaps were filled with straw and rags.
Her little hands were nearly stiff with cold. Also to the selection of risks, its losses lor the last
Ah! a match could do her so much good, if six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. leas
she should take a single one from the bunch
tkaa of any other Co. of ns longstanding.
and strike it on the wall. She drew one out.
As the losses of a Co. are so are its
profits, and as
Bschtl how it sputtered, how it burned! It its profits so are its dividends. The moral is
readily
*
was a warm, brigut flame, like a little taper,
understood.
as Bhe held her hands over it; it was a wonA few competent men wanted as solicitors.
derful little light! It shone cheerfully on the
little maiden, and she sat before a large iron
furnace, with polished brass legs and a brazen
Office So.
______

Seeds,

Ware, &o„

"Wooden

from

Life Insurance

Implements,

Cily Hall Building, Market Square,

9^7,000,000.

CHARTER

1863.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

W orccster.

—

[Translated

1,

SOLD BY

Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford.
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New Ynrk.
The undersigned, Agents and
Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than
—

APRIL

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

COMPANIES.

LIFE

Sores, Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints
arising from Impurities
of the Blood.

MADE-

Hartford.

Of

For the Cure of Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers

of the best materials, in the most improved manner, it is commended to the public as suto
other in the market. All who have
any
perior
used it speak of it in the highest terms of praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

FIRE COMPANIES.
.Kina,
Royal,
Continental,

But in the day of conflict, tear, and grief,
When the strong hand of God, put firth in might,
Ploughs up the subsoil of the stagnant heart,
And b.-ings the imprisoned truth-seed to the light,

DR. LAROOKAH'S
Sarsaparilla Compound!

Manufactured by Wm. L. Bradley,

Insurance Co. of North America,
of Philadelphia*

Not In the general mart, ’mid corn and wine;
Not in the merchandise of gold and gems;
Not in the world’s gay hall or midnight mirth;
Bor ’mid the blaze of regal diadems.

COE’S

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

No. 23 Exchange St.

howl;
Brel of the smile,
It tells no tales ol daring worth,
soul.
the
ol
Nor pierces even the surfhco

Medical.

BRADLEY’S PATENT

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

at the current price,
the jest, perchance the

Bought in the market

Great truths are

Agency!

Miscellaneous.

m

■

Tufts College.
The Second Tern of the current college fear will
begin on Thureday morning, Feb. 22d.
Three Counts of Inatrnction hare been eetabHthed.
Those who enter for the degree of Bachelor of Philosophy, complete their course in two yean; for the
degreo of Civil Engineer, in three yean; for the dogreo of Bachelor of Arts, (regular collegiate course),
tour yeare.
In the regular course,

the study of the French and
German Languages may be punned one year, and ot
the Latin and Greek Languages and the Mathematics
two yeare, aa elective studies, beyond the time for
which they are severally required.
Candidates tor admission to the two shorter courses
—which are proffered those who for
any teason can-

regular course—must pass satisiactory
examinations in English Grammar, Modern Geography, Mitchell’s Ancient Atlas, Goodrich’s History o
ths United States, Arithmetic, Geometry anti Algebra.
The College ia delightfully situated on an eminence
In the town of Medford, four miles from Boston, commanding a view of twelve or fifteen cities and vil-

MMrt

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warauted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

Lungs.

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover
tor New England.

Boston, Sole Agents

Street,

i_|
DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a
permanent cure. Try it
directly. It is warranted to
Cure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 eta. |>er bottle.
GEO. O. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
nevlOdOiu

j

“There la

no

such Word as Fail.”

TARRANT’S
COMPOUND EXTRACT Of

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Bure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseases of tlie Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Urgant,
her In the male or female, frequently performing
a perfeot onre In the short (pace of 'three or lonr
days, and always In lem time than any other pnpa.
ration. In the use ot

IS

a

Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copaibs

there Is

no needotaondnement or change ot diet
its approved form ot a paste, it is entirely tasteless, and senses ne nnpleassnt sensation to tbe pa-

I*

tient, and no exposure. It is now acknowledged ty
the moat learned in the profession that in the above
olass ofdlseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are tbe otilr
two remedies known that can be relied n[on with
aay oertalnty or suocess.
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copaiba

NEVER

FAILS.

Kaaalaetared only by

TAR RANT

A

CO.,

878 Qreenwloh 8t., Bow York.
Bold by Druggists all over the World.

maydgbdly

_

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAOTY.
Mrs. 8. A. Allen’s World’s
air Restorer and JJress-

invigorate, strengthen
lengthen the hair. They
ct directly upon the roots
Of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
g

Jnd

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are cov-

ered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result.
will

Radies and Children

appreciate
ful fragrance

the delightand rich,

glossy appearance imparted to the

and no fear
the
of soiling
skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

hair,

Sold by All DraigihU*

Depot 198 &

200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents for

Maine

Sept 27,1885—d*w6m

not take the

lages.
For further particulars send for a catalogue.
Post Office Address, College Hill, Mass.
Address of President, Boston, Mass.
A. A. MINER, President.
Roston, Jan. 1C, 1866.
jan24—VV&SSw.

Choice Flour, Corn and Oats,
-BY

OAR
to

THE——

LOAD,

arrlvo and in stoic*

Alto,

a

lot of

EXTRA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER,
will be sold at the
LOWEST

Feb. 3.—dtf

MARKET PRICES.
GEOROE F. FOSTER,

No. 2 Galt Block,

to the palate, cause no pahi, act
promptly, never require Increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, aBd lor elderly iiersons, Iemales and childTwo Liken at night movren, are Just the thing.
Warranted
the bowels (Jnce the next morning.
and
ot
PUos
Falling of the Rectum. Wa
in nU canon
of the DvsrrrsiA,
all
lor
cure
a
symptoms
promise
such as Oppression ailer eating, Sour Stomach. Sph«
ting ot tood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Vt'lh'v, ness of t he Skin
awl Kves, Sielt Headaohe, Coated Tongue, Billou-ness, Liver Complnlnt, Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Trareterl null the lo.iui/i> juet
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, at they are to joei/wf and Inndnmun
he
that they may
earned in the veet pocket. Priced)
cents per box; small boxes an cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremon;
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addrcsxui^
July Idly
enclosing 80 coins.

PLEASANT

ST II you are
at the Dally

call

in want of any
1‘ress

Office.

kind ol

PPINTINQ

